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On Thursday, September 23, Keith
London was apprehended by the Boston College Police Department (BCPD)
for the sale and manufacturing of false
identifications.
London was arrested in Duchesne
Hall on Newton Campus at approximately 10:30 p.m., at which time he was
brought to the police station, fingerprinted and photographed,
He was subsequently held without
bail for failing to identify himself and
giving false names. The BCPD escorted
London to Newton District Court,
where he was arraigned and later released on bail after being identified.
According to Lieutenant Eugene
Neault of the BCPD, London is currently banned from the BC campus.
Neault fully expects multiple charges
to be brought against London at a hearing to be held October 12 at Newton
District Court. Charges would include,
but not be limited to, manufacturing
false IDs and trespassing.
London allegedly sold false Georgia driver's licenses to underage students willing to pay $45.
A student in Keyes Hall, after purchasing an ID from London, notified a
Resident Assistant. "I thought [London]
could have been an undercover cop,"
the student said.
Megan Reynolds, A&S '01, was the
Shbs?WWEST,tS^H
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The Boston Pops Esplanade Orchestra, led by Keith Lockhart, performed at Conte Forum Friday night.
By

Paul Crocetti

FOR THE HEIGHTS

The Boston Pops Esplanade Orchestra played the seventh annual Pops
the Heights concert at Silvio O. Conte Forum on Friday in a night that
raised over 1.31 million dollars.
The event benefited 64 students who have received need-based scholarships from the Boston College endowment.
"Every year we seem to be raising more money for the scholarships than
on
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said of the event that sold out for the third straight year.
Thurman cited James Cleary, a University Trustee associate and the chairman of Pops on the Heights, as the driving force of the show.
"It was his idea seven years ago, and he is still the energy behind the show,"
she said.
Corporate sponsors, who donated $25,000, and benefactors, who donated
$7,000, had tables on the floor. Students and parents sitting in the stadium
paid $30 to $100 for a seat, which included a gourmet dinner.
The show kicked off Parents' Weekend 1999.
Sek TOPS, A4

On Friday, the Student Life Committee for the Board of Trustees of Boston College met to discuss student life,
fiscal concerns, and academics at BC.
Also presented at the meeting was
a report compiled by UGBC which addressed the quality of goods and services offered by Boston College DiningServices (BCDS) in comparison to
the goods and services offered at area
schools such as Northeastern, MIT. BU
and Tufts.
The comparisons between the colleges were based on average meal plan
cost, payment options, refund comparison and additional points of service,
such as other restaurants and stores
where the meal plan may be used.
Father Brian Paulson, SJ, chairman
of the student life, presented Xaiver
Baker, A&S '01, to the board. Baker
made the BCDS presentation.
Baker said that his report centered
on "looking into dining services to give
more bang for our buck."
In other words, the report wanted
to advise the trustees that the $3600
price did not correspond, when compared to other schools, to the inferior
quality of goods and services offered
for that price.
"Ninety-seven percent of those who
were surveyed believed that Boston
College's meal plan was inferior to
other meal plans," the report stated.
The report concluded, "Our research has indicated significant dissatisfaction with BCDS. Based upon our
survey of the student body andresearch
gathered on the diningservices ofother

See TRUSTEES, A2_

Cabinet Caught By Surprise: UGBC Chief of Staff Resigns
By Lacy

Christopher Goff, CSOM '00, and Ex-

O'Toole

HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Xavier Baker, the chief of staff of
the Undergraduate Government of Boston College, stepped down from his position this past Sunday at the UGBC
weekly Cabinet meeting.
"I cannot say I have entire faith in
my own bosses," Baker, A&S '01, said.
His resignation came two days after he, along with UGBC President

ecutive Vice President Alvin Barnett,
A&S '01, completed a second presentation in front of the Board of Trustees.
In a move that surprised many Cabinet members, as well as Goff and
Barnett, Baker opened the meeting with
his swift resignation and immediate
departure.

"I was absolutely furious. I approached it out of anger and passion
rather than reason," he said. "I had just

come from Ithe] Senate [meeting]
found myself unable to approach it

and
in a

reasonable manner."
Throughout each school year,
UGBC has the opportunity to make four
presentations in front of the Board of
Trustees. After being elected president
and vice president of UGBC, Goff and
Barnett planned what they would bring
before the board at each meeting.
The first presentation was given, as
planned,on volunteer services in June.

Parents' Weekend a Success

The second was planned to be on academic advising. However, Goff and
Barnett were advised to bring this issuein front of the academic affairs committee and chose to address dining services instead. The third presentation is
scheduled to be on sexual orientation,
and the fourth on diversity.
Baker claimed that he did almost
all of the work for the dining services
presentation and Goff and Barnett did
not even see what they would be pre-

HEIGHTS STAFF

Boston College's Help Center,
where students can receive assistance
with their computer's software problems, is moving on October 8 from
Gasson 12 to the Student Learning and
Support Center (SLSC).
The Help Center, soon to be referred to as the Help Desk, will be located across from the check-in area in
the SLSC. As before, students can go
to the Help Desk for assistance with
computer software, operating system,

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ LAUREN M.PRINGLE

event of Parents'

Weekend.

at that so far," Baker said. "There were
two people who needed to be briefed,

but they broke their meetings."
Baker went on to criticize Goff and
Bamett's administration. "The reason
this Cabinet exists is because of this
platform that they worked hard to create. The only thing that separated them

[from other presidential candidates]

commitment to sexual orientation and multiculturalism."
He added, "I wanted to bust my ass
for these ideals."
But Baker claims that the administration has done nothing so far to fight
for the sexual orientation and
multiculturalism issues that are outlined
in the Goff/ Barnett platform.
was a

See UGBC, A2

Help Desk Moves to SLSC
By Nancy Delpidio

University President William P. Leahy, SJ, celebrated Mass Sunday, the final

senting until Thursdaynight.
"Unfortunately, it is not my job to
do this. My job is to make them look
good, and I think I've done a good job

network and configuration problems.
Help via telephone will also continue
to be available.
"The SLSC will be more streamlined," Joseph Ahem, one of the SLSCs
technical support advisors, explained.
"Now there will be one location for all

of the students' computing needs."
In addition, the new Help Desk will
soon offer extended hours as a courtesy
to graduate and advancing studies students.
The relocation of the Help Desk
within the SLSC, however, will be just
one new improvementBC's computing
facility has undergone.
This August, all of the computers
were upgraded. According to SLSC
Manager Maria Koufos, there are now
80 new IBM Pentium-3 units and 76
Macintosh G3s (both with zip drives),
two upgraded scanners and advanced
music stations.
An additional print-onlystation and
six new laptop docking stations were
also installed.
According to SLSC User Assistant
Tom McGuinness, CSOM '01, another
convenient SLSC innovation is the two

new floppy disk vending machines.
'The vending machines are great,
because before we would have to send
people to the Copy Center [to buy a
disk]," McGuinness said.
He added, "It is much more convenient than having people leave the
SLSC, go back outside, go into the library and come all the way back in, and
have to wait again for a computer."
Comparing SLSC attendance last
fall with this year, Koufos has recorded
a large increase in student use of the
computer lab. According to Koufos,
approximately 2,000 students visit the
SLSC every day.
She attributes increased student use
of the lab to the better, faster computers and printers, and the more than 80
software applications offered. The cus-

See SLSC, A5
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Baker Resigns
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The former chief of staff also
claimed that the president and vice
president have disappointed him in
other ways and that his dismay with the
administration did not begin with the
most recent meeting of the Board of
Trustees.
"I addressed it several times privately and saw no changes," Baker said.
After Baker's departure, Goff said
that he and Barnett would take what
Baker said to heart. He added, "The
reason Alvin and 1 ran for this office is
because we honestly believe we will
leave Boston College a better place.''
Goff and Barnett then went on to
conduct the meeting as planned prior
to Baker's resignation speech. However, as the executive directors reported
on the progress of their departments.
some comments were made about the
way in which Baker stepped down as
chief of staff.
Nando DiFino, A&S '00 and executive director of Programming said,
"That was ridiculous. What just happened here was stupid. It should have
happened behind closed doors."
He added, "It's a month into the
school year. You've got to give them
some time,"

Mark Duma, A&S '01 and chief of
Community Affairs, argued for Baker.
"I don't think the majority of Cabinet
understands what is going on. 1 don't

think that Chris and Alvin saw an inch
of it [the dining services presentation]
until the night before [the Board of
Trustees Meeting]," Duma said.
"Xavier's done a lot of great work.
We are not one month into the year, we
are one-third done," he added. "He has
a lot of truth in his convictions."
When questioned as to why he left
the room directly following his resignation, Baker said that he realized he
was far too upset to continue. He added,
however, that he would have liked to
have stayed and answered questions.
"1 feel I owe an apology for the
manner in which it was done, not for
the sentiments that I expressed," Baker
said.
"Iunderstand he was trying to make
a point," Goff said. He added that had
Baker stayed around after giving his
resignation speech, the issue probably
would have been discussed.
"We knew some things were working and some things were not working."
Goff said.
It is his and Bamett's understanding that Baker is no longer affiliated
with the Undergraduate Government.
"He accomplished all that he
wanted to accomplish," Bamett said.
Baker said that no* he needs time
to "reflect and think."
"I'm content to just sit back and let
them shoot themselves in the foot," he
said." 1 can't associate myself with this
administration anymore."

the center as
well.
Graduate students, faculty and
staff may also
at

O'Toole
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Have you

According to Theresa Lavin, assiswill allow each member in once a semester without a BC IDcard.
"We give you the benefit of doubt
one time," Lavin said.
She added that the current system
is designed to make students less apt to
forget their cards after the first time
they do so.
This means that if you forget your
BC ID once, the door attendant will let
you use the facilities; however, he or
she will put your name on the "hot list".
If you forget your BC ID a second time,
you will not be allowed in and must
return home to retrieve your card.
"All the rules are based for saving
this place for students and staff," Lavin
said. "It is not to give people a hard
time."
Each student enrolled in the University is automatically charged a flat
rate of $98 a semester to use all of the
facilities at the plex throughout the entire academic school year. This includes
all instructional courses that are offered

purchase memberships to the
Plex for $98 a semester.

According

to

Lavin, the plex
currently has between 13,000 to
15,000 members,

and the main concerns at the facility are security

and safety.
"We're considered a private
health club. Everyone that comes
here must be a
member or signed
in as a guest,"
Lavin said.
The ID card system is necessary,
she said, because the computer system
at the plex is not always working. When
it isn't, all social security numbers must
be looked up by hand. In addition, the
weekly list of social security numbers
that the plex obtains is only that
social security numbers and names.
?

Marin Kirby

FOR THE HEIGHTS

On Tuesday,September 28 a group
of approximately 20 students voiced
their dismay at the Freshman Housing
forum,

Robert Lay, dean of enrollment;
Kevin Duffy, vice president of student
affairs; John Neuhauser, academic vice
president; John Mahoney, director of
admissions; and Robert Capalbo, director of housing, were members of the
panel that was selected to explain the
housing situation and answer questions.
"We did not intend to have triples.
We don't like triples. We don't want

triples." said Capalbo.
According to the panel, the lack of
beds was a result of more upperclassmen living on campus this year and
fewer freshmen deciding not to come

Continued

from

Al

schools, we have devised the follow-

ing list of recommendations."

The recommendations included:
abolishing the $700 capital restoration
fee, refunding from meal plans at the
end of the year, providing a wider array
of meal plans, expanding external
points of service, eliminating dining
service profit, and making available an
itemized price list.
Concerning the response from the
Trustees, Baker said. "They seemed
very receptive."
Baker also said that Paulson was

very familiar with the type of data presented because his family had been involved in the restaurant business.
According to Jack Dunn, director
of public affairs at BC. the trustees listened to the "findings of UGBC, but
there was no request for action."
He added, "The trustees would take
those findings under consideration."
The meeting of the Board also discussed fiscal concerns and academics.
At the top of the academic discussion agenda was the report of the talent
of this year's freshman class.
Dunn referred to the class of 2003
as "clearly BC's most talented freshman
class, [in terms of] SAT scores, class

claimed that when this suggestion
tried in the past it was a disaster.

was

of

a BC ID, plex employees

body here is supposed to be here," she

said.
However, the computer system is

currently being changed and Lavin
hopes that once it is, the plex will no

longer need to look up members' social security numbers one by one from

list.
"We're just not there technologically,"Lavin said.
"Our primary goal is to be as big of
a help to the students as possible," she
added. "We're open to ideas to make it
a master

more student-friendly."

gei»eral BC culture is [egailitarian]," he

added.

?

Lay said, "If you start making pref-

"BC students don't like that. The

"'Fourteen people have been offered
leave their triples; eight did not accept," Capalbo said.
He added that it is common for
roommates to not want to leave one
another.
As for the long-term solutions to the
problem, the board stated that there is a
"task force now looking at every feasible option."
This includes buying property in
Boston and finding more room for residence halls on campus.

to

"I know it is not an excuse to say that there are other
schoolsfacing the same problem, but it is a national
phenomenon." Robert Lay. dean of enrollment

erences people start resenting. This one
gets this; this one gets that."

rank and other the distinctions of the
class."
It is also the most diverse freshman
class wilh the AHANA population at
24 percent of the class.
Also discussed was BC's ranking
in U.S. News and World Report. Dunn
reported that the methodology for
evaluating the colleges and universities
across the country had been changed,
and this clearly seemed to favor the research schools.
"But in many other ways BC remained an excellent, competitive university with excellent academics,"
Dunn said.
There is a system of classification

The panel also mentioned that in
many triple situations that can be relieved, the students in that triple chose
not to.

Additionally,Capalbo stated, "Spe-

cial-interest housing will be moved to
Newton Campus.
Complaints were made from stu"

regarding research which evaluates the
research contributions that universities
receive from government and private
resources.

BC's goal is to be a Research II
University, which is the next tier up
from its present level of a Doctorate I

level."We think that we have the resources to become a level two university without changing the mission and
the dynamics of the University," Dunn
said.
Finally discussed was the financial
health of BC. The University, which
reports a $910 million endowment and
balanced budget, was declared financially well off.

Triples
dents about the $770 rebate they received for livingin a triple.
Many students felt the reimbursement did not make up for the triple situation.
Jeff Mayer, A&S '03, referred to the
money as "a slap in the face".
Mayer said he would rather the
University keep the money and build
another resident hall.
However, the board said that BC is
one of the only schools in the nation to
offer this rebate.
Lay said, "I know it is not an excuse to say that there are other schools
facing the same problem, but it is a national phenomenon."

Dustbowl

from the

what

Voices

Without

cannot identify members from the picture on the card.
"We are just making sure every-

FroshLn

to Boston

College over the summer.
"From July 29 to August 29, BC
only lost 11 students," said Capalbo.
"We have over 2,300 seniors this
year 95 percent of those eligible chose
to live on campus," Lay said, adding,
"250 more seniors live on campus this
year than last."
Freshmen at the meetingsuggested
giving priority housing next year to
those freshmen that live in triples now.
Followingthe suggestion, the board
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Parents' Weekend
By

tamed students and their parents with a
light classical repertory and American
popular music.
Saturday's festivities began with a

Jennifer Smith

FOR THE HEIGHTS

O'Neill Exhibit Opens

chance for them to gel to know their
sons' and daughters' new friends and
families. "My mom came up for the
weekend from Louisiana and we went
out to dinner

Multi Media Exhibit Pays Tribute To Politician

a

If you thought that the man sitting
next to you in
Saturday night
Calculus on Friday looked a lot
with three of
my friends and
like your father, "This weekend was a
opportunity
my
great
parents
he probablywas.
their parents. It
Boston Col- to reacquaint themselves with the city
Boston and to was nice that
a
lege Parent's
teach me some tips about getting around on the T." she got
Weekend 1999
chance to meet
Randi Whitcomb, A&S '03
kicked off on
the people I'm
Friday with an
spending time
with,"
invitation to all
said
T-Party
held at FlynnRecreation ComKatie Johnson, A&S '03.
parents to attend classes.
plex that was followed by the annual
On Friday evening, the Boston Pops
Sunday morning began with freshEsplanade Orchestra visited Conte FoMaroon and Gold Lunch. The day culman coffee receptions on the Newton
rum at Pops on the Heights. The
minated in the BC vs. Northeastern Uniand Upper Campuses.
Evening boasted a sold-out crowd, raisversity football game.
Later, the annual Parents' Weekend
ing a record-breaking $1.31 million.
"The energy in the crowd was mass was held at 11 a.m. on O'Neill
Many dignitaries, including Goveramazing.I was nevera big football fan, Plaza.
nor Christine Todd Whitman of New but the whole atmosphere at the game
The sermon, given by Anthony
Jersey and jazz vocalist Carole Sloane, made me proud to be a student at BC," Penna, SJ, challenged the students to
attended the event. The Pops enter- Kate Zimmerman, A&S '03, said of the direct their energies into activities that
benefit their fellow man.
game.
The mass was followed by a brunch
Randi Whitcomb, A&S '03 said,
"This weekend was a great opportunity wilh University President William P.
THE PHOTO OF MARYDALY IN LAST
for my parents to reacquaint themselves Leahy, SJ, and the University Deans.
with the city of Boston and to teach me Leahy shared his perspective on the
WEEK'S ISSUE WAS TAKEN BY PAT
some tips about getting around on the
"Boston College Experience" to conT."
clude the 1999 Parent's Weekend fesGREENHOUSE, GLOBE PHOTOGRAPHER.
Many parents saw the weekend as
tivities.

for

of
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By

Sara Burnett

FOR THE HEIGHTS

The newlydesigned Thomas "Tip"
O'Neill exhibit opened to the public on
September 25 following a private opening reception held the day before for
family and friends of the politician.
Located in the former Vision Resource Center in the library that bears
his name, the multi-media exhibit is

O'Neill's early childhood years as well
as his personal life, including his years
atBC.
Along the wall is a portion devoted
to the Speaker's influential political and
international role.
One student who visited O'Neill
commented on how comprehensive (he
exhibit was.
"I was surprised to find out how extensive the exhibit was," Laura Burke,

concerning O'Neill's life, along with
aiding visitors with the multi-media
equipment.
Throughout the exhibit, O'Neill's
voice is projected over audio speakers

in the room.
There are also two interactive computer stations available for students
wishing to learn more about him.
A committee of about a dozen
members chaired by Senior Vice Presi-

CORRECTION
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dedicated to honoring and educating
students about the life and legacy of the
former Speaker of the House of Representatives.
According to Bums Librarian Robert O'Neill, no relation to Thomas
O'Neill, the purpose of the exhibit was
to "commemorate the life and work of
the Speaker, an alumnus of Boston
College, who was a champion for students, the elderly, the disadvantaged,
the worker and was influenced by the
Jesuit ideal of service to others."
The exhibit is divided into segments
tracing O'Neill's life through both a
written and photographic biography.
The first section focuj.es on

are

all part of the O'Neill Exhibit in the library.

SOE '03, said.
Most noticeable are the personal
artifacts belonging to O'Neill on display.
Among these include BC paraphernalia, a collection of donkeys and mallets and O'Neill's large wooden desk
that he used while he was Speaker.
The desk is on permanent loan from
the Smithsonian and once belonged to
President Grover Cleveland.
Due to the fact that the desk and
other items are ofhistorical importance,
graduate students were hired to act as

museum curators.
They serve not only to monitor the
exhibit, but also to answer questions

dent Dr. James Mclntyre created the
exhibit.
O'Neill's daughter and committee
member, Rosemary O'Neill, assisted in
the project's design and creation.
Interpreter designer Sherry Kafka
Wagner was responsible for writingthe
story line for the exhibit.
Funded chiefly by the Andreas
Foundation, the committee also hired
Museum Design Associates of Cambridge and Protovision, Inc. of
Northborough for the fabrication and
installation of the project.
The exhibit is open from Monday
through Saturday from 11 nm. 4 p.m.
in the O'Neill library.
-
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Alleged Felon

Teach

Apprehended

for
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America

RA on duty in Keyes that night. "I was
shocked that [London] would so blatantly wander the halls," Reynolds said.
When asked why a resident
who
could potentially get in serious trouble
would report
for purchasing an ID
the situation to an RA, Reynolds said,
"After [London] left, the residents realized the seriousness of the situation."
One resident inKeyes expressed his
distaste toward the student who reported London to the RAs, who subsequently tipped off the BCPD.
"Why would someone do that?" the
student asked, adding, "He got a lot of
people in trouble bydoing so." The student is referring to the fact that London
provided the police with a detailed list
of over 20 students who purchased IDs
from him.
The student who reported London,
who would like to remain unidentified,
responded by saying, "Well, I felt a little
bad when 1 was at the BCPD and I saw
other students turning in their IDs, but
I did what I had to do. I didn't know so
many people bought the IDs."
The RAs in Keyes notified the
BCPD, who later apprehended London
in Duchesne Hall.
According to Brian Walsh, CSOM
'01 and an RA in Duchesne, "I immediately called the police when I saw
[London] in the building."
Ironically, while Walsh was on the
phone with the police dispatcher, London walked past. According to Walsh,
London was very suspicious looking.
"He was walking very, very slowly,
?

?

Chris Fagiani
for

the

heights

Teach For America held a recruitin Gasson Hall, on September 29. The organization, now 10
years old, currently sends more than
1,400 recent college graduates into under-resourced public schools across the
ment session

country.

Wendy Kopp conceived Teach For
America while she was a senior at
Princeton University in 1989. Kopp
wrote about the founding of a national
teacher corps in her senior thesis. She
was able to start making her thesis a
reality soon after graduation with the
help of a seed grant from the Mobil

Corporation.
Approximately 30 people came

to

therecruitment and information session
in Gasson Hall on Wednesday.
Over 3,000 applications are expected this year for approximately 800
positions.
The program places corps members
in 13 different regions across the coun-

in under-resourced schools.
One of the points stressed at the information session was the definition of
under-resourced schools.
"Under-resourced does not mean
that all of these schools have metal detectors" said Vincent Cho, A&S *00.
The term "under-resourced" refers
to the lack of teachers the school needs
to fulfill positions. Teach For America
subsidizes some of this need through
the recruitment of graduating teachers.
Teach For America corps members
do not have to be education majors. The
corps is comprised of people from a
myriad of fields, including law, medicine, finance and journalism. The program is currently seeking more math,
science and engineering majqrs and
minors, as well as Spanish speakers.
Teach For America alumnus and
MIT graduate student Mitchell McVey
spoke about his experience with the
corps.
"I developed both professionally
and personally as Iinteracted with students, parents and colleagues," he said.
McVey also stressed the impact his
experience in Teach For America had
on
his
current
studies.
Information sheets were distributed
citing the opinions of various people in
the country's education system on the
Teach For America teachers. Seventyseven percent of school principles who
have supervised Teach For America
corps members rate them as better than
other beginning teachers. More than 90
percent feel that the corps members
have a positive impact on students.
Students at the meetingseemed excited about becoming a part of Teach
For America.
"The biggest thing about the program is trying to get people to picture
the change they can make in the
schools." Cho said.
Cho, who is applying to the program this year, participated in a similar
program, Summerbridge, this past sumtry

knocking on doors. He was very intimidating-lookingas well."
Neault and the BCPD credit the students and RAs for the eventual arrest
of London.
"This man is stealing money from
the students [byselling them IDs]. This
is not the type of person we want wandering the halls of the dorms," Neault

said.
In response, Walsh said, "It was
kind of a rush. This was the first major
incident in the dorms this year."
Neault, along with the BCPD, is
urging students owning these false IDs
to turn them in to the department. "We
have identified over 20 BC students,
most of which have cooperated this far,"
he said.
"We would like students to come
forward voluntarily," Neault said.
'They would face internal penalties, but
these are much less harsh than the 'real
world.'"
The BCPD has collected evidence
including cameras and the IDs themselves. The department is currently
communicating with other universities
in the area to obtain more information
and evidence to be used to prosecute
London.

Continued From A1
According to Thurman, money received from every ticket gof" to the
scholarships.

Keiih Lockhart, the conductor of
the Boston Pops Esplanade Orchestra,
conducted this year's show. He opened
the show with a collection of swing
songs, which included the famous Garland tune, "In the Mood."
"One of the best things about the
swing revival is that new artists on the
scene are keeping this music ever

According to Neault, "Every
[manufacturer] of false IDs keeps meticulous records of who they sell IDs
to, mainly because if caught, the
charges against them are so serious that
they use the information as a plea bargain."
London faces a five-year felony
charge for manufacturing false IDs if
found guilty. Federal charges also ap-

young," Lockhart said.
He then played a medley of "Zoot
Suit Riot" by the Cherry Poppin' Daddies and "Jump, Jive, 'n Wail" by Louis
Prima, with a recent adaptation by the
Brian Setzer Orchestra.
Lockhart introduced the special
guest vocalist of the night, Carole
Sloan, as "one of Ihe first ladies of
American jazz. She is still one of the
greatest jazz vocalists on the scene today."
Sloan, dressed in a sparkling blue
evening jacket, sung four Duke

HEIGHTSPHOTO/IAMES GALLAGHER

The Boston Pops perform on Parents' Weekend.
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Ellington numbers, including "Take
Love Easy" and "In a Sentimental

Mood."
After intermission, Lockhart conducted the Americana section of the
concert, with help from the Middlesex
County Volunteers Pipes and Drums,
who played on Doodletown Fifers.
The University Chorale helped the
audience with the traditional patriotic
sing-along, which consisted of such
songs as "America the Beautiful" and
"God Bless America."
"It's a great honor for us to work
with some of the talented young people
of Boston College," Lockhart said of
the Chorale.
Lockhart
then
introduced
Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture as "an
indispensable part of every American
celebration. Only in America could we
adopt a Russian overture as one of our
own."
The 1812 Overture was planned as
the finale, but Lockhart came back on
stage to conduct an encore of BC fight
song, which had the audience singing
and clapping along.
The concert's final number, "The
Stars and Stripes Forever," featured the
dropping of thousands of balloons and
the American flag above the orchestra.
Before exiting the stage, Lockhart
mentioned the celebrities he noticed in
attendance, including Christine Todd
Whitman, the governor of New Jersey.
Lockhart concluded, "We hope to
do Pops on the Heights for many years
to come."

9am

econ. study group

4pm

coffee with roommate
Greg's party

to pm

BJ

Conte

Pops Explode in

Styles to fit your
at prices that fit even better.
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"The program makes people realize that every child deserves help, and
they should ask themselves, 'How can
I help?'" he said.
Possibility was a theme that was
stressed at the meeting. The fact that a
senior in college founded the organization was used as an illustration of what
is possible when people try to make a
difference.
The first deadline for applications
is November 1. Interested students
should visit the Teach For America
website {www.teachforamerica.org).

Attention BC students...
Last Friday, Eric Sakalowsky,
BC '96, was struck by a moving
vehicle while he was riding his
bike near the Reservoir at around
6 p.m. on September 24.The driver
of the vehicle that hit Sakalowsky
sped off before he could see the
license plate number.
Sakalowsky is asking anyone
who may have witnessed the accident to contact him with information regarding the license plate
number of the car, which he described as a four-door sedan such
as a Chevrolet Cavalier.
Sakalowsky canbe reached at

/Harshalls
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Gun Control Debated

SLSC Home For Help Desk
MORE COMPUTERS AND IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY MAKELIFE EASIER
CONTINUED

FROM Al

omer service, she believes, is another
>LSC attraction.
"Students like the customer ser'ice," Koufos explained. "Ifthey have
)roblems with an application or a disk,
ve're going to help them."
Information Technology Communi:ations Consultant David Mclntyre
;ites the SLSC's accessible campus loration as an incentive for students to
jse BC's computers rather than their
machines back at the dormitory.
Justin Maynard. A&S '00. supports
this theory. "It's really convenient be-

cause it's right on campus," Maynard
said. "You can just stop by and knock
off a few pages [of a paper]."
Although more and more students

drawn to the SLSC due to its improved technology, customer service
are

and convenience. Ahem claims the wait
for a computer has only been approximately 10 minutes.
"Students' work will take them less
time now because of the processing
speed and increased RAM," Ahem
stated. "So. although statistics show we
are busier, the lines are moving."
McGuinness attributes the decreased wait time to the more balanced

By

Mark Mendola

FOR THE HEIGHTS

stock of computers.
Executive Director of the American
"There's more of a balance beJewish Congress in the New England
tween [the number] oITBMs and Macs.
Before, there were about 50 IBMs and region, Dr. Sheila Decter, came to Boston College Thursday and urged stu100 Macs. Now, it's almost 50-50."
According to Ahem, the SLSC has dents to support gun control.
Decter asked the BC community to
reached capacity in terms of the numsign a petition prompting Congress to
ber of computers.
adopt more stringent gun control meaThe next major improvements
sures, which include licensing procemean
may
computer
made to the
lab
dures, registration, improved backmoving it to the new Monan building,
ground checks, safety devices for guns
which has yet lobe built.
and the closure of current loopholes in
The future SLSC. as Ahem envilegislation.
sions, will have more work stations and
Gun control also entails full backa moveable partition m facilitate a 24ground checks at gun shows and shut-hour computer lab area.
ting down Internet firearm purchasing.
Decter stressed that her organization did not support banning guns, but
merely restricting access to guns to responsible people.

Tim Tranchilla, A&S '02, said that
Decter "provided an open-minded and
interesting opinion on a topic that can
be infinitely debated."
Gun control legislationis currently
pending in the House and Senate, in the
form of the Juvenile Justice Act.
Decter stated that her organization
did not support the measure, because it
does not adequately address the problem of gun control.
She did note, however, that the state
of Massachusetts recently passed legislation restricting gun access that the
Jewish Congress did support.
Decter cited many troubling statistics regarding gun-related violence in
the United States.
Every day. 94 Americans
13 of
them children die from gun wounds.
In 1997, 5,285 American children
died from shootings, compared to 109
in France. 19in Britain and zero in Japan.
Furthermore, women are 12 times
more likely to be killed in a domestic
dispute if a gun is located in the home.
Decter also responded to typical
arguments made by gun control opponents. She refuted claims that guns

serve large!) as defense mechanisms b\
citing statistics revealing thai only 17
percent of all victims of gun-related violence are killed by intruders, while 83
percent of violent crimes involving firearms are committed by a family member or close friend.
Decter addressed the issue of the
Second Amendment, or the right to bear
arms. She stressed that the Supreme
Court has never held that the right of

each individual to bear arms even exists. The Supreme Court has only recognized the right of each sovereign slate
to operate a militia.
Even if the right to bear arms does
exist, Decter pointed out that no Constitutional right is absolute. For example, it is illegal to shout "fire" in a
crowded movie theatre.
At one point in the lecture, a BC
faculty member asked for a show of
hands regarding the effects of gun violence in the lives of the audience.
Nearly half of those attending the
lecture claimed to have had a friend or
family
member
wounded
or

killed by a firearm.
One BC student who knew someone killed by gun violence lays blame
with the gun manufacturers themselves.
He stated, "They're selling the ability
to snuff out a human life."
Other students said that emphasis
should be placed on addressing the root
of violence itself. One student suggested that a return to Christian values
in the schools could possibly deter gun
violence byplacing a renewed emphasis on human life.
Decter agreed in sentiment to this
comment, but declared her opposition
to such "exclusionary" methods.
Toni Mardirossian, A&S '02, said.
"I'm glad that BC students had the opportunity to discuss gun violence and
gun control, especially in the wake of
the disturbing violence in American
schools. As important as gun control is
in curbing teen violence, true safety will
only come from a renewed commitment
to the value of human life."
The event was sponsored by the BC
chapter of Hillel.
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Lehman Brothers
Finance Division
cordially invites undergraduates to attend a presentation on
career opportunities in

Financial Control & Analysis
Treasury and Tax
Thursday, October 14, 1999
5:30-7:30 pm
Gasson 306
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Dr. Sheila Dectqr urges studentsto support gun control.
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The Boston College Help Desk is now located in the SLSC.
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Letters to the Editors

The Independent Student Weekly of

Boston

STUDENT SAYS "LET'S BE GRATEFUL"

College

To the Editor:
This is a sad stale of
when
the chief of staff of UGBC can be so
ignorant; personally I am embarrassed
that this is the person I have representing myself and the BC community. In
reference to Xavier Baker's previous
letter First, before you start throwingaround people's names and attacking them make sure you understand
what they are saying. This encompasses
a disappointment I have for I thought
that your whole purpose in representing the community was to listen to what
the students have to say; not attack their
beliefs. In my initial letter I responded
with my belief that people shouldn't
compare their current living conditions
to a "sweatshop," if they have no clue
what this is like.
Further, why don't you get your
information right. Even your valid
points loose all credibility when you
throw around wrong information. When
going to the Board ofTrustees I strongly
recommend accurate information if you
want to persuade them in any matter.
Stating that "we pay over $ 120,000 for
the privilege of forced triples and rancid rice" is clearly a fallacy. I thank you
for proving my point of people not
aware of what they have. I am eager to
meet the senior who has lived in a
forced triple all four years at BC. Hmm
and when posed with the question
what the $120,000 covers, did the idea
of an education ever cross your mind?
Clearlynot. Maybe with this education
you could enroll in a social justiceclass
or two. I do agree with the point made
that there is a monopoly, if you will,

Established 1919

...

haps, if you've stepped inside, you have heard the
voice of a computer announcing everything its user
writes or clicks on. Now, and only since the week
prior to the exhibit's opening, some of the equipment from this room was moved from a closet area
Boston College community to the lower floors of somewhere in the library to a table near the periodithe library, where the recently opened exhibit dedi- cals on the third (main entrance) floor. Men and
cated to the former Speaker of the House is located. women for whoml
In an effort to commemorate the life of O'Neill
Are we really properly commemorating the life
with an exhibit which, to quote Jim Mclntyre, BC's of a man who was "a champion for students, the eldsenior vice president, "embodies our motto, 'Men erly, the disadvantaged, the worker and was influand women for others,'" BC has clearly dropped the enced by the Jesuit ideal of service to others"?
ball by placing the exhibit in what was previously Though BC was one of the first prestigious univerthe Vision Resource Room. This room housed spesities to create a Disabled Student Services office, it
cial equipment such as computers and recorders used has often times been slow to act both swiftly and
by the blind students of BC. Those heading towards courteously to its students. Staying within the realm
the Academic Development Center or the Media of the O'Neill library specifically, one must ask how
Center might have noticed student volunteers read- easy is it for handicapped persons to actually get to
ing textbooks or notes out loud to the blind. Or per-' the Tip O'Neill exhibit?

Walking through the O'Neill Library plaza in the
have not), one could not help-but
notice the large banner of the library's namesake,
Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill. The image of the smiling,
waving, grandfather-esque O'Neill is to draw the
past week (few

...

BC Beats Baylor!!
pus. Updated semi-annually, it's a great place for the
loyal Superfan to keep abreast on current athletic
issues (and hear really catchy music, too!) It's a
good thing Mr. McGoohan spent so much UGBC
cash on advertising to publicize this monumental
resource of sports information. At least UGBC was
t 1 zonly one duped into tossing McGoohan the funds.
Stay current. Call the hotline at least twice a day.
We hear they're posting up-to-date information that

the dining system here at BC. My
initial letter really didn't pertain to this.
If students feel that this is something
willingfor them to fight for to improve,
then so be it.
But, I ask you to pause for a moment and think about the time you have
spent in the research on the dining services. It is clear that you did do some
very interesting "fact finding," so how
were you able to do this? Besides the
resources, you had the time, you
weren't out on the street looking for
your next meal, it was in your back
pocket in what we refer to as your BC
ID.
You complain about what other
people don't even have. I do want to
state that there is nothing wrong with
wanting nice livingconditions or good
food, but my most basic point is lets be
grateful for what we dohave. I feel that
it is easy to get caught up in this "sheltered world" of BC. Therefore, I will
gladly take you to lunch, Xavier Baker,
but instead of me "footing the bill" I
invite you out of this miniature world;
to come down the road, less than a mile,
with me to the local soup kitchen. While
sitting with people who are eating their
only meal of the day only toreturn to a
home much less than the forced triple,
you can complain and explain further
to us the horrible injustices that you
have to face on a daily basis. I'm sure
that they too, and I quote Mr. Baker,
"will be damned if that doesn't seem
an injustice and piss (them) off a little
bit."
Megan Gavin
SOE '02
over

To the Editor:
How many of you are familiar with
the Charles River? If you know of this
river, you probably also know that it
is polluted, fromrainfall runoff of hazardous waste sights to overflow of
sewer systems from heavy storms.
There are many, many, hazardous
waste sights identified by the state's
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) along the Charles River
Watershed that need to be cleaned up
to put an end to chemical contamination of both the river and its destination: Boston Harbor.
Also, some of you may haveheard
of the Watershed Institute, a non-profit
environmental organization here at
Boston College. Itruns in conjunction
with the Environmental Studies Program here at BC, and just recently began offering internships through an
Environmental Scholars Program. Being part of this program and identifying this Charles River Watershed environmental issue as one of major importance to the Boston area, I will be
working with this Watershed Institute
to make something happen.
My project entails creating an inventory of the major hazardous waste
sights in the Watershed, identifying environmental risks associated with each
site, and ranking the sites in order of
importance for immediate cleanup.
My report will be used by the Charles
River Watershed Association as a tool
to lobby for environmental clean up of
these sights.
Well, that is what should happen,
anyway. You see, I cannot do this
To the Editor:
To the Editor:
project unless I have transportation to
Sometimes going to a BC football
With the football team off to and from these sights and the DEP's
game makes me sick. Especially this such a great
start and the hockey state offices, in Burlington, so that I
past Northeastern-BC game. I'm not
team poised for another fantastic
may research files concerning these
talking about the feeling of watching a
season, the BC community is once sites. Effectively. Boston College, or
sloppy, turnover filled game, albeit it
again forced to turn its attention to- rather the administration, has said
was a victory. I'm talking about the sick
"sorry" because of that little parking
feeling I get in my stomach watching wards the Superfans.
Although I applaud the Superfan problem on campus. It seems that they
all of the BC "faithful" leaving the
me with a parking perstands with 5:00 left in the 4th quarter. movement for generating a lot of will not provide
spirit and unity at BC's athletic mit to keep my car here so that I can
Now I grant you that the NortheastHo this research project
cin-DC football rivoli> is not uue fui
events, tlieic still icmalns unc piuh1 was sent, on my quest to obtain a
the ages, but nonetheless, the least we lem the T-shirts. For better or for
permit, from Student Services, to my
can do as fans is stay in the stands as
worse, the Superfan T-shirt is the
dean (whose secretary was, to say the
long as our team is out there. Especially
most well-known and enduring symleast, unreceptive of my situation), to
when we're WINNING! Looking bol
of student support for BC aththe Office of the Academic Vice Presiaround the stadium, I couldn't tell if BC letics. So
my question is, why does dent,
to the Office of the Dean of Arts
was about to win, or about to lose. 1
most well-known and enduring
the
can somewhat understand if you decide
and Sciences. And what do I have to
symbol of student support for BC show for this? "Don't get your hopes
to leave the game a little early when BC
is down 49-0 in the 3rd quarter during athletics have a cheap and blatant up."
reference to Notre Dame on it?
a cold, rainy, November afternoon.
Really. Iunderstand there is a parkBut I find it deplorable when our
I am, of course, referring to the ing problemon campus. There is nothon
way
finishing
football team is
it's
to
eagle on the front of the shirt who is ing I can do about that, and I cannot
an undefeated 4-0 start, and many fans
afford an off-campus parking space,
poised in a fighting stance... the exearly
jump
get
find it necessary to
an
act same fighting stance taken by
and this program just started up this
on their drinking and tailgating. The
that idiotic leprechaun on the Notre week. So?
football team has put a lot of hard work
What kind of "University" does
Dame logo.
into their season, and that hard work
not make this research project happen
Is
this
another
of
just
example
has yielded a 4-0 start. BC is on pace
envy that is thrusted because of a parking problem? The
for its first national ranking in 4 years, the Notre Dame
possible future ramifications of this
and its first bowl game in 5.1 think the upon us by the bookstore and the adproject are immeasurable, as this could
least we can do is wait until the game ministration? Or is it just a gross
spark an environmental effort along the
is over, stand along with our team as oversight?
Charles that it so desperately needs.
our alma mater is played, and then conWhatever the circumstances, I
And speaking of the University, the
gratulate our team with our mere pres- implore the powers that be who print "Office of
Reputation and Academic
ence.
the Superfan T-shirts to please
Prestige"
may wonder why BC slipped
The football team and athletic dechange the eagle when the next batch in the U.S. News college ranks. Well?
partment have been working diligently
of shirts is printed. We are the BosI am still waiting on the answer from
to make BC football an elite program.
ton College Eagles, not the East
the Dean of Arts and Sciences. And,
It's now lime for the BC fans torise to
Notre Dame Fighting Eagles!
well, I am not getting my hopes up.
that level.
But, as I hope many of you will
Greg Deshamais
?Greg Desharnais
SOE '99 agree, this is wrong, and if this project
SOE '99
does not happen on account of this
parking problem, this University
should be ashamed of itself and its
The Heights welcomes correspondence from its readers.
Letters must be submitted via e-mail to heightsed@bcheights.com or "motto," "Ever to Excel." Sorry, no
dropped offon disk in McElroy Commons 113 by Friday at 5 p.m.
excelling if you need a car to "excel,"
to positively affect a community and
To be considered for publication, letters must be 850 words or less, and
include the author's name, school, year of graduation and phone number.
make tomorrow a better place.
?Michael J. Sikora,
The Editor reserves the right to reject, condense and edit all letters. The
A&S '01
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsible for all statements.

What Would Tip Say?

Stop the presses! In a "thrilling overtime victory,"
BC edged out Baylor for our first win of the season.
In other breaking news, "Wednesday, September 15,
women's soccer" is scheduled to play its first home
game. We hear that the new field is spectacular.
There's also a volleyball match that night in the
Power Gym; so get into your car, fire up the flux
capacitor, and travel back into time...
You too can be apprised of such earth-shattering
information if you call the SUPERTAX HOTLINE
at (617) 55-BC-FAN or simply BC-FAN on cam-

STUDENTCRITICIZES
BC PARKING

PROBLEMS WITH SUPERFANSAND AND THEIR SHIRTS

the other day some Flutie guy threw a Hail Mary
pass...

...
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GET MONET FROM TOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every
fees. They even pay a flat rate
year Army ROTC awards
for textbooks and supplies,
scholarships to hundreds of
You can also receive an allowanceofuptoslsooeachschool
talented students. If you
qualify, thesemerit-based [TeadershS) year the scholarship is in
scholarships can help you
e^ectl
out today if
pay tuition andeducational
you qualify,
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Voted #1 for BC Rentals!!!!!

ARMY ROTC

THE SMARTEST COUEGE COURSE YOU CM IME
For details, call NU Army ROTC at 373-2372
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How to Use Star Power
BY MATT SWENSON
This weekend. John Thompson was inducted into
the Basketball Hall of Fame in Springfield. Massachusetts. He was a great basketball coach (he won an NCAA
championship in 1984 at Georgetown and was selected
as the head coach of the 1988 U.S. Olympic basketball
team) and a relatively good player in his own right, but
his real importance was what he said, not what he did.
Still, he was passed over two times prior to his induction into the Hall of Fame. The only legitimate explanation for not voting for him was that he rubbed reporters the wrong way when confronting controversial issues, which is why many people still do not like him
even though he no longer coaches at Georgetown..
Thompson used his celebrity status and influence
to call for change where he saw fit in society. Whether
you liked him or not. you had to respect his willingness
and not about stuff like who the
to speak his mind
best basketball player was. The fact that Thompson is
?

particularly liked by many Americans despite his
fame begs the question: Do we really want our celebrities to deal with societal problems, or should they stick
to making movies or playing sports?
not

Let's take the most popular sportsman in the country: Michael Jordan (even if he is retired). Jordan was a
great, great basketball player, probably the best ever,
but he avoided social issues at every turn. The most controversial thing he ever said was to wear Hanes underwear. He transcended the sport of basketball based only
on his enormous talent, but he has yet to fight for any
causes even though he has the power to truly change
the world.
Jordan is not alone, either. All John Elway does is
tell people to drink Coors. Harrison Ford says nothing
of interest at all; same for Tom Cruise and Bruce Willis.
After his role in Philadelphia. Tom Hanks' big issue is
no longer AIDS activism, but rather constructing a World
War II memorial in Washington D.C., which is a fine
idea, but who'd argue with that? Today's societal rules
dictate that if you want to remain famous, keep your
mouth shut unless you know everyone shares your views.

People like Alec Baldwin fall off the map within seconds of even sharing his political allegiances with the
world (and some bad movie choices, to be fair). Richard Gere openly criticizes, China'shuman relations, and
o.hnt dncn liv Bet fix hi».m<ul>lol*

gerbil that will

not go
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Do we really want to send the message to the people
we admire most that they should keep their mouth shut
or face a harsh reality check? Stars willing to take a stand
should be admired, not ridiculed. Take Warren Beatty
for instance.
He's fed up with today's government, so what does
he do? First he makes a movie which skewers the political system (Buhvorth), and now, in what could be a true
sign of courage, he may run for president. Would he be
a good president? Probably not, but you have to admire
the principle of acting on your angers. He has the power
to try and change things, and he seems willing to take
advantage of that.
It would be very unfair to blame stars' unwillingness to take stands simply on society, because it's their
fault, too. In fact, history records that society actually
respects that few take stands, although it usually takes a
while for this respect to sink in. People hated Muhammad
Ali back in the '60s, and it took almost a full decade for
the public to realize he was a true protester of the Vietnam War. Now, it's impossible to tell the boxer's story
without placing the emphasis on his actions outside of
the ring, instead of focusing on all of his boxing awards.
Even somebody like Reggie White, who stated what
many would consider to be his rather questionable ideas
about almost every creed of American a year ago, has
not suffered much humiliation for his comments. After
the first month of hubbub, the controversy settled down
and many people respected that White was willing to at
least give an opinion on an issue that mattered: race.
However, his image is still tarnished and probably will
not be the same for a very long time.
We need to celebrate those stars willing to put themselves out on the line for causes they believe in, instead
of punishing them by spreading ridiculous rumors and
not putting deserving people in the Hall of Fame when
the choice seems obvious. Waiting at least 10 years to
honor these people is too long.
It says that we would rather celebrate a bunch of
apathetic superstars than those that share the same worries and concerns that we do. If we want to deal with
key issues, we should demand the people we hold in
high esteem to speak their mind.That' why its nice to
see someone like John Thompson honored. He's the kind
of star we should recognize for his courage. He sees
problems with the world and trieWs to fix them. He
doesn't try to be universally loved. People like that
should ho

stars follow

and
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Boston College
Undergraduate Government
of Boston College

October 3,1999

We have accepted the resignation ofXavier Baker as our Chief of Staff. He has
decided to go in a different direction, however, the Undergraduate Government will
continue with our responsibilities to the student body. We exist to represent each and
every student on this campus; that is, and always will be, our single greatest concern.

Christopher Goff

Nancy Delpidio

Parriek Ineli<h
L'hris
Colin Galloway
lim Greenspan
lonie Mo
Caroline Hosman

Malt Swenson is the Review Editor of 77i<? Heights.
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Interested in both the corporate finance and
sales and trading aspects of an investment bank?
As a participant in Goldman Sachs Credit
Departmenr/s two-year Analyst program, you will
tn Goldman Sachs'
not
wor '< c^
corporate finance clients in the ratings advisory
process, you will also act as defender of the
capital across the many financial markets
industnes and countnes in which Goldman Sachs
conducts its business. Throughout, you will gain
a solid foundation in financial and credit analysis
and develop the perspective that working for
on^v a Leading global investment bank and
securities firm can provide you.

firm's

The Goldman Sachs Credit Department is looking
for candidates with excellent academic records,
strong communication and analytical skills, and a
keen interest in capital markets. We welcome
applicants from all majors.
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Not

Awin with awhimper

perfect,
but still
4-0
Michael Teevan

BC struggles

to 33-22win

over

Northeastern
I

By

defense was the best Boston College offense. Failing to build on the momentum they had gained in the Rutgers contest, the offense rarely sustained a drive
against its undersized but not
outmatched Division 1-AA opponent.
Thus, the harsh reality is that just
last week, William & Mary defeated
Northeastern by a wider margin than the
Eagles did on Saturday.
Its perks for Boston football aside,
a non-conference game with Northeastern does not help BC's reputation. A
path to the top-25 does not go through
the Huskies. When the Eagles took a 3-0 record last season, they could at least
point to a road win over Georgia Tech
to help their chances. In '98, their 3-0
record allowed them to go as high as
number 29 in the Associated Press poll
before the season crashed.
After the game, Tim Hasselbeck
called the afternoon "a reality check,"
wondering aloud if the team itself had
overestimated how good it really was.
Obviously, psychology played into the
lackluster victory. A look at the Northeastern sideline showed that this was
their Super Bowl. For BC, it was another in a long line of winnable games.
We won't really be able to make a fair
assessment of this team until they feel
likeiheyare-being tested,.
But the Eagles are 4-0, and at the
very least it's comforting that they can
win without playing their best game.
***

While the perfect record remains intact, the progress that the Eagles had
been makingcame to a screeching halt.
It is particularly true of Tim Hasselbeck,
who was mired in a game-long slump.
Head Coach Tom O'Brien continued his practice of giving playing time
to Brian St. Pierre. The redshirt freshman played well, showing excellent
mobility and athleticism. But preparing
for the future when your team is competing for a bowl is a dangerous course.
On a day when Hasselbeck's
struggles were pronounced, it probably
would have served BC well to have
given its starting quarterback an uninterrupted chance to playthrough his trials.
There will be a time when O' Brien
will need Hasselbeck to play better than
any other member of the team.
Hasselbeck needs to play every series
he can get in order to improve at quarterback.
**#

Parents' Weekend brought with it a
group of siblings who were first exposed to the BC football experience. A
large part of the experience is body tossing, which has grown by leaps and
bounds in the student section. It was
clear in the stands that the young brothers and sisters were the easiest for students to body toss after BC scores.

Matt Sefick

HEIGHTS STAFF

On Saturday, the Boston College

The last time Boston College won
their first four games of the season was
in 1992 under Head Coach Tom
Coughlin. Current Head Coach Tom
O'Brien and the Eagles were winless
in the month ofOctober since O' Brien's
arrival two years ago.
However, both of these trends were
snapped on Saturday when BC defeated
the Northeastern University Huskies (I 3) 33-22 before a Parents' Weekend
crowd of more than 42,302.
Northeastern postedgood numbers
in its three previous contests against
America International University.
James Madison University and William
& Mary, despite losing two of them. In
contrast to their earlier opponents, however, BC posed a great threat not only
physically but mentally as well. This
game marked the first time that the
Huskies competed against a Division
I-A football team.
"You've got to give Northeastern a
lot of credit," said O'Brien. "They did
a good job."
HEIGHTSPHOTO/ LAUREN M. PRJNGLE

Northeastern certainly surprised
many Eagle fans along the way, espe-

Saturday was no walk in the park for Frank Chambe*lin and the Eagles in the win over the Division I-AA Huskies.

See EAGLES, B7

No. 13 women's soccer

gains steam after loss
By

Jim O'Sullivan

FOR THE HEIGHTS

With three wins and a loss last
week, the Boston College women's soccer team brought their record to 8-3.
Wins over Miami, Providence arid Seton Hall were blemished only by a loss
to the University of Connecticut on
Wednesday, leaving the Eagles 3-1 in
the Big East's Northeast Division and

ranked number 13 in the nation,
A recurring theme in the Eagles'
successful start has been their ability to
pressure the opponent's goalkeeper,
while keeping the pressure off their
own. Nothing changed against Miami.
The Hurricanes squeezed off only 13
shots, in contrast to BC's 33. Standout
keeper Courtney Schaeffer equaled her
season single game-high nine saves,
allowing nothing between the pipes.
Over the season's first 11 games,
Schaeffer has notched six shutouts.
Just 15 minutes into the action,
Morgan Page, one of the team's leading scorers, knocked Meghan Moore's

rebound

past Hurricane defenders.
Eagles' leading scorer and two-time Big
East Offensive Player of the Week Mary
Guarino headed Moore's corner kick
past Miami to make it 2-0. Page tallied
another goal in the second half when,
after taking assists from junior Sarah
Powell and freshman Colleen Danaher,
she fired past the Hurricanes for the
Eagles' third and final goal.
Despite another strong effort by
Schaeffer and the defense, the roles
were reversed Wednesday against
UConn, as the visiting Huskies outshot
BC 13-6. Connecticut goalie Maria
Yatrakis might as well have been a garden decoration, as she only made one
save on the afternoon. Schaeffer posted
eight saves, but it was not enough, as
BCfell 1-0.
BC came back fighting, though,

with

a

2-0 win

over

the Friars last Fri-

day. Again, the shot chart worked in
BC's favor, this time 23-5. Schaeffer
only had one save, as BC once again
took care of business both offensively
and defensively.

It took some time for the Maroon
and Gold to get on the board, but Muffin Reuckel found the strings at 68:01,
banging home a rebounded Morgan
Page bid. And predictably, Guarino
scored, with Moore and Lindsey
Marshall getting the assists. The goal
was Guarino's eighth, bumpingher further up the list of national top scorers.
Guarino was at it again when the
Eagles squared off with Seton Hall on
Newton Campus on Sunday. Guarino
singed the Pirates for two goals and
Page scored one and assisted on another
in the Eagles' 4-0 rout. Schaeffer made
a season high nine saves to earn her
22nd career shutout. Sarah Powell
played aggressive defense to shut down
Kelly Smith, the nation's top scorer.
As a team, the Eagles are rising
through the national rankings. Recent
ratings have them as high as number
13. The 8-3 overallrecord does not indicate BC's prowess: all three losses
have come against top-20 teams. The
Eagles have another big conference
game on Friday in Syracuse.

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ STEVE MURRAY

Freshmen Cate and Maggie Guiney (or is it Maggie and
Cate?) have lived up to hype that surrounded their arrival.

Sister, Sister
By Casey O'Connell
?

HEIGHTS STAFF

As two of the most highly regarded recruits in the history of the
program, Cate and Maggie Guiney have wasted no time in showing who
will lead the BC women's cross country team for the next four years.

#**

If you'vebeen followingESPN's 50
Greatest Athletes, you've likely had
more than your share of complaints.
Along the way, I've questioned whether
Magic Johnson should be so far ahead
of Larry Bird, whether an animal is an
athlete and how in the world Pele was
neglected from the list altogether.
Perhaps worst of all was ESPN's
ranking of a BChonorary degreerecipient at commencement last year. Celtic
great Bill Russell was ranked 18th on
the list. In the history of sports, there is
nogreater pure winner. Look it up. He
won H championships and eight in a

The twin sisters from Red Bank, New Jersey share a special bond
motivating each other to do their best. And so far in their short college
careers, both sisters have shown that they are some of the most fleet?

footed college runners in the nation.
In the first three meets of the year, a Guiney sister has finished with

the top time on the team. In the Central Connecticut Invitational in early
September, Maggie Guiney won overall, leading the Eagles to a secondplace finish. In the next meet at Franklin Park in Boston, it was Cate's
turn to
to

row.

win with Maggie right on her heels in second, leading the Eagles
at the prestigious Roy Griak Invitational in Minneapo-

victory. And

lis, Cate led the team with a 16th-place finish.
In spite of their tremendous personal accomplishments, the main

Red Sox great Ted Williams is
ranked 16thon the same list. For all his
individual greatness, Williams never

goal for both sisters is

to help the Eagles win. "I want our team to be top
10 in the nation all four years that I'm here," said Cate.
"(The Guineys] are tremendous for the team," said Head Coach Randy

won a single championship.

Why isn't it called the Bill Russell
Tunnel?
##*

And the worst banner flying overhead during the game goes to "We believe! Mush you Huskies mush!" Sorry,
Huskies.
Michael Teevan is the sports editor of The Heights.

I-AA

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ ALBERT WANG

Sophomore forward Morgan Page fights for the bah in 1-0 loss

to UConn

on Wednesday.

Thomas. "They want to be major contributors and they always place the
team ahead of individual performance."
Both sisters had some big-time accomplishments in high school. Ac-

See TWINS, B2
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Contract extensions signed
and Conte improved

runner for Middleiown South High, holds
ihe New Jersey slate record in the twomile and finished second in the event at

the National Scholastic meet. She also
competed at the Fool Locker National
Championships and was named the New
Jersey Athlete of [he Year.
Maggie only began running in August of 1998, but still was able to rack up
an impressive string of high school accomplishments, including a second-place

finish in the two-mile event al the New
Jersey state meet and winning a relay
medal during the indoor season.
Maggie's accolades are all the more
impressive considering the fact thai she
only started running competitively 13
months ago. She had played Held hockey
for three years and was preparing for her
senior season when shi .vas faced wilh a
very tough decision. Cate wrote Maggie
a letter pleading her to join the cross
country team. "Iknew that if she ran cross
country our team would have a chance lo
win the stale meet," said Cate. "Plus, I'd
also have someone torun with."
"[; was a pretty lough decision." said
Maggie. "1 had played Held hockey all
summer and my sister was begging me

...

Maggie.

Following a busy

prclty much
liked the school
everything about it." said Cate.
From the perspective of Thomas, getting Ihe Guincys to commit lo BC was
an important step in continuing the success of the women's cross country program. "This is a testament lo the growth
of the program," said Thomas. "The
Guiney twins are famous nationally
seniors in high school know ihem and
they are tremendous wilh recruits."
Thomas also credits the growlh of his
program to the academic strength of BC.
"They picked BC because it is a great
school academically ... they feel that the
education they gel will help them in life,"
he said.

"I

...

University.
In June, DeFilippo extended the
coach Jerry York,
securing a second staple of BC sports
for a prolonged period of time. York,
who has coached his alma mater
since 1994. has led the Eagles to two
consecutive Frozen Four appearances and Hockey East championships. BC enters the season as the
nation's top-ranked team according
to The Sporting News.
Several improvements to Conte
Forum are in the works in preparation for the winter seasons. New
Jumbotron scoreboards, which have
drawn raves from students, and a
new sound system are scheduled to
be ready by early December. In addition, it will no longer be necessary
for hockey teams to switch sides at
the midway point of the first period,
which had been caused by uneven
benches. Now the Eagles and their
opponents will be able to play
straight through the period.
More students can begin to make
preparations for the pilgrimage to
South Bend, as DeFilippo has expanded the number of tickets that
will be made available to BC students. Originally, 800 tickets were
allotted, but that figure has been increased to 900.
"It's really important that we
give students the chance to go. We
ask students to travel with care and
contract of hockey

***

Cate Guiney took sixth place at this
past weekend's competition, the lona
Meet of Champions. BC finished in a tic
for third place overall in Ihe 17-lcam field.
Senior Shannon Smith led the way by finishing fifth and senior Kyla Barbour was
BC's third finisher. The men's team took
sixth place in the same event, as Derek
Holland, Marshal Armitage and Justin
Burdon led the

summer, things

have not slowed down for Director
of Athletics Gene DeFilippo. The
school year began on a high note for
him personally, as University President William Leahy, SJ, extended
DeFilippo's contract by five years.
"I'm really happy to be staying
here. BC is a very special place," said
DeFilippo, who joined Boston College in September 1997 after serving in the same capacity at Villanova

?

way.

Voted #1 for BC Rentals!!!!!

www.BCapartmeiits.coni
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For more on BC sports,
visit:
www. bceagles. com
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a commemorative Coca-Cola® classic/NFL T-Shirt*.

?Specially marked packaging available in specially marked vending machines until 11/30/99 or while supplies last. No purchase necessary. Requests for free
game piece must be received by 12/28/99. See specially marked vending machines for details or call 1-800-785-2653.
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Down 6-3 in the first game,
BC rode Sprinkel's service to a
15-9 win. But the Huskies pulled
out a 15-11 win in the second
game to even the score. In a seesaw third game, Kyleen Charlton
ripped off three service winners
in the Eagles' final four points to
give them the 15-10 win. UConn
took the fourth game before the
Eagles rebounded to win a Big
East match for the first time since
beating Rutgers on October 3,
1997 exactly two years ago.
The win comes on the heels
of six straight losses for the
Eagles. They are back in action
on Wednesday against the University of New Hampshire at
Power Gym.
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Gym on Sunday.
Kristen Sprinkel. Rachel
Bach and Julia El-Hag all earned
double digits in kills. Sprinkel led
the team with 12, followed by
Bach and El-Hag with 11 apiece.
El-Hag also had 16 digs for the
BC defense and led the match
with five service aces.
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It took them a season and a
half, but the Eagles finally earned
their first Big East victory under
second-year coach Jackie Hadel.
The Eagles beat the University of
Connecticut 3-2 (15-9,11-15,15-10, 9-15, 15-13) at the Power
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If you saw a 7*6" man walking
across campus over the weekend, his
name is Neil Fingleton. The 290-pound center of Holy Name High
School in Worcester took his official
visit to BC this weekend. The English native has reportedly narrowed
his choices to BC, North Carolina,
Wake Forest and Notre Dame.
Fingleton is highly skilled for his
size and would be the biggest (no
pun intended) that Al Skinner has
landed since taking over the Eagles.
The women's basketball team
got a dose of good news recently
when it received a verbal commitment from Carolyn Gottstein, sister
of Eagles' forward Becky Gottstein.
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"What we're trying to do is rekindle the great tradition that exists
here at BC," DeFilippo said.
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be responsible," DeFilippo said.
The non-conference football opponents have been scheduled well
into the new millennium. The Holy
War with Notre Dame will continue,
and the Eagles will also play Army,
Navy and UConn, which is moving
up to Division I-A in football next
year. A two-year series with Stanford
begins in 2001. while other agreements have been made to play
against defending national champion
Tennessee, as well as Perm State and
Wake Forest.
DeFilippo also reiterated his desire to stress the tradition of Boston
College athletics. The practice began
in earnest last year, when BC retired
the numbers of Doug Flutie and
Mike Ruth, and honored several
other Eagle greats. Another example
occurred in the season opening contest with Baylor, when former longtime BC coach Jack Bicknell made
his return to Chestnut Hill. Even a
subtle move like placing great moments of the past on student season
tickets have heightened fans' awareness of the Boston College sports'
to

Michael Teevan

By

HEIGHTS SPORTS EDITOR

:

to Thomas, Cate. a three-year

liKilly decided on BC. "We liked the
coach [Thomas), and on our visit we fell
in love with the school." explained

;

cording

But I ran
time trial in under 5:30 and decided that
I should be a runner."
Being on ihe same team helped lo
make each sisler a belter runner, and allowed Cate and Maggie to feed off of
each other's energy. "We talk about running all the time," said Cate. "It's great
to have someone to always run with and
train wilh. I motivate her and she does
the same with me. and if I'm feeling down
she gets my confidence back up." But
even though they are both so good, the
twins do not have any sense of a rivalry.
"We're noi competitive with each other
al all." said Cate.
Both sisters have set very high goals
for iheir BC careers and beyond. Cate
thinks thai she could be an All-American every season and hopes to continue
running after college. Maggie also hopes
to continue running and possibly compete in the Olympics. '"But I don't want
to jinx myself," she said.
According to Maggie, the decision
on where to go to school was tough, but
there was no question that the sisters
would stick together. "We wouldn't go
to different schools
there was really
no question." said Maggie.
The twins were recruited by schools
like Georgetown and Stanford, but evena

.

lo join ihc cross country team.

Continued from Bl

Volleyball
beats

\u25a0

Twins pace women's XC
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Injury makes Marrone accept view from sidelines
By

eighth in the nation and second in the
Big East Tournament a year ago,

Ernie Kappotis

HEIGHTS EDITOR

Marrone was told that she would miss
her senior season.
Last year, Marrone was able to use
cortisone shots to control her ailing back
and allow her to complete the schedule
and postseason. However, this fall the
pain is too great and the extent of the
injury is too severe for her to suit up for
the Eagles.

When the doctors informed Boston
College field hockey co-captain
Julianne Marrone that the status of a
bulging disc in her back had possibly
worsened to a herneated condition, the
senior's expectations of a glorious final
season took a most unfortunate tailspin.
After excelling on a squad that finished

1.,-.-..

"It's hard being the captain," admitted Marrone. "You're supposed to be all
about motivating the team. It's hard
when you're not out there doing the
same thing that they're doing."
Marrone's frustration mountswhen she
observes other Eagles falling to a variety of unanticipated injuries. Sophomore Amelie Wulff fractured her foot
early in the season and Susanna Filip is
still suffering from a hampered ACL,

BWPP"HI

f^?P

couldn't put one in the net," remarked Marrone. BC, typically known
as a turf team, playedthis season's only
home game on a grass surface this past
Wednesday. One of Marrone's high
school teammates from Notre Dame
Academy in Worcester, Massachusetts
scored the sole Providence goal.
The Eagles did manage to break out
of their slump with a marathon win over
Syracuse on Sunday. It took an overtime
we
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When combining tiiese distractions with
the loss of two national team seniors
from last season, it is not difficult to
understand why the 1999 campaign has
been somewhat rocky.
After starting out 4-5, the Eagles
dropped a critical Big East match at
Providence on Wednesday afternoon.
Although the Friars only tallied one
goal, the slim margin was enough to
secure the home victory. "Unfortunately
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Marrone.
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Although many of the new players
and improving each day,
Marrone still appreciates having herold
friends around. "Jill Dedman is still in
goal," expressed Marrone with a sigh
of relief. "Jen Hall, our midfield distributor, is a really strong player." Several other Eagle veterans are also enjoying their opportunities to shine this
season. "We have a lot of people who
never played a lot until this year," said
Marrone. Many of these individuals are
seniors who have earned starting responsibilities for the first time. "This gives
us an added energy," commented
are growing
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Wireless Is Here.

and two shoot-out sessions to put away
the Orangewomen 3-2. Goaltender Jill
Dedman made 10 saves in regulation
and stopped seven of 10 shots in the
shootout to help the Eagles win. Kirn
French and Kelly Misiaszek scored in
the first half to move ahead 2-0. Syracuse battled back to tic the game and
send it to overtime. After an indecisive
overtime and first round of shots, Gina
Dinan and MorganBrady scored to give
BC their first Big East win. The Eagles
now stand at 5-6 on the season.
Despite the early struggles this season, Marrone remains confident and optimistic about the future. She fully understands that this year's edition of the
Eagles, a young team with 10freshmen,
will not surge through the rankings overnight. "Right now three of them (the
freshmen) are in the starting lineup," she
said. A few of the freshmen have truly
excelled right from the outset. Kimberly
French (Shrewsbury,MA) and Elizabeth
Flood (Danvers, MA) have already
earnedRookie of the Week honors during the month of September.
Marrone has established a dedicated
commitment to the progress of the
young players. She attempts to offer
advice on technique and strategy, while
also providing praise when someone
succeeds. The captain notes the importance of letting a player know when she
is doing a good job. "I'm not a coach
and not a player," Marrone said. "I'm
somewhere in between." She tries to
inspire the team's youth by telling stories of qualifying for the Big East Tour-
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whenever you feel the need.

Although sitting out her final field
hockey season is quite a disappointment, Marrone would not change anything else about her BC career. Looking fa#ck to her days living in
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts, Marrone
never imagined that college field hockey
would be this thrilling. "I came in my
freshman year and got a little bit of playing time here and there,", she recalled.
Through the field hockey team, Marrone
had 20 loyal BCfriends before she even
showed up for freshman weekend. "Our
team, in the three years that I've been
here, has always been really, really
close," she said. "Especially since we've
done so well, you get to experience so
much joy with those people," she added.
"Even though I can't play my fourth
year, I'm glad I have those three. I
wouldn't take any of it back."
After graduation, Marrone plans to
puther major in human development to
work. She is currently inspecting some
human resource developmentprograms.
However, she is still primarily focused
on the

I
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P
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www.att.com/wireless/prepaid

u

mission at hand: the remainder
of the field hockey season. Instead of
dwelling on the six early losses,
Marrone chooses to highlight the four
hard-earned victories. "We expect to be
a competitor in the Big East," declared
Marrone. "If we're not going to be number one, we'll be number two. That's
basically our goal right now."
In Marrone's estimation, having a
winning season, qualifying for the Big
East tournamentand earning top or second honors in that competition would
make this season a success. Any
achievements beyond those objectives
would provide ;in even stronger foundation for the future. "We're out to prove
something this year," said Marrone.
"The program has a lot to offer."
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Women's rugby fells to
Dartmouth

Boston

Bristol Place

Garden City Center

Burlington

3 Center Plaza
(Government Center Plaza)
M-F Bam-6pm; Sat 10am-spm
617 720-3560

16 Hillside Rd.. Cranston, R.I.
M. W. F. Sat 9am - 7pm;
T. TH 9am 9pm, Sun Noon 6pm
401942-1079

1210 Newport Aye., South Attleboro
M-Sat 9am 9pm;
Sun Noon-6pm
508 761-6300

Danvers

Newton

Coolidge Corner

85 Andover St., Danvers
M-F 10am-7pm;
Sat 10am 6pm: Sun Noon spm
978 777-4114
-

-

-

68 A BurlingtonMall Rd.

M-Floam-9pm
Sat 10am-6pm; Sun Noon-spm

-

-

88 Needttam St.
M-F 9am-7pm;
Sat 10am - 6pm; Sun Noon - spm
617 527-9100

781505-1900

1329 Beacon St., Brookline
M-F Bam-7pm
Sat 10am - spm; Sun Noon spm
617 566-6800
-

Available at all AT&T Stores, participating authorized dealers, and select Barnes & Noble College Bookstores.
.

_

?

AT&T. Purchase and use of a prepaid compatible Digital multi-network phone required. Long distance calls will be delivered by a provider of our choice. Features are not available for
purchase- Domestic rates not available outside the 50 US or when calls required a credit card to complete. International rates vary by destination. Airtime for each call is measured in full minutes
and rounded up to the next full minute. Coverage available in most areas. Phone and cards are not refundable. Minutes deposited into your account expire after six months. Full terms and
conditions are contained in the AT&T National PrePaid Wireless Guide. Offer may not be combined with other promotional offers.
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The women's rugby team fell to
.Dartmouth on Sunday, 7-0.
Boston College dominated much of the
first half but was unable to put any points
on the board. After a grueling 60 minutes
of play, Dartmouth capitalized halfway into
the second half to take the lead, 7-0. BC
recovered quicklyand prevented any more
scoring by Dartmouth, but were unable to
score themselves.
The BC squad defeated Radclift'e last
week in their first league game of the season. This was their first win in four years
against Radcuffe, who Were the National
Champions in 1997.BC's three tries were
scored by Mary Bam, Pauline Multeady,
and Alicia Marzollo, and all threewere converted by Katie Burns for a final score of
21-7.
The next home game is Saturday, October 9 at Cleveland Circle against Amherst
College. Check the newly updated web
page at www.bc.edu/rugbyfoispecifics.
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Sailors off to strong start
By

Meghan

O'Neill

KOR THE HEIGHTS

The Boston College Varsity Sailing co-ed and women's teams are both
ranked 15thin national collegiate sailing, beginning their fall season with

high expectations.
New sailing Coach Joe Aleardi is
very excited about the amount of potential he sees on the team, with many
freshmen and transfer students added
have a great team
this
with an incredible amount of talent,"
Aleardi said. A 1998BC grad, Aleardi
sailed every year while he was a student. As an Eagle sailor, Aleardi was
team captain his junior and senior year.
During his last year at BC, Aleardi led
the team to a number-one ranking in
New England and third in the nation.
The strong core oi returning sailors is the basis of strength for the
Eagles. Some pairs to watch this year
are seniors Mandy McDonnell and
Megan Aleardi, both of whom have returned to sail after spending a semester in New Zealand. Sophomores Tyler
Pruetl (skipper) and Katie Garvey
(crew) are paired together again this
year after winning the 1999 Priddy

Trophy (the New England freshman
championships) in the spring season.
Pruett and Garvey also won the B-division at the Hood Trophy, held at
Tufts University September 25 and 26.
Overall the team placed fifth out of 18
teams

competing.

The team splits up to compete each
weekend, depending where the races
are and which sailors are best qualified to go. Upcoming races are being
held all over New England, from local
competitions at MIT, Tufts and BU to
venues farther away, like UVM, UNH
and the Coast Guard.
Captain Hans Pusch is also excited
about the BC sailors' fall season. "This
year's team has more talent and depth
than any of our previous years. With
the addition of Joe Aleardi and the talent we have I don't think it's unrealistic to see us ranked in the top 10 by
the season's end."
Hurricane Floyd gave the team a
minor setback, needing to safely store
the boats to prevent any storm damage at the sailing site in South Boston.
BC owns 18 Vanguard 4205, a twoperson boat widely used in college
sailing. The team travels to the Savin
Hill Yacht Club for practice on Mon-

day, Wednesday and Friday, has team
workouts on Tuesday and Thursday,
and meets with Coach Aleardi
throughout the week to discuss im-

\u25a0HP

and racing techniques. The team's meetings with the
coach are an important time to talk
with the team, which is hard to do
while out on the water.
The Eagle Sailors are not going to
let anything, not even a hurricane,
stand in the way of a great season.
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Please send me ESPN The Magazine at the special student rate
of 26 issues for $13. (Wow, that's only 50 cents an issue!)

\u25a0

Voted #1 for BC Rentals!!!!!
?

I

wnvw.BCapartments.com
617-527-6655

?L

jf||j'

I

j

I Payment

?Enclosed

Mall to:

...

ESPN The Magazine
P.O. Box 37328
Boone, IA 500374)328

IBM
35UBMA
.-

Lehman Brothers
A Leading Full-Service Global Investment Bank
invites you to submit your resume for career opportunities in the

Operations

&

Corporate Services

Analyst Training Program
Juniors are also encouraged to submit their resumes for summer internships

Those who submit resumes will be considered for
an invitation to an info session/post-reception on

Thursday, November 11, 1999
6:00-8:00 pm
Please submit your resume online to the career center

.
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NOW IS THE TIME
TO FIND A PLACE
TO LIVE FOR NEXT YEAR!
Greenline realty has the best
and most exclusive listings. l
pp.
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campus!

Don't worry be
happy!
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GREATHOUSE
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Last one left on
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street!!!
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1956 Beacon Street,
Brookline

improved you!
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everything ...No
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&FREE
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Golf teams

Men's soccer ties BU, blankedby Hoyas
continual bright spot whether the team
By

Dave LaMattina

wins or loses
the underclassmen.
Schmidt has lived up to the hype and
currently leads the learn in goals scored
with six. Schmidt came surfme in from
California ona wave of hope, but he is
only one of many "youngsters" who
have produced for the team. When the
team scores, it's often a combination
of freshmen and sophomores that have
puttogether the passes before the shot.
The veteran of the newcomers,
sophomore Chris Cleary, has shown
some inspired play. His quick, accurate
passes and blazing speed haveallowed
the other team members to blow by defenders towards the net. Zach
Bouchard, another young pup running
with the bigdogs, has made an immediate impact. The all-lime leadinggoalscorer in New Hampshire high school
history has registered a game-winning
goal and an assist in his time at the
Heights, earning him the distinction of
Big East Co-Rookie of the Week. A
recent addition who brings down the
average age of the team is Bobby Thompson, whom Coach Ed Kelly
couldn't wait to get on his squad. Since
being cleared to play, Thompson has
added a goal and an assist to his grow-

Boston College's match-up with
Georgetown on Saturday did not help
the men gel over their tic with Boston
University earlier in the week. With just
over a minute to play, the Hoyas'
Kenny Owens scored the decisive goal,
the only shot of the afternoon to pass
goalie Chris Hambtin. The loss put the
Eagles at 3-4-1 on the season.
Last Tuesday, nothing would be
settled in this year's Clash of the
Comm. Aye. footballers. Bragging
rights'? They would have to be based
on BU's 1-0 victory last year. The
Eagles, even with an arsenal of new talent and the home field advantage, could
not put away the Terriers.
Early in the game, it appeared the
Eagles would reign superior over their
local rivals. Scoring his second goal of
the season, junior Jorgen Lie tallied at
the 10:58 mark on assists from freshmen Bobby Thompson and Casey
Schmidt. The quick goal was the only
lime that either team scored in the first
half.
BU came out fired up in the second half. Junior Frank Vigliolti capitalized on the emotion and temporarily
changed the momentum with a goal at
3:12. The maroon and gold wouldn't
trail for long, responding with a deadly
quickness lo the wake-up call the Terriers provided.
Only four minutes later, Schmidt,
ihe Eagles "go-to" freshman, scored on
an assist from Sjur Gundersen, placing
t-he true hometown team back atop the
scoreboard, 2-1. Schmidt, who was
shut-out against Selon Half would exploit the Terrier's freshman goalkeeper
Matthew Smith and finish on an empty
net 11 minutes after putting the team
up. The goal would be the Eagles' last,
but the Terriers still had some scoring
to do.
Learning from the Eagles' quick
retaliation, the Terriers' Malt McManus
found ihe back of the net merely seconds alter the Eagles finished celebrating. With a one-goal lead, BC was
forced to play defensively.
Yet. luck has not been with the team
lately.

under new
coaches

?

HEIGHTS STAFF

At the 69:15 mark, the Terriers

ing portfolio.

HEIGHTS PHOIOJAMES GALLAGHER

Chris Cleary battles for the bail in a Comm. Aye. battle wilh B.U.

awarded a penalty kick that Kirk
Miller buried behind a helpless
Hamblin. The score knotted the game
and sent il into overtime.
Though there were chances in overlime, nothing would settle the score and
both teams walked away with a draw.
For an elated BU squad, the comeback
on the road showed poise and skill. It
was a different story for the home team
the Eagles may not have lost the
game, but they did lose a chance at a
crucial victory.
The physicality of the team may
explain the struggle to put away an almost assured win. In the last few
matches, the Eagles have been hurt by
physical play. Hamblin's takedown
against Villanova earned him a one
game suspension. That red card was a
key element in the loss to 19th-ranked
were

?

Seton Hall last week. Against the Terriers, the Eaglesregistered 25 fouls, one
resulting in a devastating penalty kick.
Soccer is a physical game, but senseless tackles are not something to be expected from a veteran defense.
Still, the defense has shown .some
incredible skill over the first few weeks
of the season. With Hamblin in net, the
Eagles have been a lough defense to
beat. Before dropping a game to Seton
Hall, the team had only conceded five
goals in as many games. Even against
the Pirates, the score would only have
been 1 -0 had the Eagles not pushed up
in an aitempt to lie ihe game. Overzealous whistle blowing, not dirty play, had
a huge role in this loss.
On the whole, there aren't a lot of
positives that can be taken away from
the draw. However, there has been a

With seven Big East gamesremaining, each conference win is vital. In the
second best conference in the country,
every game will be a challenge. The
Eagles return home Saturday to battle
conference rival West Virginia at I p.m.

HEIGHIS PHOTO JAMESGALLAGHER

Asher Mendelsohn

the ECAC this year. A graduate and
three-year team captain at Perm State,
Lindgren brings a lot of experience with
The Boston College golf program her. She was an assistant pro at the
has continued to progress even after the Oysters Harbor Club in Osterville,
departure of its former coach. After Massachusetts, and has been responNatalie Galligan left BC. wanting a new sible for golf operations there since
challengeaway from coaching, two new
1998. Prior to her stint on Cape Cod,
coaches were hired to fill her shoes.
she was an assistant pro at Grand CyThe men's team has new leadership press resort in Orlando, Florida.
in Head Coach Trevor Drum, an assis"Kristin possesses all the qualities
tant golf professional at the Woodland
we were seeking in a professional to
Golf Club in Auburndale, Massachulead our women's program," DeFilippo
setts. "He brings excellent experience said. She is doing just that. Led by coand great leadership qualities to our captains Katie Shields and Jackie Shea
men's program," said Athletic Director and assistant captain Tina Haydu, the
Gene DeFilippo. Drum bringsalong an team placed eighth out of 18 teams at
extensive resume. Prior to Woodland, the Dartmouth College Invitational on
he served as an assistant pro at September 19, and seventh at the Vale
Amesbury Country Club in Amesbury, University Invitational the following
Massachusetts and had stints at Oak week.
Hill Country Club and Lancaster Host
At Vale, the senior Shields was the
top finisher for BC, placingeighth with
Resort in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
The men's team is off to a stellar a score of 79-79-158. This was excelstart. After a disappointing 23rd-place
lent considering BC was competing
finish at the Vale University Invitational, against 20 other teams, including powthe team rebounded by placing 12th oul erhouses Vale, Princeton, Rutgers, Hartof 16 teams at the Dartmouth Invitaford and Dartmouth. But, as Lindgren
tional in Hanover, New Hampshire. said, "We definitely feel we can imRick Tilghman led the Eagles, posting prove; the girls are working hard."
scores of 67-77-144 and finishing in 7th
This potential development is due
place. Rounding out the BC competilargely to Shields, Shea and Haydu.
tors were Bob Gregory (47th place, 77"Each one has a different personality
-80-157), Mike Teneglia (52nd, 77-81that carries different strengths," said
-158), Josh Folkerth (61st, 86-74-160) Lindgren. "They all bring something
and Mark Sullivan (75th, 85-85-170).
wonderful to the team. The competition
The season is far from over. The ECAC is really intense, but we can handle the
Championships will be held the weekpressure, and these girls want to win."
Indeed, in order to do well, the
end of October 10-11, and the New
England Championships are October Eagles will have place in the top spots
18-19. There will be solid competition at the Rutgers Invitational the weekend
and the Eagles will have to perform well of October 9 and the ECAC Championships the following weekend. There,
if they want to place strong.
Meanwhile, the women's golf team they will face the best teams, each fightis full of promise. With the addition of ing for a spot at the NCAA tournament
new Head Coach Kristin Lindgren, the
and the grand prize of all, the national
championship.
team hopes to be a strong contender in
By

Erik Pierorazio
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SHOULD WE GET INVOLVED?
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A presentation by Shseiia Decter, Executive Director
c American Jewsh Conges, New England Region.
by BC Hitel, UGBC Swat Acton, & Pdilcal Sckra Dept,

Devlin 008,7:30pm
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RA's. and the Mass Tenants Assooaton, Are theops nsiy alkiwed
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**

Ice Hockey
**

Rez Run

OCTOBER 12TH
**

6TH

-

**

**

-

14TH

Field Goal Contest
**

Basketball

**

**

Register in the Intramural Sports Office,
between 4:00 and 10:00pm
.md, comity 9/30, Pt3 8 22,

Questions? Call 552-4783
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Eagles top Northeastern

BC addresses assault allegations
have also been connected to the football
team, namely to former offensive lineman Matt Knapp.
In two separate incidents on the same

By Molly

Continued

from

12 yards for a touchdown by linebacker

Bl

Frank Chamberlin. The first half ended
with an Eagle lead, 20-14.
daily with their shocking opening
The third quarter saw no scoring
drive, which needed just 24 seconds to from either team. The Eagles turned the
produce a touchdown. After a quick 58- ball over on a fumble and an intercep-yard kick return, the Northeastern oftion that reduced their opportunities to
fense took the field. Quarterback Jason put points on the board.
"We turned the ball over many
Quinlan launched a 39-yard pass to
times," O'Brien said. "We droppedballs
teammate Dave Klemic who caught the
ball beautifully as he crossed into the and did things we don't normally do."
By the end of the day the Eagles
end zone. Just like that, it was Northeastern 7, BC 0.
had turned the ball over four times by
"On the first play of the game I exfumbling twice and having two passes
pected something like that [deep pass].
picked off.
They were going to come in here and
"I think we stepped backwards on
offense, not on special teams and detake chances," O'Brien said.
After the quick score by .Northeastfense. We have miles to go on offense.
ern. BC mounted their own attack. Se- Our defense isn't going to be able to
nior running back Carlton Rowe began hold us forever," O'Brien said. "We
the march upfield with a 24-yard kick don't want to regress we have to get
return. Ten plays later the Eagles had
to a certain level in order to beat some
scored six points as freshman tailback tougher teams. I'm not happy with how
William Green made a two-yard touchwe playedbut V m ecstatic that we won.
down run. The extra point tied the game It was a football team win. Now we are
with 11:34 remaining in the first quar4-0 and have the chance to be 5-0 next
ter. The point total remained at seven week."
for each team until the second quarter.
The scoring picked up immediately
The Eagles struck first with 12:36 in the fourth quarter as BC freshman
left in the half after a 37-yard field goal Doug Bessette blocked a Northeastern
puni moments in. Ralph Parent recovby John Matich sailed through the uprights. Matich added on three more ered the blocked punt and ran the ball
points kicking a 45-yard field goal five
15 yards for a touchdown to give the
minutes later. BC held a tentative 13-7 Eagles a 26-14 lead as the BC two-point
edge ancl Northeastern refused to go conversion was denied by the Huskies.
away. After a kickoff return of 19 yards,
Six minutes later in the final quarNortheastern took over and moved the ter of play, RaMon Johnson intercepted
ball down the field to the BC goal line. a Northeastern pass and ran the ball 27
With four minutes remaining, Quinlan yards for another defensive touchdown
rushed one yard for a touchdown to put for BC. Matich added on the extra point
to increase the lead to 33-14.
the Huskies ahead 14-13.
BC then attempted to reclaim the
The final scoring of the game came
lead before halftime. Green returned the from Northeastern as senior quarterback
Northeastern kick 63 yards. Following Fred Vallett connected with wide rethe long return, BC quarterback Tim ceiver. Michael Mack for 24 yards and
a touchdown. The Huskies completed
Hasselbeck connected with wide receiver Dedrick Dewalt for 20 additional the two-point conversion but their efyards. After a short carry by running forts came up short as the whistle blew
back Cedric Washington, Hasselbeck and solidified BC's 33-22 victory.
It was another outstanding day for
sent a pass towards tight end Bryan
Arndt and the Northeastern end zone. Washington (15 carries for 107 yards),
However, Northeasternread Hasselbeck
who finished with his third 100-yard
rushing effort of the season. Hasselbeck
all the way and picked him off. deflatthrew for 113 yards.
ing BC's hope of a score.
Northeastern was unable to advance
"We practiced well all week,"
the football as running back Tim Gale O'Brien said. "We withstood everyfumbled. It was picked up and returned thing they threw at us but our offense

let them back into the game. They have
good coaches and they had us wired. It
was disturbing how we finished the
game however. I think the game made
us tighter as a team. A win is still a win
and even if it is ugly it doesn't matter."
As hoped, the game made an impact on the city of Boston and its football fans. O'Brien said, "I think it is a
great game for Boston and their program." O'Brien said. "It helps sell both
programs and creates a presence in New
England."
BC will travel to Temple University to take on the Owls, a Big East
opponent, next Saturday. Temple was
blown out by a score of 55-24 against
Pittsburgh on Saturday.

Sell and
Michael Teevan
EDITORS

HEIGHTS

After recent negative publicity regarding the actions of several unnamed
football players and one former member
of the team. Head Coach Tom O'Brien
issued his response lo the incidents in
Saturday's post-game press conference.
The first incident happened on the
night ofAugust 15.A Boston University
student was assaulted outside of M-80
nightclub,allegedlyby two BC football
players.
However, after looking into the
events of that night, O'Brien stated that
the allegations were "groundless."
Altercations at off-campus parties

night, September

nnl rj

nil

sity.

Because Knapp has departed from
the

team. O'Brien said, "Matt Knapp is
no longer a member of our football team
and, in fact, has withdrawn from Boston

College."

>

First Quarter
NU-Klemic 39 pass from Quinlan (Connolly kick), 14:36.
BC-Green 2 run (Matich kick), 11:34.
Second Quarter
BC-FG Matich 37, 12:36.
BC-FG Matich 45, 7:52.
NU-Quinlan 1 run (Connolly kick), 4:12.
BC-Chamberlin 12 fumble return (Matich kick), 2:53.
Fourth Quarter
BC-Parent 15 blocked punt return (rush failed), 14:47.
BC-Johnson 27 interception return (Matich kick), 8:49.
NE-Mack 24 pass from Vallett (Philcox pass from Vallett), 3:26.
A-42.302.
NU
20
37-142
259
25-48-3
31
8-36.5
2-2
9-92
29:18

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Comp-Att-Int

Return Yards
Punts-Avg.

Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

BC
14
43-146

,*l6l

1429-2

132*

3-3

9-6*2
30:42

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS

RVSHING-Northeastern: Gale 10-80, McKanas 10-46, Vallett 4-10, Quinlan
13-6. Boston College: Washington 15-107, Rowe 9-31, Parent 1-16, Green 6-10,
Burch 2-3, St. Pierre 5-(minus 9), Hasselbeck 5-(minus 12).
PA.SSmG-Northeastern: Quinlan 21-39-2-205, Vallett 4-9-1-54. Boston College:
Hasselbeck 11-26-2-113, St. Pierre 3-3-0-48.
KECEIVmG-Northeastern: Mack 8-89, Alsup 7-54, Klemic 5-65, Sofran 2-25,
Gale 1-15, Delgado 1 -8, McKanas 1-3. Boston College: Washington4-8, Crittenden
heights Pimm, i auriinm. pringle
Brian St. Pierre looks for a receiver behind William Green's blocking. 2-47, DeWalt 2-23, Burch 2-9, Burke 1-43, Arndt 1-18, Ellis 1-7, Utzler 1-6.
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PaineWebber is the ideal place to
apply your hard-earned education
toward a promising future. As a leader
in the financial services industry, we're
at the heart of one of today's hottest
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offer training programs that can
develop your knowledge into valuable
job-specific skills so you can
accelerate your career to success.
?
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University spokesperson Jack Dunn
said, ''Ican't really commenton his case
because there's a criminal investigation
and because he's no longer a BC student."
Dunn did admit that these allegations were surprising based on Knapp's
credibility as an intelligent and well-respected student.
Althoughthe Boston Globe reported
that the Boston Police have applied for
criminal complaints in all three of the
instances, there have yet to be any hearing dates or summons.

BC-Northeastern Box Score
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mentioned the possibility of Knapp's
return to BC solely as a student.

to have assaulted Eric Knakal, A&S '02,
and Anthony Segrich, A&S '99. Both
men were taken to St. Elizabeth's Hospital, were treated and then released.
Earlier this season, Knapp had left
the team because of chronic headaches.
Recently, the sophomore from Stony
Brook, N.Y., withdrew from the Univer-

...
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12, Knapp was reported

O'Brien said that he expects the
6*6", 320 lb. Knapp to transfer to a Division I-AA school. However, he also
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Undefeated but untested Game has local
By Adam

Shub

HEIGHTS STAFF

O'Brien looking
By Casey

O'Connell

HEIGHTS STAFF

A win is a win, right? BG's J3-22
victory over Northeastern on Saturday
will count the same in the standings as
a 50-point rout would have, but t/jany
Eagles fans would be restifijgj> little
easier this week if BC had wj->n by as
much as people thought they should

have.
"Looking at our play, I'm not
happy," said Head Coach Tom O'Brien.
"Not to take anythingaway from Northeastern, but we played tight ? we
dropped balls and did things that we

wouldn't normally do."
Indeed, BC's poor play and miscues
(includingfive turnovers) were not supposed to happen, especially against a
Division I-AA opponentThe Eagles offense was woefully inept, being held to
307 total yards after averaging 427
yards over their first three contests.
BC's defense allowed 401 yards, a
season high. Northeastern quarterback
Jason Quinlan out-threw the Eagles'
Tim Hasselbeck by 92 yards. The
Northeastern offense outscored BC's
unit 22-13. How did BC win after the
statistical domination by NU
through three key plays on defense and
special teams that led to touchdowns
?

and quieted the Huskies' barks.
First, linebacker Frank Chamberlin
recovered a Tim Gale fumble and ran it
back for a touchdown to give the Eagles
the lead for good at 20-14 and avoid a

for more than a win

halftime deficit. Immediately prior to
Chamberlin's heroics, Northeastern intercepted a Hasselbeck pass in the end
zone and seemed to possess the momentum going into halftime.
BC's special teams came up big
next, blocking Jason FarreH's punt early
in the fourth quarter. Backup wide receiver Ralph Parent grabbed the ball
and ran it in from 15 yards to give the
Eagles a 12-point cushion. "We got
some very good play out of the kick
blocking units and that got us a touchdown," explained O'Brien.
The third big play for the Eagles
came again from the defense when
RaMon Johnson ran back an interception 27 yards for a touchdown. That
score put the game out of reach, giving
BC a comfortable 19-point lead.
All of these points gained by the
defense and special teams are good bonus points, but if BC is going to compete with the Big East heavyweights,
the offense is going to have to put many
more points up on the board. "A lot of
people can win that way [with defensive scores], but I don't know if we're
good enough to win that way consistently," said O'Brien, "We've got miles
I don't know if the
to go on offense
defense can continue to hold us in there
like they did today."
AlthoughBC's overall performance
left much to be desired, the fact that it
came against a team from Division lAA may not mean all that much.
Saturday's game was not only the big...

gest game on Northeastern's

schedule
this year, but it is probably among the
biggest games that the team has played
in at least the last decade. The Huskies
had never played against a Division IA team in- the history of their program
and their players and coaches were fired
up to say the least. Northeastern's
coaches made use of some liberal play
calling and many players performed
well above expectations.
"They had good coaching," said
O'Brien. "They're going to come in
here and take chances. But when you
play with everything to gain and nothing to lose, that's going to happen."
While Northeastern played up to
the level of their competition,it can also
be said that BC did the reverse. "When
you play I-AA teams, there's something
psychological about it with these kids,"
said O'Brien. "They thought that they
were supposed to kill them and they
read all week that they were supposed
to kill them. But I'll tell you something
?
those things are not going to happen."

In spite of the miscues and the sluggish play, the Eagles are still 4-0, and
were able to win their first game in
October under O'Brien's guidance.
"I'm unhappy with the way we played,
but I'm ecstatic that we won," said
O'Brien. "It doesn't matter how you
win as long as you keep winning. We're
4-0, we have a chance to go 5-0 next
week, and we can continue to build on
this."

Eagles prepare to hunt Owls
By

Patrick English
HEIGHTS STAFF

tage in the series record, however (23-6-2).
Temple head coach Bobby Wallace
(2-14 in his two seasons there) will need
a huge game from his team if they ex-

After a 33-22 win over NortheastAlumni Stadium on Saturday,
Boston College will hit the road to pect to compete with BC. The Owls
Philadelphiaand look to punisha strugneed some consistency to have a
glingTemple squad. The mood around chance, a problem that has plagued
campus regarding the football team is them for a long time. This is evident
currentlygrim after Saturday's less than when realizing that their offense prostellar performance. However, the BC duced .only 82 yards of total offense
football team has a chance to start the against Kansas State and their defense
season 5-0 for the first time since 1954. gave up 593 yards to Marshall in earAnd that is something to be excited lier contests this season. Temple has
about (the team did start the 1992seabeen outscored in their five games this,
son 7-0-1). Winning football games is year by a huge margin of 160-39, and
enjoyable, no matter how they come, was held scoreless in three of their first
and BC haswon seven of their last eight four games.
games.
Temple's offense will look to estabThe Eagles (4-0, 1-0 Big East) will lish their running game after rushing the
face a Temple team (0-5, 0-1 Big East) "ball 21 times for a grand total of 20
that is coming off an old-fashioned yards versus Pitt last week. When they
whooping from Pittsburgh last weekput the ball up in the air they will look
end in a game they lost 55-24. But there for sophomore wideouts Greg
is reason to be weary about the game Muckerson and Jamal Wallace, two
on Saturday, despite the fact that the
pretty good targets who rank third and
Owls are clearly overmatched on paper. fifth, respectively, in the Big East in reTemple has been known to pull off ceptions per game.
some upsets. Just ask Virginia Tech
The Owls' defense is led by pre(currently sth in the nation) head coach
season Butkus Award candidate Taylor
Frank Beamer, whose team suffered Suman. The sophomore linebacker
arguably the biggest upset in Big East leads the team in tackles with 12.6per
history in a home loss to Temple last contest. The secondary is led by senior
season. The Owls also defeated BC in
comerback Kevin Harvey, who is cur'97 by a score of 28-21, the last game rently tied for second in the Big East in
the two teams played in Veteran's Stainterceptions with two. Harvey used to
dium. The Eagles do own the advanplay quarterback for the Owls.
ern at

BC's offense will clearly need to
operate more efficiently to pound

Temple.Cedric Washington (second in

the Big East with 128.0 yards on the
groundper game), fresh off rushing for
over 100 yards again last week, should
be able to have another big day if the
offensive line executes. One note to add
on Washington: he now has 521 yards
rushing this season, more than the 429
yards that BC career rushing leader
Mike Cloud had through the first four
games of his junioryear.
Defensively, the Eagles have a

(
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Chris Hovan motions to the student section in Saturday's win against Northeastern.

There were all smiles in and around
Alumni Stadium on Saturday. Boston
College raised their perfect record to 40, their best start since the 7-0-1 opening campaign of 1992. The matchup
against Northeastern also marked the
"The Battle of Boston," highlightedby
the return of the ever-popular Head
Coach of the Huskies, Barry Gallup.
The coach is certainly no stranger
to the BC family. Gallup began his career at BC in 1965 as a two-sport athlete and although still feeling connected
to his alma mater, chose to take a head
coaching position across town at Northeastern. Even though the Huskies
couldn't pull out a victory, Gallup relished the opportunity.
"The experience was tremendous.
There was a lot of interest and a lot of
emotion in it, and I thought that was
great," said Gallup,
Gallup began his football career at
Swampscott High School (the hometown ofa "certain" Heights staff writer).
As a star wide receiver for the Eagles,
Gallup established records in both receptions (87) and yards (1,325). On top
of his accomplishments on the football
field, Gallup was a member of the
Eagles basketball team under former
Celtic Hall of Famer Bob Cousy.
Many expected that Gallup, who
served as a long time assistant to Jack
Bicknell, would one day be offered the
head coaching position at BC. Unfortunately,in nearly 20 years, Gallup was
promoted to head recruiting official. To

the disappointment of many, Gallup
didn't foresee head coaching at BC in
his future and now focuses full time on
making Northeastern a local powerhouse.
"Anything that can give us a presence in New England
even if everyone wants to rip me for it, that's fine
I'm willing to take that chance," said
?

?

Galllup.

The truth is Gallup shouldn't be
ripped, but congratulated. BC was supposed to run all over the Huskies, but
Northeastern stayed in the game. Anytime a Division I-A program hosts a

Division I-AA team, a blood bath is
usually on the horizon. BC may have
won the game, but Gallup's Huskies
earned the respect they were looking
for.
Northeastern has a strong core of
players from the Boston area. Among
them are standout fullback Tim Gale
and quarterback Jason Quinlan. Gale,
an impressive freshman from Boxford,
Massachusetts, anchored the Northeastern ground game, averaging eight yards
per carry.
Quinlan is a native of South Boston. He set the Northeastern record for
total offense just two weeks ago against
William & Mary with 433 yards.
Quinlan's performance against the
Eagles was respectable. He provided
205 yards in the air on 21 completions.
Clearly, the sophomore signal caller
provides an emotional lift for the Huskies. It was Quinlan that got Northeastern off on the right foot on the first play
from scrimmage. The flea-flicker to
wide receiver Dave Klemic gave the

Huskies hope of an upset. The combination of Quinlan and Klemic gives
Northeastern a dangerous aerial attack.
Complementedby the potential of running back Gale, the passing game
should keep Northeastern fans hopeful.
BC is the only major football program in the area. This game against
Northeastern had a particularly local
flavor that won't be felt again for another four years. (BC will play UConn
and its newly minted I-A program next
year.) According to NCAA rules, a Division I-A program can onlyplay a team
such as Northeastern (Division I-AA)
once every four years. No oneknows if
these two teams will have the opportunity to playagain soon.

"I don't know if we have a spot
down the road, but I still think it's a
great game for Northeastern. I think it's
a great game for Boston," said BC Head
Coach Tom O'Brien.
Indeed, it was a great game for Boston. It featured the return of a BC coach
and a laundry list of outstanding local
athletes on the Northeastern and BC
sideline. BC has forever monopolized
the local talent pool of high school athletes.
But nobody knows for sure what
the future holds. College football in the
Boston area may be evolving. When
talk of college football stirs m Boston,
it may now have to include both the
Eagles and the Huskies. If Gallup and
Northeastern transform their program
into a Division I-A caliber team, then
the Eagles might have to prepare themselves for some kind of company when
itcomes to recruiting local talent.

Around the Big East

Pitt blasts Temple; West
Virginia downedby Navy
By

Brian Rusnica

FOR THE HEIGHTS

Pittsburgh 55, Temple 24
Mike Turman lead Pittsburgh's
passing attack into a blowout home victory against winless Temple. Turman
was 10 of 13 for 196 yards, including
four touchdown passes before being
lifted from the lop-sided game. Pittsburghimproved theirrecord to 3-1,1-0
in the Big East. It is Pitt's best start since
1996.
Pitt tailback Kevin Barlow had 84
yards on the ground and one touchdown, as well as a 50-yard touchdown
reception. For Temple, their 24 points
were a season high, after being shut out
in three of their first four games. Temple
dropped to 0-5,0-1 in their conference,

Syracuse 47, Tulane 17
Paul Pasqualoni coached in his
100th game as number-22 Syracuse
pounded Tulane. 'Cuse's defense held
the Greijn Wave (2-2) scoreless in the
second half, as they pulled away offensively. The Orangemen intercepted five
Tulane passes, converting them into 13
first-half points.
Dee Brown led Syracuse's rushing
attack with 79 yards on 15 carries. The
Orangemen offense gained 507 yards
on the day, 264 through the air and 243
on the ground. The Orangemen improved to 4-1 on the season with the
win.

Navy 31, West Virginia 28
West Virginia's season-long woes
continued as the Midshipmenof Navy
edged them 31 -28 at Mountaineer field.
Navy quarterback Brian Broadwater
had 110 yards rushing and three touchdowns. He also threw for 83 yards.
Dre Brittingham had 124 yards to
complement Navy's ground game.
They amassed 388 yards on 71 carries
against the helpless WV defense. The
Mountaineers kept it close for the duration of the game, but a field goal by
Tim Shubzda gave Navy the victory.
Navy improves to 2-3, while West Virginia is 1-4 for the first time in 5 years.

rushing and two touchdowns as the
Demon Deacons ran down the Rutgers
defense.
Jamie Deese had six catches for 106
yards for Wake, while Rutgers struggled
to put up any offensive numbers. Quarterback Mike McMahon led die Knights
to an early 10-0 lead, but Wake scored
17 unanswered for their third victory.

1999Football
Schedule and
Results
9/4: BC 30, Baylor 29 (OT)

Virginia Tech 31, Virginia 7
Virginia Tech (4-0) jumped to number five in the country after a decisive
win versus intrastate rival Virginia (3-2) Saturday night. The Hokies ran wild
over the then number-24 Cavaliers, led
by tailback Shyrone Stith and QB
Michael Vick.
Stith had 113 yards and three scores
on career day. Vick had 222 yards
through the air and threw his first career TD pass. Tech's top-ranked defense
held the Cays to just seven points and
51 rushing yards.

Wake Forest 17, Rutgers 10
Rutgers remained winless (0-4) as
Wake Forest continued its hot streak,
jumpingto 3-1, their best start in 12
years. Morgan Kane had 120 yards

golden opportunity to punish Temple.
The Owls have been slaughtered by
opposing defenses often this season,

and BC's improving rush defenses
should be licking their chops with a
realistic possibility of shutting a team
out. Temple may have a candidate for
the Butkus Award (best linebacker in
the nation), but BC's defense not only
has middle linebacker Frank
Chamberlin up for the same award, but
also a solid contender for the Outland
Trophy(nation's best defensive player)
in Chris Hovan. If these two can show
why, and the defensive unit competes
like they should, Temple will be in for
a very long afternoon.
BC should focus on controlling the
clock, limiting turnovers and playing
hard for four quarters as the keys to
Saturday's game against Temple. If
these areas are taken care of, BC should
steamroll the Owls.

flavor

The Flutie Comer
The Heights goes to press on
Sunday nights. Thus, we are
unable to report his grandeur
on Monday Night Football.
However, we can only
imagine that he once again
tortured Jimmy Johnson.
Remember the Hail Mary.
Www,

douaflutie. org

9/18: BC 14, Navy 10
9/25: BC 27, Rutgers 7
10/2: BC 33, Northeastern 22
10/9:

@

Temple

10/16: Pittsburgh
10/23: Miami
10/30:
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Syracuse

11/13: West Virginia
11/20:
11/26:
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Notre Dame
Virginia Tech
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Boston becomes entombed
By

Caroline Brancatella
and cleo bertrand
HEIGHTS EDITORS

The
River doesn't look
much like the Nile, and the Prudential
buildingisn't exactly the pyramids. And
while Fenway might be as old as the
Sphinx, the city of Boston is mere infant when compared to the city-states
of Egypt. But
for the next
few months,
the cultural institutions of the
city of Boston
will be bringing the world
of
ancient
Egypt to New
England.
On Sep-

tember 24, the Museum of Science
played host to an unofficial kickoff of
Boston's Egyptian season. Between
now and May of 2000, the Museum of
Science, the Museum of Fine Arts, the
Boston Lyric Opera and the Boston
Ballet are participating in a collaborative operation to celebrate the mysteries of Egypt to lure more people into
the city.
The Museum of Science, in addition to holding the opening gala, is the
first official venue open to the public.
It will be showing the IMAX film, Mysteries ofEgypt, until February 29,2000.
The movie is more informative than
interactive, unlike its predecessors
Alaska and Everest. Nonetheless, the
scenes of the Egyptian desert, the Nile
and the overwhelming architectural
achievements of the Ancient Egyptians
will captivate any audience. Blending
traditional aerial shots found in IMAX
films and a story line of a young girl
asking her grandfather about the
mummy's curse, the film is both edu-

cational and entertaining.
Additionally,the movie includes intermittent recreated scenes of Howard
Carter's expedition to uncover Egypt's
most elusive tomb
that of the boyking Tutankhamen. By far the most impressive part of the movie is the flythrough scene that takes the viewer
from Victoria Falls to the mouth of the
Nile to the Mediterranean Sea.
Those
looking for
the interactive
experience often associated
with IMAX
films may be
?

disappointed
at the lack of

action. However, one can't
help but be
impressed by the accomplishments of
the ancient Pharaohs.
In addition to the IMAX film, the
Museum of Science will be opening an
exhibit and theme-based gift store. The
exhibit will allow visitors to take virtual tours of Egypt using the power of
computers. Ten web-browsingstations
will be set up to give visitors the opportunity to explore not only the artifacts, but also the archaeology behind
the discoveries.
For
those who
can't resist a
gift store, the
Museum of
Science has
created a
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Mysteries

ofEgypt,

the newest IMAX film at the Museum of Science, is just one way

elry for relatively inexpensive prices.

And in the
bringing together of

modern
technology

and ancient
language,
can
you

translate
your name
into hieroglyphics

special store
just for the
Egyptian ex-

hibits. Ring
and earring enthusiasts, take note: There
is a plethora of symbolicEgyptian jew-

:

and

walk

away with a printout of your cartouche, or translated name.

As evidence of the cooperation involved in the citywide theme, the Museum of Fine Arts has lent a number of
artifacts to the Museum of Science exhibit. But it's not so many as to prevent
their own exhibit, Pharaohs of the Sun,
from opening November 14, 1999, and
running until February 6, 2000. One of
the quintessential Egyptian exhibits in
recent years, the MFA will highlightthe
Amarna Age byreconstructing the lost
city ofAmarna.
Not to be outdone, the Boston Lyric
Opera will present the grandiose opera
Aida the same week the MFA opens its
exhibit. The opera will only run for six

to

experience Egypt in Boston.

dates between November 10 and 21.
FollowingAida, Akhnaten will take
the stage for the last days of November. This recent opera is being produced
in collaboration with the Chicago Opera Theater, as Chicago is planning a
thematic cultural combining of forces
in the.coming months.
The Boston Lyric Opera will also
present Mozart's famous opera. The
Magic Flute, during the last week of
March and the first week of April. While
not directly associated with Egypt, the
fantastical setting infers a land similar
to Ancient Egypt.
The final act of the Egyptian Sea-

will be hosted by the Boston Ballet, who will present the Boston premiere of the ballet Cleopatra, which recounts the story of an Egyptian maid
and the two Roman men who sought to
conquer her and the world.
More than the visitors it will bring
and the revenue it will produce, the idea
of bringingEgypt to the banks of the
river Charles marks the city's ability to
take its cultural resources and present
them as a single force, not as individual
competitors. Between opera, ballet, the
IMAX and the two exhibits, Egypt in
Boston offers something for virtually
everyone.
son

Tapas: The Spanish food that's tough to put a lid on
By

Christine Rizzo
HEIGHTS STAFF

"TAPAS
TA-PA. Not 'topless!' Tapasl
You know, the Spanish food!"
Try telling someone you went out for tapas
and you most certainly will begin your conversation differentiatingbetween a tapas restaurant
and a topless one.
Fortunately, people are becoming more and
more adventurous with their eating and the concept of Spanish tapas is not as foreign as it used
to be. Now, what are tapasl They originated in
a small Spanish village, Andalusia (the home
of sherry). Customers and travelers were given
pieces of bread to cover their glasses. "Tapa"
literally means "lid" or "cover," which explains
the initial derivation of the name.
Today, tapas have evolved into sophisticated
litde dishes eaten at all times of the day. They
are often compared to appetizers, for they come
in very small portions and are priced in the $5
...

range. The idea is that the table will order a
whole array of tapas for the group to share. They
are small, so one will not satisfy the "normal"
stomach. In fact, it's encouraged to order at least
two for yourself if you're not into the "sharing
thing." Most restaurants in this category also
prepare platos principales. These come in more
typical dinner portions.
You need not travel far to experiment this
ethnic food. Tasca, on Commonwealth Aye.
(right in the 1600 block by Washington Street)
has great ambiance, an extensive assortment of
tapas to choose from and equally impressive
food to taste. The menu offers 30 tapas, most
costing under $5. There really is something for
everyone on the menu. Don't be intimidated by
the variety of different "species" offered: octopus, leeks, roast duck, chorizo (sausage) and
escargot. There are plenty of simpler items on
both the tapa andprincipale menu. My favorite
tapa is Tortillitas dc Cangrejosy Fabes (Black
Bean Crab Cakes with a Fresh Tomato and

cilantro Salsa). Gambas alAjillo
(sizzling shrimp in garlic) is also
a popular choice.
Tasca's platos principalis
were priced very reasonably as
well. The fresh fish of the day is
$12.95, and the chicken dish is
$10.95. I also recommend the
Zarzuela for $10.95. This dish is
soup-like, with shrimp, scallops,
mussels and calamari in a zesty
tomato broth. Between the delicious bread they serve, all the
tapas and possibly a principal
dish as well (and sangria, of
course), you will most definitely
leave Tasca a satisfied and full
customer.

Newbury Street also showcases a popular tapas restaurant,

namely Tapeo. Not only will the
delicious food entice you here, but
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Tasca, on Commonwealth Avenue, is just one

side tables and patio dining
in the summer sets Tapeo
apart from most eating establishments around. The menu
is impressive and even a bit
more extensivethan its competitor, Tasca. As expected,
the prices tend to be a tad
steeper as well. I did notice
platos
Tapeo's
that
principales seemed more exotic and enticing. One in particular, Piedra, caught my
eye. You're given a stone
from the Canary Islands on
which you grill your own
meats, seafood and veggies.
The following tapas were
among the ones I tried (all
very good): Pork Tenderloin
with GoatCheese and Mush-

rooms, Pork Sausage with Figs, Chicken Croquettes and Lobster and Crabmeat Ravioli with

Langostino Sauce.
I recommend you take a look at the websites
for
these
two
restaurants:
www.tascarestaurant.com and www.tapeo.com.
There you can find menus and actual photo-

establishment that offers

tapas.

nous food at the dining

hall and the frustrations
of your kitchen to go out for tapas. It is more
than a meal out it's an experience. Tasca is
nice and convenient and the perfect atmosphere
for either a couple or a group of friends. Both
the location of Tapeo and its actual ambiance
gave me more of a "classy" feel and therefore
?

Tapas are little dishes eaten at all times of the
day. They are often compared to appetizers.
graphs of the food and the restaurant itself. Other
interesting tidbits are offered on the web, such
as the fact that every Thursday night at Tasca is
Spanish guitar night.
I invite you to break away from monoto-

makes it appropriate for any special occasion
as well. So, bring your friends, drink some
sangria (ifyou can, of course) and share across
the table.
\Buen Provechol
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Swipe your hunger away

before

first.
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Insomnia

\u25a0 Poor emotional control, sadness or
?

Change in appetite

stressors.

\u25a0

Withdrawal from responsibility

manage stress and alleviate physical
symptoms,such as headaches, backaches and a stiff neck.

College students are subject to a
range of stressors. For example, many
students, particularly freshmen, are
coping with the stress of movingand
living away from home, while seniors
face the churning task of trying to
decide what to do to. .their post-BC
lives. Analyzing how you react to
stressors will help you determine if
you should make proactive stress
management techniques a part of
your life. Here are some tips from
www.cdc.gov.
"How can 1 tell if I am stressed
out?" Sometimes we are so caught up
in our daily lives that we fail to recognize the negative toll stress has
taken. Take a minute to examine this
list. If you are experiencing some or
all of these symptoms, stress has a
hold on you, and it is time to take a
more active role in managing your
stress:

? Working to maintain a positive
attitude. Your psychological well-being is integral in resisting the harmful effects of stress.

If you determine that you are sufstress, it is
time to learn how to turn stress into
positive energy. Managing stresseffectively-begins with self-awareness. Take
notice during times in your life when
you feel as though your stress level is
comfortable
this level is the gauge
against which you should assess other
periods of your life.
When you know you are breaking
the threshold of this comfort level or
entering into a stressful period, you can
take action to reduce the effects of
stress, Other useful suggestions from
the experts in this field include the fol-

fering negative effects of

\u25a0 Surrounding yourself with
equally positive people will also do
Learn your limit and when to say
"no" to additional tasks. Overloading yourself affects the quality of
your work and your life. Balance
your life. Harmony between work
and recreation is key to a well-balanced existence.
It is important to remember that
it is impossible to completely eliminate stress from our lives, and trying?
to do so will only create more stress.
We can, however, make an effort
to avoid potentially stressful situations and learn to change our reac-

?

lowing:

\u25a0

Having a strong support structure,

by way of family, friends, professors
and clergy.

For more information on
and suggestions on how to make it a
positive force on your life, visit the
Health Education Website at:

\u25a0

Subscribing to a wftll-balanced diet,
\u25a0 Exaggerated, out-of-proportion including a nutritious breakfast. Hunanxiety
gerreduces your ability to handle stress.
?

Excessive moodiness or mood

swings

In addition, lowering the amountof caf-,
feme in your diet will decrease nervousness.

Ginger ale: the other white soda
By Ilysa Kahn
FOR THE HEIGHTS

It's a beverage. It's carbonated.
It can be found at most soda fountains. No, it's not Coke, Pepsi or
Sprite. What's left? It's ginger ale!
One of the lesser-appreciated
and under-recognized members of
the soda family, ginger ale has a long
and interesting past of which few are
aware.

Many students are under the impression that the sole purpose qf.ginger ale is lo settle one's stomach after a losing battle with the hangover
monster. Others stand in the dining
hall with puzzled faces, staring at the

mysterious green
boxes bearing the names of
Canada Dry and Schweppes, wondering what is inside. The riddle of
who buys and drinks this enigma of
a beverage and why they do so lias
now beui uncovered and shall be revealed.
First, let's look at a brief bit of
history on what, for a short time, was
the nation's most popular drink. Ginger ale originated in the Detroit.
Michigan workshop of James Vemor
in 1892, making it the United Slates'
oldest soda. Ginger ale continued to
gainpopularity until prohibition ray-

aged the country in the 1920s and sent
it careening out of the nation's favor.
The golden ginger ale, which is commonly consumed today, became associated with the dry ginger ale used to

Pepsi, Sprite, orange soda and ginger ale.
In order to prevent bias in their
decisions, the students were not told
the purpose of this inquiry. During the
make alcoholic beverages and thus was course of the survey, several comshunned by the non-liquor crowd. ments such as "Ginger ale's gross"
Things have never been the same since and"I only drink ginger ale when I'm
then.
sick" were overheard. Ultimately,
While V'ernor's remains the leading ginger ale ended up on the losing end
ginger ale producer. Erica Keough, of the survey by
to politely put it
A&S '02, among many others, rea very wide margin.
sponded witha "What?" when quesOne speculated reason BC stutioned about
$6ptSihave hot welcomed ginger ale
so readily into their lives is not due
such a brand even existed.
In reality, not many Boston College to the lack of desire or taste for the
students walk out of any of the campus beverage, but the lack of opportunity
to obtain it. Very few of the soda machines on campus and almost none
of the dining halls supply the ginger
ale-craving individual with his or her
drink of choice. Thus, he or she is
forced to resort to other thirst
quenchers. This problem also prohibits dare-devil imbibers from broadening their horizons by giving ginger ale a try. People can not enjoy
dining what they do not have.
According to Pat Bando, direc*mF
halls lugging
tor of BC dining services, "It's not
ale, and the brand is
popular. So, we discontinued it."
never Vernor's, since
Even she, a devoted fan of Vemor's
ginger ale, had to admit, "Ginger ale
it is not carried by dining services. If a student does pick up a
isn't the biggest mover among colcase, observers can not help but wonlege students. It is only carried based
der the real reason behind this strange on student request."
sight. One might ask him or herself,
Still, there are some out there
"Does that guy/ girl really like the taste who truly enjoy it, since ginger ale
of that, or did this person have a rough has managed to maintain a steady and
night?"
respected position in the world of
An informal survey conducted of soda for such a long time. Its medicirandom BC undergraduates asked stunal purposes are not to be denied, but
dents to rate their favorite sodas in orany die-hard Schweppes or Vernor's
der from one to seven (one being the fan will declare it does taste good and,
best and seven the worst). The choices as an added bonus for some, is cafincluded Coke, Diet Coke, Pepsi, Diet feine-free.
?

?
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i

Here I am again
the
Tech text box. And I will
keep coming back until
you admitto yourself you
want to be a Heights Tech
all-star. Jeffis waiting for
your confession at
wellsjf@bc.edu.

BCPD received a call regarding a male in CLX who was solicuing business from students for fake
?

?

Despite its reputation, stress, in
and of itself, is not a bad thing. Stress
is defined as "the body's response to
any demand or pressure." and these
pressures and demands are known as

\u25a0

?

Allison Antalek

.'

for

Stress:
It's what'sfor dinner
:

campus meal plans at each school, as
By Alison Lawlor
students prefer to eat whatever the dinFOR THE HEIGHTS
inghall is serving,
When asked about plans for expan"A meal plan never lasted this
good." Is this the motto of Boston Colsion into other areas of the country,
lege dining services? Unfortunately, it's
Rubin replied, "[We will]do everything
we can for BC students before we go
not, but it is the motto of another meal
plan accessible to BC students. Swipesomeplace else. We want to provide
them with quality service first." SwipeIt is an independent company that offers students in the
It has already estabBoston area an allished a complete
model in Maryland
ternative to onand is currently
campus
meal
BC stu"[We will] do everything we can
consulting with
plans.
Harvard, MIT and
dents
we go someplace else. We want to
The Swipe-It
plan is comprised
other
Boston
provide them with quality service
of 37 eat-in restauschools.
?
and marketing director
Larry Rubin,
As an added
rants and 64 delivincentive, Swipe-It
ery restaurants in
runs weekly conthe Boston area
a total of 101 stutests and discounts.
dent-friendly restaurants The way the the company and director of marketing. Different prizes are offered in a random
plan works is that at the beginning of
The company began three years ago drawing each week. The eligible coneach semester, the student pays a $30 when two fraternity brothers from testants are those who activated and
activation fee and then another lump UMass-Amherst decided they could used their card during that week, but
improve upon their alternative meal each contestant's name is only entered
sum of their choice on top of that.
For instance, a student could pay plan and use it in Boston. They once each week regardless of the num$530 in September and then purchase
launched the program at BC because it ber of times the card is actually used.
$500 worth of food anytime at any of
was smaller than some other Boston
So just because you may eat a lot does
the restaurants until the end of that seuniversities and separated from the city not mean you have a better chance than
mester. If, for some reason, there is a
a bit. So far the most successful marthe skinny person next to you.
remaining balance at the end of the
In addition to these weekly random
semester, the company simply
drawings,there are restaurant-based intransfers it onto the next
centives. Some restaurants offer weekly
semester's accounts - they don't \u25a0
specials ? discounted prices on popuprofit. The j
lar items for a week
then jack the
just eat the
plan can
price back up once you're hooked.
also be
The Swipe-It card is easy to use,
used in jflß
too. It is a plastic card in the traditional
wm
kets have credit card style, with a serial number
tween
(but no name) on the front and a magBC
tm!
semesand
BU. netic strip on the back. Each student has
ters for «|
Swipe-It also tried a personal identification number that
noaddiNortheastern but it must be entered after swiping the card.
ti on al
L
didn't catch on as The students can get receipts or access
well, probably due their accounts using the card, the
activation
Internet, or by calling a toll-free numlee.
H
to the larger perThis
centage of commuter ber. It is as easy as that: a regular credit
r
sounds just dandy,
and co op students,
card specifically for food.
However, the mabut what are the chances
Some students love the card bethat these 107 restaurants will
jority of competition cause it allows them access to a variety
be ones that BC students know
comes directly from the on
of menus otherwise not available. They
can pick and choose from lobster to
steak, from Chinese to Italian and from
desserts to French fries on any night
they desire.
,'
.
September 26, 1999
8eplemb<:r 24, !9W
Such flexibility is the best part of
the program for-many students
that
2:00a.m. Control received a report
and the fact it is a "meal plan," so para
large
takingplace
of
in the dinfight
ents often pick up the tab.
:ing hall plaza. Upon arrival, several
Some parents like it because they
combatants, armed with clubs and
know that their children are being fed,
bricks, fled the area. One victim was
even the picky eaters. Unlike other
located and found to have an injury to
credit cards or cash, there is no doubt
his forehead from being struck by a
where this money is spent. Restaurants
thrown brick. The assailant was arlike it because it's not only free adverrested and charged with assault and
tising, but it also draws more college
battery by means of a dangerous
kids to their establishments and keeps
weapon.
them coming back again and again.
For more information try http//:
September 25, 1999
www.swipeit.com or call 1-800SWIPE-IT. The card is also listed in
2:21 a.m. Large amounts of blood
conjunction
with
http://
were found outside a room in
www.collegedining.com.
Esmond's Hall.
and like? Well, the chances of that are
pretty good. Almost all of the restaurants are located between BC and
Kenmore Square. The primary target
group for Swipe-It is actually BC and
Boston University students. Swipe-It
wants to "make the program an extra
convenience for college students," according to Larry Rubin, co-founder of
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Clothed Quarters
By

Shannon O'Brien
FOR THE HEIGHTS

the way it looks. Huh admitted he has
both received and shopped from J.Crew
catalogs. He categorized his style as

trousers,believes

"college is a personal
time to expand on one's self." He added.
"I think molds prohibit that."
One girl, who wished to remain
anonymous, said she has received
J.Crew catalogs yet
has never ordered any-

"preppy."
Are you a person who rummages
through thrift stores in search of the
Similarly, a group of six sophomore
perfect bargain? Do you
abide solely by therules
thing. Wearing a pair
of the catwalk trends?
Or. more commonly,
of comfortable, purple
velvet trousers, she afhave you professed your
"/ don H like when people are walking
firmed, "People should
undying devotion to
advertisements they spend too much
be more creative with
such name brands as
Gap, Abercrombie &
the way they dress. It
letters.
I don 7 hold this
money
seems most people are
Fitch. Brooks Brothers
against them."
or the ever-popular
affected by their upbringing, competition
J.Crew?
Dana Bein, A&S '02
However you may
and their need to feel
categorize your wardaccepted."
robe, the general conKhadijah Al-Aminsensus remains that the
El, A&S'Ol, had never
majority of BC students live up to the girls agreed that BC students dress uniheard of J.Crew before she came to BC.
"preppy" stereotype. Kirn Williamson.
formly. However, they felt that people She finds, "People dress alike because
a customer relations representative for
they want to be included. Everyone has
dress and look "simple and classic."
J.Crew, was not able to disclose inforJanet Gorgone, A&S '02, stated. "BC worn khakis and a black shirt at least
mation regarding catalog distribution attracts certain kinds of people. It's not once. And when it gets cold, they'll
and orders.
like they suddenly change when they wear a black shirt, khakis and a peaget here."
Student opinions were gathered incoat."
stead, as some BC students were asked
When asked whether BC's partialAl-Amin-EI believes, "Many
questions relating lo the unwritten dress
ity for J.Crew is linked to conformity,
people dress and act alike," and most
code on campus.
Ed Warga, A&S '02, replied, "Some often, "dress according to their race."
Out of all of the students surveyed, people look good, although they look
Nathan Funk, A&S '01, said he has
everyone agreed that the majority of very similar. This is not necessarily a never received a J.Crew catalog. Funk
BC's student body wears J.Crew or rebad thing, unless it's an issue of selfremarked. "Most people who know me
lated brands. Although most people felt esteem ? then it's extremely bad.'"
would label my style as 'Euro,' but I
Warga believes his style "changes don't necessarily agree. I have my own
the percentage was above 85 percent,
responses ranged from 75 percent to 99 with the day." He challengesconformity personal style. I mix and match, and try
byexperimenting with nail polish, hair to include a variety of clothes."
percent.
John Huh. A&S '03, said he can dye and the "Abercrombie sucks" TFunk observes that most students
take care of themselves and dress well,
identify brand-name clothing and likes shirt he made.
According to Dana Bein, A&S yet comments that many "look like their
*01, "Conformity is a high school
parents still dress them."
thing." He continued, "I don't like
All of these students had different
when people are walking adverways of deciding what to wear. They
they spend stated that their choices depend on the
tisements
weather, their moods, comfort, appeal
much mone>
for letters. for certain textures, whatever is lying
on the floor, whatever is not wrinkled
don't hold or a session of staring blanklyinto their
this closets.
against
Most students agreed that conformity thrives on BC's campus. However,
them."
noone was quick to negatively attack
Bein,
who was the style choices made by other stuwearing a dents.
bright
Many expressed their desire to see
green hat more variety in clothes, but seemed acand paint- cepting of the generalization that BC
stained students wear too much J.Crew.
to
to
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Don't run for the border
Caroline Hosman
HEIGHTS STAFF

There is good Mexican food in
Boston.
Well, it's pretty good. When my
friend from Ohio claimed he had eaten
good Mexican food at Sol Azteca, 1was
somewhat hesitant to believe him. I've
tasted what the dining hall refers to as
Mexican food, so let's just say my expectations were fairly low for what the
rest of Boston had to offer. I was born

\ SWEET

TOMATOES

1

HE A POLS TAJ/

right across the border from Mexico, in
El Paso, Texas. I know what good Mexican food tastes like, and it does not taste
like what comes out of Taco Bell.
I took my friend and decided to go
to the Sol Azteca on Beacon Street near
Boston University. As we walked in, the
atmosphere was pleasant.They offer indoor and outdoor dining. Since the
night was getting slightlychilly, I opted
for a table inside.

timate atmosphere. The waiter quickly
served a bowl of chips and salsa to the
table. The salsa was the authentic watery style that 1 love. However, I have
had better chips. They were slightly
stale and broken. But the salsa was so
good that it hardly mattered.
1 opened my menu and was pleased
to see that they had my favorite, enchiladas verdes. Besides that, they offer a
variety of other Mexican dishes such
as tostados, quesadillas, beef tacos and
classic mole sauce. I do not recommend

The Mexican decor with dark wood
and ceramic-tiled tables created an in-

almost thought I was at home. Their
tortillas were especially nice, actually
better than some of the local places at
home.
I will say that I have had better
Mexican food. But I was not looking
for some place to drag my parents to
when ihey visit, claiming that this is
really where you can find the good
Mexican food. I was just looking for a
restaurant that would kill the normally
four-month-long craving I get for real
Mexican rice and enchiladas.

going there if you are craving Tex-Mex
food, like burrilos. My friend ordered
quesadillas and enchiladas with mole.
The entices run from about SKI to
$20. Our food arrived within about 15
minutes, hot and looking delicious. I
looked down al my plate to see three

chicken enchiladas verdes covered in
sour cream. My friend's meal looked
almost as good as mine. The portions
were a good size, enough for me to
make a second meal later in the week.
The food itself was quite tasty. I
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Progressive Revelations

ikiVuMylApL
by Greg Gagliardi
This column already has a name.This
point will be further elaborated in a
few moments
...

The O'Neill Library accepted suggestions for the name of their sculpture,
temporarily titled "MiUeanium Piece."
Note that I didn't lie about my promise to elaborate, and there were no lies
contained in the previous sentence either. If 1 would haveexclaimed sometliing such as. "Nothih- beats a BC Stirfry, folks!" that would have been a lie,
or at least an exaggeration. But we're
not talking about stir-fries. We're talking about sculptures

...

So, since BC seems-to be keen on this
whole "suggest a name" thing, why
don't they offer the chance to name
that hole-containing, oddly-shaped,
nonsensical structure outside of
Robsham? Oh yeah, mat's right, there
is a name tor that already?it's called
the Plex
...

I paid $9 for a steak at Carney's the
omer day and...WWaitt t this isn't funny
atall. Let me regroup my thoughts for
afew minutes and start something eke
from scratch...
I missed that Superfan "Gold Rush"
on Thursday, 1 guess I was too busy
with other things, such as walking,
perhaps. But everything's fine, because I called the Superfan HbtJine
(55-BCFAN), and I'm now completely
up-to-date on everysporting event that
happened on September 14. But I still
wait with great anticipation to seehow
those maich-ups on the 15th turnout.
Few services beat a hotline that is
about as up-to-date as a 32-cent
stamp; Check for yourself...
The recent BC vs. UConn women's
soccer game was hyped up as the biggest contest of the year. Signs adorned
parts of campus with the words
"Where your Superfan shirt." Well,
gee, I don'tknow where my Superfan
shirt is
f guess I left it by that die?

tionary. We'll call this one UConn't
spell. Other possible names for this
scenario include UCannot spell and
UCan't spell. Take your pick. All this

I

1

"Millennium Piece" madness bas really opened my eyes to givingpeople

choices...
1don't know if there were any choices
involved, but this Saturday afternoon
there was a large wooden box on the
strip of land between McElroy and the
passage to the dorms on Upper Campus. The box was white and there was
a question mark painted on it Obviously this was misdelivered. Thebox
should have been dropped off inside
Carney's, not outside of it

For Crying Out Loud
Dear Kate,
I'm freaking out. There's all this
career stuff going on
career fairs,
resume workshops
it's crazy. My
roommates are excited about it because they have pretty impressive credentials. I, on the other hand, have a
1.9 GPA and no activities except for
involvement in intramurals. Some
people are telling me all you need are
connections anyway, but it's still embarrassing to go for jobs like this. I've
been too busy having fun the past
three years and have had no time for
school stuff.
Smart Guy
?

?

?

Dear Smart,
You should be embarrassed! If you
had written to me last year, I might have
been able to help then.
First of all, those people are lying
to you about having connections.
They're just trying to make you feel
better since you haven't done anything
for three years.
Secondly, I don'tknow how you' ye
stayed in this school with a 1.9. But
when asked about it, just say you made
some horrible mistakes that you have
now learned from.
My advice? Well, the worst thing
anyone can say is no. So buy a snazzy

...

But the box wasn't there for too long
anyway. I guess someone answered
the question ...

If you're, wondering why it took you

five minutes longerto get to classthis
past Friday, your answer comes in the
form of two words: Parents'Weekend.
And to provide you furtiter clarification, take note of-this, too: Pops on
the Heights has nothing to do with a
soda fountain, nor is it a collection of
dads. However, arguments can be
made for both of these misconceptions, since both carbonation and fathers were found at the event...

suit, put that resume together (leave out
your GPA) and try to sell yourself,
1 sure hope you interview well!

Dear Kate,
My roommate's best friend is always over at our
suite. The thing is,
the girl is so strange.
She is constantly
Dear Kate,
talking about how
This weekend I
sick she is, her mediwent to party off
cations and even her
campus. Everyone was having a great bowels. I swear, there's a new intime until this drunk idiot showed up depth problem every two days. It's
trying to start a fight with everyone. come to the point that my other roomHe tried to start a fight with me, but mates and I hate being in the same
because I was with my girlfriend, I room as her.But she is always here. I
didn't want to fight him and backed can't kick her out, but I can't live
off. I know that I did the right thing, comfortably with her around. How
but I really didn't like losing face in do I deal with this?
front of all of my friends. Now they
Grossed Out
are all going to think that I am a wuss
because I wouldn't fight the kid. Dear Grossed,
What should I do? I'm not quite sure
Sounds like this girl craves attenhow to approach this.
tion. So don't give it and maybe she'll
Hands Off go away.
Every time she mentions an illness,
Dear Hands,
especially concerning herbowels or any
you're
lover,
fighter
So
a
not a
other type of internal medical issues,
huh?
tell her that you are becoming nauseous
Stand up for yourself. Unless you and ask her to stop. Ifshe doesn't stop,
need to protect yourself, fighting is not then ignore her. Turn the TV louder, flip
cool. So have some confidence, explain through a magazine, talk to someone
that you didn't want to get involvedand else. Do anything but leave the room.
don't blame it on your girlfriend. That Don't let her win. She will soon learn
is what's lame.
that she won't get the attention from

Dear Kate

?

?

?

anyone in your room.
Also, let your roommate know how
you and the others feel. Suggest that the
two of them hang out somewhere else
sometimes.

Dear Kate,
This past weekend my
roommate's boyfriend came to visit.
After he left Sunday we started talking about his visit, and she shared
some details of their night together.
She told me that she did some stuff
with him that she hadn't felt ready
for. I asked her why she would do
something if she didn't want to. But
all she said was she that she wanted
to make him happy because she loves
him. I'm disgusted and appalled.
What should I do?
Roommate's Conscience
?

Dear Conscience,
Hmmmm
So your roommate is
....

a pathetic Tammy Wynette, "standing

by her man" purely for his enjoyment?
By telling you these details, she is asking for your advice. So express it. Don't
be harsh, but tell her that when she does
something with her boyfriend, she
should feel completely ready. And she
isn't proving her love by losing her
pride.

It's not too late to write
E-mail questions to dearkate@l>cheights.com\
...

Coffee BUZZ

by Tim Greenspan
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Columbus Day is coming soon, bringing students a three-day weekend
along with it. Although the holiday
isn't a celebration of the capital of
Ohio, it's still a day of sigmfieaftce.
It's been 507 years since 1492, so
check out a website-only edition of
"Progressive Revelations." appearing
on-line (www2.bc,edu/~gagHarg)
starting Columbus Day. The column
will be exactly 507 words. I'd give
more details, but Ihaven't determined
any more than th&t. You know, I really don't expect myself to think that
far in advance
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But I digress.
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Great Boston College Apartments
rt& and Houses for Rent Js
*"

...whole houses...apartments within riouses...
...large apartments In buildings..lie best locations...
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Attention
Upperclassmen!!

September 2000
We Have All the BC Listings

Help make this year's
Senior Week happen...
Senior Week Committee
applications now available.

254-2900
254-RENT
T
...Anyplace you've seen we've got...
I ...Been to a party or friend's house that you like...
...we have it, call today and save $$$$...
I
*

Algonquin Rd-Crosby Rd-Foster St
Commonwealth Aye Beacon St Lake St
Wallington Rd Leamington Rd Sutherlana Rd
Ayr Rd Orkney Rd Strathmore Rd Town Estates
Cummings Rd The Chansky's Area Cleveland Circle
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

Let Us Help You Find the Risht Eaglefr Nest for September

Available in the Office of the Dean for Student Development, McElroy 141 and McElroy 233. They
are due by 9am on Friday, October 15t,1999 in McElroy 141. Candidates should also sign up for an
interview when they pick up the application. Interviews will be held the week of October 4th. The
first mandatory committee meeting will be held on Wednesday, October 20th at 7pm (location to be

announced).

Members of the classes of 2000 and 2001
who are available to meet at the following times.
Fall Semester:
Wednesdays, 10/20,11/3,11/17, 7-B:3opm.
Spring Semester: Weekly meeting, every Monday from 4:30-6pm.
Please call the Senior Week Hotline @ 552-3492
or stop by McElroy 115 with any questions.
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Going abroad: you need a plan and a plane
By

Carmella Maffeo
HEIGHTS STAFF

Are you tired ofthe same old scene?
Is the hoopla gone from Who's? Ready
to bust out of Boston and go international?
Then a semester abroad is what you
are looking for. In the past few months,
the Center for International Studies
(CIS) has moved from their myriad of
offices around campus to Hovey House,
across from McElroy, on Hammond
Street. Gone are the days of running
from building to building, having the
wrong people sign the wrong forms and
the general chaos often associated with
this process.
While many schools discourage
their students from going abroad,
Marian St. Onge, director of International Studies, says Boston College's
goal for the year 2000 is to have 50
percent of undergrads study abroad.
Want to go too? Read on and find out
how you can become an international
sensation.
The first step in the study abroad
process is to decide if you will be able
to go. Junior year might seem like a lifetime away for many of you, but Janet

Kalunian, an International Studies advisor, strongly suggests thinking about
a destination as early as freshman year

for locations everywhere from
Amsterdam, Holland to Uppsala, Sweden. And if BC doesn't have the program you want, there is a list of BCapproved programs available to select
from.
Still haven't found what you're
looking for? You can petition to study
from a program in an outside school.
In the past, students have done this in
order to save money, but starting with
the fall of 2001, all students traveling
abroad will have to pay regular BC tuition regardless of the program they
choose. And there are perks to going
through BC your financial aid carries
over and BC credits and grades are
added to your GPA.
New to the study abroad process is
a series of workshops created to help
students along with this oftentimes confusing task. The first one. "Planning for
Study Abroad: How to select a program," is required for all undergradu-

in order to establish an "academic plan
of study." In order for BC to allow students to study abroad, they generally
must have a 3.0 GPA. a declared major, good progress in completing their
core requirements, no more than one
class deficiency (unless that class has
been made up) and a paid student balance.

And there's something else you
should keep in mind: students who plan
to study abroad cannot have a University suspension, deferred university suspension or housingsuspension on their
discipline record. Therefore, you might
want to think twice about that 30-pack
chilling in your fridge.
While they encourage planningout
a course of action early, CIS stresses
that it is hardly ever too late to decide
to study abroad. In fact, the office makes
exceptions for transfer students and
some seniors also opt to travel abroad
for their first semester. So, while there

-

who plan to study abroad. A peer
advisor who studied in the student's
selected program will be assigned to
each student to answer any questions.
The workshop is also useful to
those who have already been accepted
and now need lo worry about next year's
housing, registration and so on. You can
pick up a schedule in the Resource
Room at CIS in Hovey House.
After choosing a program and doing some research, you must meet with
an International Study Advisor (ISA).
You can sign up for an appointment on
the CIS website or call the offices.
Now on to the written portion of the
exam. The preliminary application can
be found on the CIS website. Take some
time filling it out (and yes, there is a
short essay), and then send it back to
your ISA. They will get it back to you
as soon as possible so you can start the
application for your individual program.
ales

And that's about it. Make sure you
on top of deadlines for your program and let CIS know if you have been
accepted. While waiting for your acceptance letter in the mail, you can start
planning out departure and travel plans,
apply for a passport, check if a visa is
necessary and get a physical. Some destinations require vaccinations.
Once accepted, CIS will give you a
workbook with information about preparing for the semester.
See, it's not that hard. While the
process may seem a bit overwhelming,
CIS is determined to make it as painless as possible. To avoid the masses,
you can now go to the Resource Room
in the evenings: Sunday through
Wednesday until 9 pirn., and Thursday
and Friday until 5 p.m.
Good luck and remember these
words of advice: if you look anything
like your passport picture, you're too
sick to be traveling.
slay

;
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are deadlines, they are not always set
in stone.
The next step is deciding where to
spend the semester. BC offers programs

The Colleges Aren't The Only Places In
Cambridge Where Really Smart People Go.
(

if you're into accoustic folk music
Matthews, then come see Pal McGee.
re just looking for some-
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thing to occupy your time onThurs-
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So if you can afford it, go hear
Wind Beneath my Wings" live. And
iJ en sing it to your roommate when
'ii come home. Tickets are $50-75.
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What: Pub Series: Starring The Cat's

scheduled the 9/9/99 extravaganza

With Cheesecake Factory, Houlihan's, Papa Razzi and a waterfront
Food Festival, CambridgeSide Galleria is the place for those in the
know. Plus, with and over 100 terrific stores like Sears, Filene's,
Steve Madden Shoes, Thunder The Sports Source, Lechters,
Sam Goody and World Foot Locker, the reasons to shop here really
add up. So be sure to stop by CambridgeSide Galleria and take a
class in shopping 101.

C

100 CambridgeSide Place

(617) 621-8666
www.cambridgesidegalleria.com
Open Monday-Saturday 10am-9:3opm Sunday llam-7pm
CambridgeSide Galleria is located at the Lechmere Ton the Green Line.
or take our FREE shuttle bus, "The Wave" from Kendall Square Ton
?

Cambridge, MA

?

02141
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The opening of Robsham is an event
in itself ? bui wait, there's drama
too. This production portrays the impact of Ireland's "Bloody Sunday
on seven northern Irishmen. So go
show your support. Tickets are $10
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the Red Line. Across from the Museum of Science.
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glance
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at
Robsham
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Private Eyes 3X Bonn
Studio
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October 28
:

A Sense of Place at
Bonn StudicT" : "Cll
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Three. Bays of.Pain at, .
Bonn Studio
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November 18
The Rivals at Robsham
-
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In a Conte Forum that felt just as
hot as any given day in July, Keith
Lockhart led the Boston
Pops in a very patriotic
(especially for a cool
October's night) and excellent show this past Friday, even if it was reminiscent of the annual Pops
Fourth of July concert at
Boston's Hatchshell.
Split into two parts,
the Pops played to current
American musical trends
(swing and jazz) before
the intermission, and put
onan awesome displayof
classical American songs
that we've all heard thousands of times ? but
never quite like on Friday
night.

The first half of the
show seemed geared
merely to whet the appetites of the audience, unless the Pops were not as
good as they usually are
at swing and jazz style
music. That's not to say
the first half of the show
was bad, but it was clearly
inferi or to the second half.
Keith
The orchestra played
songs such as "Swing,
Swing, Swing," and "In the Mood" admirably, but the songs just aren't that
catchy. Maybe it's because the swing
revival already hit its peak and is slowly
declining, or because this critic just
can't get into the style 100 percent, but
the performance seemed to be perfect

;

:

Now that all you Boston College students are back in the academic swing of things, you may be ready to explore more entertainment
options than poring oyer your chemistry books in O'Neill all week and wandering the Mods all weekend. Well, the Robshamfheater Aits
Center has once againprepared a season of dramatic productions to tempt you away from lingering over your soggy dininghall spaghetti
and into the doors of Robsham.
When our theater sweeps open its crimson curtain for the fall 1999 season, it will offer three department-run productions and one show
each under the two student-organized companies of the BC Dramatic Society and the Contemporary Theater of BC.
The theatei;depSfftment's productions are loosely based upon the theme of the approaching millenium. The program hopes to challenge its
audiencestpfookbackas they look ahead to 2000.
OpeningOctober 14 on the main stage, Carthaginians explores the impact of Ireland's "'Bloody Sunday" on seven Northern Ireland
residents.
to better grasp the reality of this terrible event in history, directorDr. Scott Cummings of the theater department went so

"*J

far as to brjjtfgin n survivor to speak to the actors. With such committed preparation and genuine care, this contemporary drama promises to
make you think;
In the Bonn Studio, the student-directed Three Days of Rain begins performances on November 5. The script is only four.years old,
making its themes of family relationships and love all the more accessible for BC audiences. Charles Veprek, A&S "00, directs.Robsham's
first attempt at an 18th-century period classic, TfieRivals, opens November 18 on the main stage. According to the director. Dr. Stuart Hecht
of the theater department, this comic look at romance and sentimentality features Seinfeld-esqe humor and promises to be a fan favorite.
BC's independent groups, the Dramatic Society and the Contemporary Theater, each offer one fall show for your viewing pleasure.
Private Eyes opens October 21 under the Dramatic Society to ask questions about reality, love, truth and infidelity. The Contemporary
Theater's A Sense of Place opens October 28. Bothshows will tic performed in the Bonn Studio.
Whether it's a departmentpiece or the brainchild of an independent student organization, every theater production performed in Robsham
this fall is fiart of the collective art conceived by BC students and faculty. Come watch your peers as they apply their creative skills and
talents to genuine theater productions that are guaranteed to entertain you.
BC sti§3etits, faculty and staff receive half-off the regular ticket price of $10 for main stage shows. Every show in the Bonn Studio is $5,
The curtain parts at 8 p.m. for eveningperformances on Thursday through Saturday, and at 2 p.m. for Sunday matinees. Tickets are available
through th|t box office in Robsham at (617) 552-2702-

Patriotic Pops rocks
By Matt Swenson
Heights Review Editor
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semester.

By Jennifer Keller

Carthaginian: at
Robsham Theater
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October 14

Robsham Theater will play host to five plays this
..
.

CALENDAR

Margaret Jeary, A&S '02. is
part of Robsham's cast of

characters.

Three Kings jest about war

mechanically yet lacking

some of the
necessary soul.
Bringing vocals to the mix was jazz
singer Carol Sloane. who did a relatively decent job on stage. However,

of the concert, when the Boston College University Chorale brought their
talents to the patriotic songs. The
audience's reaction reached its summit
during"Yankee Doodle Dandy," which
was the second of a mix of
classical American songs
that also included "God
bless America"and 'This
land is your land." Aided
by the crowd's clapping
and singing (encouraged
by the
charismatic
Lockhart), the show found
the energy that seemed
lacking prior to intermission. The Chorale was in
fine form, proving it could
' Clooney, Cube and Wahlberg encounter a golden opportunity in Three Kings.
match the Pops' tremendous skills, which is quite By Paul Venuti
AWOL to find the gold in the hopes of Barlow embark upon their disreputable
a tribute to the on-campus
making a few bucks, that's just plain quest for loot, along with their trusty
For The Heights
group.
companion Vig (Spike Jonze. the direcfunny.
tor of the soon-to-be released Being
Capping off the night THREEKINGS: A new film by David
Combining those two elements
John Malkovich).
was Lockhart pulling an
O. Russell, starring George Clooney, seems to be the talent of writer-direcBut as the trio should have known,
almost "Wyclef-esque" Mark Wahlberg and Ice Cube as three tor David O. Russell. In Three Kings.
turn a profit by steala film about the
even if you are an American, you don't
looking
soldiers
to
he
sets
out
to
make
move when he donned a
at
most recent war
the Gulf have the right (or the skill) to barge into
white BC cap and led the ing Sadaam 's gold the end ofthe Gulf country's
War. Now showing at Cleveland Circle. War and make you laugh. He also heavily-guarded bunkers and expect to
Pops and University Chomanages to make you step back and be able to take what doesn't belong to
rale in a rendition of "For
One doesn't choose to see a movie think about how some of the aspects of you. Adding to that, it would seem inBoston," followed by the
evitable that if you do so. you would
about a war because one expects to be our involvement in the Gulf were some?
unveiling of a sign that
many proband cause
"entertained" for a couple of hours. what ridiculous and, to a large degree, run into
read "Beat Northeastern." Rather, one desires to see the poitrayal wholly self-serving.
lems that are entirely beyond your caThe move may have been of the more noble and heroic emotions
The plot is easy enough to follow. pacity to resolve. Yet, in certain situaa little cheesy
but it of which humans are capable. One exThe Gulf War is over and it's time to go tions, one can always choose torise up
and be heroic, and this is what these
pects to see a soldier risk his life to go home, but there are still some loose ends
brought a BC flair to the
HEIGHTS PHOTO? JAMrs GAI.I Ac.l [ER
Lockhart led the Pops in Conte Forum
otherwise purely patriotic behind enemy lines and bring back the to be tied up, and one of these menial "three kings" try to do.
At its basic level, this movie is a
duties involves interrogating the reFriday night.
show, which was greatly wounded body of his fallen comrade
that's called courage. One anticipates maininghostages. Throwinghis weight series of messages strung along by an
appreciated by the both
the scene when one soldier stops anaround after helping to win the war, outrageous plot, with more than a little
relatively decent does not cut it when
past and current BC students.
other from abusing a hostage at great Barlow (Mark Wahlberg)courageously humor interspersed throughout. For exyou add vocals to an orchestra like the
Thanks to a strong and energetic
strip-searches one of the hostages, only ample, a running joke throughout the
risk to his own life that's called havPops. The singing needs to enhance the second half, the Boston Pops put on a
as one
ing a sense of human decency.
to find a document hidden
movie is whether or not Lexus makes
background music or the effect is lost,
show from which parents, alums and
in a place that only a convertibles. Yet, because the emphaBut when three American soldiers might guess
which it seemed to be at times.
current students walked away happy.
in the Gulf find a kind of treasure map strip-search could reveal. One thing sis of the film is as much on humor as
A good example of how vocals can It's not bad when you can entertain that upon strip-searching a member of leads to another, and soldiers Gates it is on satire, the movie succeeds on
Sadaam's army, and then decide to go (George Clooney), Elgin (leeCube) and more than jusl one level.
lift an orchestra came in the second half
wide an age range at a show.
-
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Long Beach Dub All Stars still sublime

-
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title like Amen and a circle
of light surrounding her picture on the
cover, the religious tone of her latest release is obvious. Lines like, "Yes, my
faith is unshaken in God," "Just follow
your soul," and "Is God with me now?"
show us the new side of her musical
contributions. But she becomes too
preachy, with songs like "God is Watching" and "Be Somebody."
The dull music accompanying the
lyrics, along with Cole's attempts torap,
take away from what could have been
a powerful message. It seems like she
is trying to make
a statement about
her views on life I
and how to live.
However, with
lines like "Can
we all just get
along?" and a
whole chorus devoted to telling us
to "just love one
RL 1
another," her lyras
ics come off
trite and boring.
The
sole
calchy song is her
first track, "I Believe in Love,"
one of the only
upbeat songs. Althoughit sounds like a cheesy '80s ripoff, the chorus does get in your head.
The one saving grace of this album
is "Pearl," an uplifting song about learning through relationships. Here, ihe
music is happier and her voice is softer.
It is a sweet message and isn't as dark
or preachy as the other songs.
It seems that Cole has lost some of
her edge with this album, but if you
think you might like this watered-down
version, pick up a copy of Amen.
With

"Fugazi" and the first single "Trailer

Ras."

?

The other

i

day, Otis Redding, Etta James, Bach
and Led Zeppelin
Hart finds a way to

lingers on every word so that the songs
drag on and unoriginal instrumentals
run rampant throughout the album.

,

it's as if vocalist Tracy Thorn and producer Ben Watts are spinning the turntables of an eccentric London nightclub.
(Dreamworks)
Thorn still has the same penetrating
voice, but her music's style has changed
Since the 1996 release of their phequite a bit.
nomenal second album, 1977, the Irish
The 10-track album offers a varirock group Ash has added a new memety from up-beat house mixes to a melber, Charlotte Halherley. On their latlow abstract jazz-pop. Temperamental
est album, Nu-Clear Sounds, she evieven has some traces of hip-hop their
dently has influenced
version,
of
the more full and laycourse. That's
j j
j
tmttmltml^mtm ml^mtm ml^mtm ml^mm
sound,
compleered
WBF**fiS(
I quite a switch for
meming Inn Wheeler's
I a group that's
guitars and adding
I only had one
some backing vocals.
I smash so far. But
Well-known
I the change is
ducer Butch Vig (NirI good. It shows an
vana, Garbage) mixed
I adept adjustment
the first three tracks of
I to what this new
Nu-Clear Sounds.
I age of pop listen"Jesus Says" opens the
I ers want to hear.
album with catchy guiThe CD swaps
tar hooks, tambourines
mellow intros and
and adept drumming
melancholy tracks with eclectic
by Rick McMurray. Wheeler sings
instrumentals, which are plentiful in the
of
rock-star
life:
about the vicissitudes
album.
Bass is also key lo most of their
from
light
years
"One million
home/
new mixes. "Five Fathoms" and
Throwing up and feeling small."
"Blame" share a nice tempo and fastSome hard-rock tunes on this alpaced instrumental theme. Temperabum, such as "Death Trip 21" and
mental has the classic house beats wilh
"Numbskull," are comprised of loud
a lower impact. A few cuts, like
and annoying guitars,unimpressivelyr"Hatfield 1980," blend a hip-hop meets
ics, rapid vocals and shouting. The latjazz background with the subtle tone
ter track is about the frustrations of an
of a funk-like
unattainable level of
quality.
love: "Never going to
reach my goal/ I know
cuts capture an
'cos I have been told/
A.'+*
Never finding happiessential swing
M
\u25a0p
ness." Nu-Clear Sounds
1
also features the power"No Difference"
J
I is more of a
ful title track to the 1998
HPr
A
film Life Less OrdiI "kick-back"
nary, which contains
II s'Mig. with the
some key vocal harmosame after-hours
nies by Wheeler and
I overtone consisHalherley.
| tent through the
Like Ash's earlier
CD. In a differlove songs, such as "Let
ent respect, "The Future of the Gold
It Flow" and "Gone the Dream," (Stay Gold)" takes a new turn as Deep
Wheeler can still write touching, sweet Dish mixes ihe beats for an eccentric
lyrics for gentle ballads: "Mellow evevariation, especially at the end of the
nings in the spring/Full of. warmth and
song.
hope/You are dreaming unaware/ UnIn a club-popmeets hip-hop,enticaware that you are letting go" (from
ing and somber tone. Temperamental
"Folk Song").
adjusts to a new wave of music. It takes
It's important to acknowledge that
funk and a subtle variation, gives it a
shines
durAsh's musical talent
most
hard shake and helps the listener expeing their live shows, which are very
rience it anew. It's about time, too. Othpowerful and, in some ways, incompaerwise, the only good impression of
rable to the album cuts. The members
EBTG would be well, missing.
play the songs faster and with more
energy lhan ihey do in the studio. With
Janie Ho
Nu-Clear Sounds, the group disappoints with the heavier tunes, bul excels with the ballads.
**l/ 2
Ash
Nu-Clear Sounds

a
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was someone to
lei me live my

song, "Just a little
Hole," to the acclaimed "LA Song," Hart gracefully
mixes her full-bodied, elegant voice
with her superb
lyrics and timely
instrumentals to
deliver one of the
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Teresa Concepcion
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Everything But the Girl
Temperamental
(Atlantic)

,

i

'

The "after-hours club pop" so characteristic of New York City takes a new
twist in Everything But the Girl's newest album. Temperamental. Don't expect the same dance/pop qualities here
as in their first hit "Missing." This time.
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Healthy men and women ages 18-30 and 64-85 and
using no medications are needed to participate in a
research study of sleep in young and older persons.
Participation requires that subjects maintain a regular
sleep schedule for several weeks at home and then
spend 11-13 days (including nights) living in our
facility at Brigham and Women's Hospital.
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(TVT Records)

With the popularity of the
Dawson's Creek and Felicity
soundtracks, who can blame the WB for
wanting to promote Buffy the Vampire'
Slayer's soundtrack as well? But unlike
Dawson and
-^^rr^m
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soundtrack
takes on a
mm '.*w
I darker and
- deeper mood lo
PS
minor the show
it represents.
You don't
EM.
I have to be a fan
of Buffy the
Vampire Slayer to like the soundtrack
but it helps. The collection of largely
"alternative" songs will be familiar to
fans of the show as the moody tunes
played in the Bronze. But even those
who have never seen the show might
be taken in by the melancholy melodies. Beyond Garbage, Alison Krauss
and X's Choice, the album consists
mainly of non-mainstream bands.
"Strong," a selection by Velvet
Chain, pairs a strong lead vocal with a
rhythm that makes you want to dance
in the dark. "Keep Myself Awake" by
Black Lab has a "Joshua Tree" quality
to it, making it a calming but lyrical
song. And, of course, those familiar
with the show will remember the Sundays' "Wild Horses" playing in the
background as Buffy and Angel danced
at the Sunnydale High prom. "Wild
Horses" is popular in its own right and
fits nicely into this CD.
What Buffy soundtrack would be
complete without Nerf Herder's theme
song thai starts the show off each week?
By far. however, the most touchingand
meaningful selection is the piano-driven
love theme by Christopher Beck. Even
taken outside of the context of the show,
the song can still jolt the emotions as
any good love theme can.
Chances are that almost all those
who buy the CD will also be Buffy addicts. While it is a treat for regular viewers, the CD has musical merit in its own
?

right.
?

Caroline Brancatella
and Cleo Y. Bertrand

Ratings Key
*****
****
***

**
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Big Words
Amazon
Ebay
Garage Sale
BC Bookstore

Voted #1 for BC Rentals!!!!!

617-527-6655

Felicity's teen-

driven tracks.

www.BCapartments.com
For more information, please call Gina at
617-732-4311 or email Gina at

Jonathan Raelin

Various Artists
Buffy the Vampire Slayer: The Album

own life" wilh his multi-faceted voice.
The reggae dub "Sensi", featuring
Tippa trie, is a must-listen also, guaranteed to gel your pipes fired up. The
final irack is an eerie, mellow and beautiful rendition of the old Sublime song
most fully-crafted
"Saw Red." The laid
albums of this
back jazz of this track |
year. Somehow
makes it a fitting fiHart has molded
nale to an album full
every
almost
of groove and soul.
genre of music
The album is mefrom blues, rock,
classical, jazz, lodic and unique,and
its chilled-out style
country and pop
into her work makes it an easy lison this album.
ten. So, after all is
This incredible disaid and done, the
versity astounds LBDAS are back
as every song unand, from the sounds
I
furls into a truly of this album, it was
quality piece of art, something many well worth the wait.
groups wish they could have even a few
of per album. Many groups could take
Brian Rusnica
a page or two out of Hart's notes, especially Dave Matthews Band, on how to
form a cohesive yet diverse album.
In just a few short years, many
M
1/2
people will probably look back on this
album as the breakthrough album for
Hart. She can now hopefully show us The Middle of Nowhere
(Sire/ London Records)
what she can really do on her next offering, but for now, she definitely won't
be screaming for anything anymore as
From the mind of Paul Hartnoll
(also known as the electronica guru
Jillian Schedneck the music world is in her palm.
William Orbit) and the hands of brother
Brad Barron
Phil, the duo known as Orbital has released yel another highly toled
electronica album. Appearing live
Long Beach Dub All Stare
Beth Hart
dressed all in black surrounded by
Right Back
Screamin' For My Supper
smoke and flashing lights, the brothers
(Dreamworks/Skunk Records)
(143 Records/ Lava/ Atlantic)
strap lights to their heads in order to play
without actually allowing their audience
are
Long
The
Beach Dub All Stars
The spot reserved for a promising
finally. Over three years have to see them. Truly, mystery and imagiartist with a truly astonishing album has back
nation is much of what has made Orjust been filled. Beth Hart now owns passed since Sublime frontman Bradthis prestigious space. This sophomore ley Nowell died of a heroin overdose, bital stand out as groundbreakers
album by Hart,
and finally we have amongst their electronica peers.
following
her i
-^
1 some new music from
With Paul conceptualizing the
little-known dcjJH
P the Long Beach boys. bleeps and bloops and Phil mixing the
but, Immortal,
Jflj MR f§m
The LBDAS consist of computerized sounds together, the
m
Syra
surges forth from
gjjjtt former Sublime membrothers have reached a partnership that
start
and
rePaula Cole
the
bers Bud Gaugh
has become legendary in the world of
Amen
fuses to give lis(drums) and Eric Wilteners any reason
electronica. Their most recent album.
(Imago/ Warner Bros.)
son (bass), as well as a
for skipping a
even more
role-play- The Middle ofNowhere, puts
of
cast
other
I
single
song.
If you're looking for an edgy and
substance behind this epic reputation.
After
two
of
years
I
ers.
Hart, who
angry song like "Where Have All the
Treading the thin line between
West Coast louring,
Janis
Cowboys Gone," or catchy, demanding played
| the debut LBDAS al- techno and electronica. Orbital has
Joplin in a com- |
choruses like in"] Don'l Want to Wait,"
drifted far from the more brooding, ethebum is a musical triyou may have to wait for Paula Cole's memorative film,
real style which birthed them to the risnext album. With only one song less
shows why so many actually compare umph.
than five-minutes long, the music on the two in terms of musical ability.
The album, much like those put out ing field. However, they still periodiby Sublime, is a mosaic of musical cally return lo a more benign, yet menCole's third release is much slower and Drawing from her childhood inspirathe lyrics are much more passive. She tions ? Aretha Franklin, Billie Holistyles. It fits into its own category, conacing, sound in such songs as "Spare
taining elements of reggae, dub. ska,
Parts Express." In many cases, this is
punk, straight hip-hop, as well as jazz. further enhanced by the addition of sevRight Back has a major reggae overtone, eral female vocalists, such as unknown
as we learn right from the opening track
underground London singer Barbera
"Righteous Dub": "The only love that's
Cohen.
righteous is the love of Jah."
AlthoughOrbital enjoyed reverting
The next track "Rosarito" is a
to the more all-encompassing
grooving, upstroke-driven song blessed
with the vocals of guitarist RAS-1. soundscapes in past albums, they now
RAS's voice echoes Brad's in many lend lo focus on a beat and revolve
around it in a fashion that resembles
ways, but he definitely has his own fiavor. RAS also highlights the song
dance music, but with far more depth.
?

In many ways, songs like "Way Out"
and"Know Where to Run" show why
Orbital has been labeled the "smart
person's techno music."
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Guster loses
nothing

UGet kpids VS.

Changes
for the
better
***

Garth Brooks
Chris Games: Greatest Hits
(Pearl Records)

Picture the headlines
"Garth
Brooks gives up country music for a li fe
rock,"
of pop
or "Garth Brooks sells out
to the world of rock and roll." Country
no longer good enough for the king."
Yes,itis true, Garth Brooks has indeed
given up his famous country twang for has been released well in advance in
the life of a pop singer, albeit for one order to stir up interest in the: projectExperimenting with the style ofhis
album... for one album!
Indeed, he has avoided the slander many influences, Brooks adapts to the
funky R&B of Stevie Wonder in "Snow,
and the ill repute of this move by releasing a concept album that stretches in July." the soulful twinge of James
his abilities more than has been seen Taylor in "Way of the Girl" and the folksince the famed singer broke into the oriented drawl of Bob Dylan in "Uncountry music scene years ago. In this
signed Letter." What is so intriguing
about getting on with life and starting fashion, it appears that Brooks has reabout Brooks in this sense is how Well
over, contains the same amount of enGuster
leased what could very well be the surhe can transfer to these other styles in
Lost and Gone Forever
ergy that it has when Glister sings it live. prise hit album of the year.
an essentially seamless fashion. After
(Sire Records)
Guster songwriter Miller shows his
In Chris Games: Greatest Hits, all. having been labeled from the getangry side in the ironically beautiful Brooks literally takes on the character go as a straight country singer, it is imSince Guster last visited the Eagle's love songs "I Spy" and "So Long." of a famed fictitious Aussie pop-king press! ye to see Brooks pull such intense
Nest for the Pub Series, they have These songs revolve around the pains from the early '90s who has returned yet smooth genre hopping on this alwith a greatest hits compilation of all bum in a fashion that gives the collecteamed up with legendary music proof relationships and breaking up respecof his songs that broke thOop 10 tion a unifying flow.
ducer Steve Lillywhite (known for his tively. "All the Way Up to Heaven" is a
his career. Featuring a hairIn addition, from the slow and mework with U2 and the Dave Matthews Grateful Dead-esque song that features throughout
piece, a drastic loss of weight, black lodic "It Don't Matter to thd Sun w to
a dieremin, an instrument that generBand) and recorded a new album, Lost
attire and a soul patch, the amiable the far more upbeat "White Flag,"
and Gone Forever. Somerville-based ates electronic tones, keyboards and Brooks is
barely recognizable as the Brooks impresses with a voice that is
Guster, a.k.a. Ryan Miller, Adam Adam singing in an uncharacteristic, brooding Games, but the album bares not merely adequate and supported by
Gardner and Brian Rosenworcel, spent high-pitched voice. Like all of Guster's his characteristic mark. The life of or hidden behind a country twang. His
the majority of the past year writing and albums, Lost and Gone is the type of Games will soon be featured in a mofalsetto in songs such as "Digging for
CD that you will listen to all the way tion picture, titled The Lamb, which will Gold" is right on key and fits thepowrecording songs in their California stube coming out next year. This album erful twinge of a serious rock star, while
dio, and their efforts have paid off with through.
Guster has just begun its U.S. tour,
this album.
Fans who have been lo Guster and their next area appearance will be
shows already know and love some of a Halloween Eve show at the Orpheum
the unreleased concert favorites thai Theatre in Boston. With the release of
have finally made their way onto Lost Lost and Gone and die U.S. tour, the
Genesis. The ladder is YES' new ofonly question that remains unanswered
and Gone. Guster's first single, the enfering to its throngs of fans.
YES
ergized "Barrel of a Gun," has been part for Guster fans is when A live album is
The Ladder
This album will not disappoint. The
of the band's repertoire for years and going to be released.
(Beyond Music)
Ladder is another masterpiece created
can be heard on local radio stations like
by the legendary producer Bruce
In related Guster news, the band
Try to name a faceless band that has F .iirbiirn. UnlortuQately..Fairbairn
WBCN and WFNX.
held a Cpr release party at Tower
passed away recently. However, he has
'"Unfike their first two a'lb'nms.'which' Records last Wednesday for more than been around
legacy behind which can be exfeature mostly guitars and percussion. 400 fans. Guster performed nine songs, one band that can be (he answer to this left a
question. YES has been around for over perienced in almost every YES album.
including"Airport
Song," "Barrel of A
Lost and Gone has guest musicians on
30 years and, in this lime, the band has Fairbairn was able to. once again, proGun," "Happier," "Great Escape" and had at least 10 or
bass, saxophone, flute, violin and cello.
11 different line-tips duce a refreshing sound for the ears.
all of whom add another musical dian acoustic rendition of "Demons." Afand has released about 20 different alYES has followed Fairbairn's
mension to the CD. The members of ter the 40-minute show, Guster signed bums.
words and tried to "make this the best
Throughout the many different YES album" possible. Although true
Guster also play the trumpet, piano, autographs for the hundreds of fans at
trombone and organ.
the concert and the hundreds more who faces ofYES, the bassist, Chris Squire, YES fans won't think that this album is
best, they will be delighted that
Another potential radio hit "Fa Fa," couldn't get into the free show. For has been the only constant. Not even YES"
Jon Anderson, whose voice has been the band has taken steps to modernize
a song about a womah "wishing she was
more information about upcomming
synonymous with the YES sound, has and diversify their style (even more than
somebody else," combines Guster's Guster shows, visit their website at
been in all the different line-ups. they already have).
unique sound with saxophones, flutes
www.guster.com.
Throughout its tenure, the band has had
The Ladder contains not only the
and trumpets. The third concert favormembers from such bands as the usual mne-to-10-minute rock ballads
ite on Lost and Gone, "Happier," a song
Patrick M. Morrissey Buggies, Asia, the Moody Blues and which have become the band's staple,
?

ThePromiseRing
his baritone on such songs as "Right
Now" is booming and elicits the singsong response ofan audience in much
the same way as a pop anthem would

,

****

Although he hits all of the right
marks, it must be stated that Brooks
does nothing more than release a highquality pop album. Even though the album is catchy and robust at times, it
does not have much of the uniqueness
that many of today's rock and roll stars
are striving toreach. In this aspect, and
only in this aspect, the album is lackingBrooks has made the leap from the"
simple label as a country cliche to that
of the\u25a0\u25a0infamous pop star that his legions ?
of faithful fans have been claiming.
Although thefaithful might be shocked
and astounded by this dramatic change
of pace,. Brooks sends a clear message
?\u25a0 maybe it is time for the rest of us to
open our ears to this force known as'

Brooks.
?

Jonathan Raelin

YES climbs The Ladder
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WiW/tlome About

Something To
(Vagrant Records!

Recently,

tfiSHk of "emo-core"

gettinißßJbuzz than future
Emmy-tyrant \u25a0 H McNasty." An
easy-to-swal|c|HJßid of punk and
has been
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The Promise

hardcore with B Mffihiotion than the
Lits an* BlinkHHif the world (no,
B BBB
not even the
| ecting "Dammit"
qualifies as emo), the proliferation of
emo-core has tSjliiiß the most attention at the hands of the Promise Ring
and the Get Up IBK. Although you
might not soon witness a Hype Williams-producedßlßp Kids video featuring the DoriHaHp" TRL, coinciding releases byHHpands promise to
bring the burgtHHeenre even more
attention.
On Very E/HHr-v, the emo-core,
Promise Ring
Jeremy Raelin power-pop,
continues their-quest to necessitate as
many hyphenaS| Hical adjectives as
possible. Clodljß tn It just over a halfhour, the majcßj m the album's 10
songs fly by inH- than three minutes.
Unfortunately,their duration of impact
on the listener|s|l|he
most part far
less.
That is
H that all of these
nuggets are wBljK The chorus of
to ring in
"The Deep
while "Jersey
your head
WW
Shore" is so
it could have
IQ>QKOfI^H
been written bHßeh Mouth. For a
band that alin
rel v S ets by on
sugary hooks, ho Her, these quality
moments are H H rare. No matter
how many timHHiergency! Emergency!" repeJHH)S, this is very
Hil
hook never
emergency,"
becomes any rrM|H|morabie than the
theme song to fl [Be/ Grace.
By workirSfflfipvels other than
pure
Get Up Kids'
Something To
About proves
to be a far moHHirding listen. Aly^1-tj
though catchy B Br own right, The
Get Up Kids aflHßrly concentrated
on interesting WBjuctures and lyrics as evidenceßjHft surprising turns
of "Hobday" aHH a Loner, Dottie,
; a Rebel."
The Get
H also do a better
job at fulfillingHHo requirement of
the emo-core clßßjim.
WhereasThe
Promise Ring 'jHHIy elicits the senBaft DMtna
timent "pleasaßJßaying
the same
|
listeners, Get
thing over and
Up Kids compflHE such as "Valentine" are more fl Btg than the heartwrenchingclirrßWfcutfhroat Island."
In the world Memo-core, The
Promise Ring is Hknanda Lewis to
S0 Daly. While
The Get Up K
the former is iHjHappealing due to
Dfiidor,
a bevy of wit B
it does not
wear well overßj
exposure
to The .Get Up Kit However, is expo-
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but it also has a more reggae/
electronica feel to it. On the track
"Lightning Strikes," YES was able to
construct a reggae number which incorporates styles from the Police and The
Lion King. Only YES could pulloff that
combination.
On "Face to Face," YES adds a
modern feel to their style. The track has
an electronica sound, which reminds the
listener of David Bowie's EarthMng. So,
once again, YES has proven that they
can and will continue to change.
For YES fans, this album will wipe
away any frustration caused by the last
album. Open Your Eyes. For non-YES
fans, The Ladder is a great place to start
listening to this ageless band, which
seems like it will be around for another
30 years.
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Plunkett & Macleane: robbers with style

Matt Swenson's top 25

Stars of
the

By Mateo Rando
Heights Staff

PLUNKETT & MACLEANE: A comical 18th-century cops-and-robbers
movie starring Robert Carlysle and
Jonny Lee Miller. Now showingat the
Chestnut Hill Mall.

Century

Plunkett & Macleane begins inauspiciously as a misty drama, but soon
explodes into an 18th-century equivalent of a cops-and-robbers flick. Substantively, the metamorphosis from

I

#9: Johnny Carson

I

drama to thriller sometimes is better
described as an implosion, as the film
has no reservations in using primitive
audience-appeasing devices such as
explosions and loud bangs in a very
Armageddon-hktstyle. The film, however, stays afloat with effective performances from Jonny Lee Miller (James
Macleane) and Robert Carlysle (Will
Plunkett).

Miller, who played the wiry Sick

Boy in Trainspotting, appears to be
ready to shed his alternative/ underground persona and become a teen
heartthrob, as he packed his dimples
and tight pants in Plunkett. One thing
is for sure, though ? the movie never
drags and has tons of quirky vignettes
and snooty one-liners. Many of these
are seemingly brought out from the
good old closet of obscure British parallel phrases in an attempt to impress
us slack-jawed Yanks.
Plunkett & Macleane follows the ill
fates of the two as they attempt to transcend poverty and anonymity by becoming"proper" highwaymen.The two
carry chemistry; Plunkett has seedy
underground information sources and
connections, while Macleane has the
brains and they practice in a funny form
of British stodginess that barely passes
the two as gentlemen.
The two learn from each other as
they rob London blind with tips from
the twisted. Lord Rochester (AJan

Cumming) is hilarious, while Liv Tyler
plays therebellious and moneyed niece
of Lord Chief Justice Gibson (Michael
Gambon), who smites Plunkett during
an awkward waylay of her coach on a

wooded road. The two later share a
dance scene extremely reminiscent of
Romeo and Juliet's first risque - meeting at the Capulet Ball. Eventually the
duo is tracked down by the villainous
Taker General Chance (Ken Stott).
Plunkett and Macleane's friendship is
tested in a fairly exhilarating ending.
Overall, the movie works by staying afloat with individual scenes and
episodes
standingback and evaluating it reveals a somewhat shallow and
silly story. The costumes and mannerisms of the crotchety old British aristocrats are dainty and amusing, making
this movie extremely un-American and
refreshing. Ifyou're sick of typical beat
action-comedies such as Blue Streak,
enjoy a more sophisticated thriller in
Plunkett & Macleane.
?

Liv Tyler has fun with guns in Plunkett

&

Macleane.

By Matt Swenson
Heights Review Editor

"Here's Johnny!"
Believe it or not, millions ofAmericans waited up until 11:30 p.m. each
night for over 30 years to hear those
simple two words, referring, of course,
to the one and only Johnny Carson.
Carson simply owned television
from the moment he took over The Tonight Show from Jack Caar. He revolutionized TV every night he went on the
air, and he became a staple of many
people's late nights. It's because of him
that we watch Jay Leno, David
Letterman and Conan O'Brien near the
bewitching hours.
Carson was not the only talk show
host of his time, but he was the best.
Ed Sullivan got audiences to watch
based on his guests, but his personality
was not one to make him an ever-lasting presence in our subconscious. Yes,
everybody remembers the Beatles' debut on Sullivan, but not many remember Sullivan himself.
That's where Carson differs from
Sullivan. The guests were great on
Carson too, but the celebrities were the
icing on the cake for most»viewers.
People watched Carson for Carson. He
was a briDiant entertainer on his own;
ihe guests only made it better.
Without question, Carson's monologues were the best to ever grace talk
shows. How many people could convince viewers that there was a great toilet paper shortage in 1973? Very few,
and because of his uncanny ability to
keep a straight face when telling these
sorts of ridiculous jokes, Carson became the king of late night.
Of course, who could forget his
great chemistry with Ed McMahon?
They worked so well together that
Carson was able to poke fun at his
sidekick's drinking problems with little
or no repercussions. McMahon became
a star because Carson decided he should
be a star, and what Carson wanted, he
got (which could still be said today).
That's how powerful Carson was.
Probably the most memorable part
of Carson's shows were his hilarious
skits. To this day, Carnac guessing the
answers to future questions by putting
an envelope to his head is the funniest
idea used on late night.Carson was not
afraid to make a fool of himself with
skits and characters like Camac, and the
audience loved him for it. The skits really showed how talented he was, and
it's surprising a film career never developed as a result.
An even better spotlight for Carson
was the Oscars, as he became the "official" host of the awards ceremony long
before Billy Crystal took over the title.
He owns perhaps the most memorable
line ever at the show, which came after
a streaker crossed the stage during a
commercial break. After this unusual
event, Carson said, "For those of you
who didn't see that, it was nothing
and I mean nothing." It was a great inside joke at the time, but now that everyone knows that story, we can really
appreciate the timing and impromptu
humor that Carson was capable of.
The biggest tribute to Carson is that
most hosts try to mimic his show's style
entirely. Almost all late night shows
have their own "Ed McMahon" and
their own "Doc Severson." Of course,
all pale when compared to the original
entertainers, just as all late-night hosts
pale in comparison to Carson. But, who
could ask anybody to measure up to the
royalty of TV?
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with AT&T Connect 'N Save®

Nothing can put you in the mood for a great conversation
faster than AT&T Connect *N Save® Service! Get hooked up
now and start saving with rates as low as 7 1/2 cents a minute* on
calls to anywhere in the US.

?

Connect 'N Save is what you'd call a sure thing!
There's no hidden expenses. No surcharges. And no monthly fee ?
just a great way to control your spending and still have enough left in
the budget to pick up a little something extra for your sweetie.Talk
about easy. You don't even have to switch your long distance carrier!

0

Service.

Freedom of Expression!
Don't just settle for less. Get your friends excited over
Connect 'N Save and they can start saving, too. Our Referral
Program will earn you $10.00 of free calling every time a friend
you refer signs up.That's right...it pays to be a Connect 'N Save
subscriber.
And if you call today, we'll add an extra $5 of free calling** to
your $25, $50, or $100 account at time of purchase. Now there's
something to ooohhh and aaahhh about!

Show Some Emotion! Get together with AT&T Connect 'N Save® Service. Call I 800-345-0995, Ext. 1169
(Monday thru Friday, 9 AM to 8 PM ET) or visit us on the Web at www.cns.att.com
"Rates do not include costs, if any, assessed by your local phone company to reach our service access numbers. Subject to availability.
Other terms and conditions apply. *$5 of Connect 'N Save calling time will be added to your account at time of purchase.
Offer valid through 2/3 /99,
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Classified
CHILDCARE
Part-time Nanny/Babysitter
Needed Immediately for two
imaginative kids, ages 6
and 3.5, who love to dress up, put
on shows, do art projects and go
on
adventures. Experience with kids
and driver's license are

important. Early
childhood education or drama
background is preferred. Own car
would be
greatljust to get to us). Located
between the BC Newton campus
and Newton
Corner. Accessible via public
transportation. Start ASAP.
Excellent pay;
references required. Please call
617-964-1451
Free Room and Board. In
exchange of 15-18 hours of
childcare/household help
locations convenient to B.C. Call
Now for fall placements. The
student
housing exchange 617-277-6420.
Email

barbara(S)studenthousingex.com
Wanted: Occasional overnight
in Belmont for two
autonomous, easy, fun,

care

adolescents-14/16. Some cooking,
driving. Car desireable, not

required.
Hours flexible-Evening to early
morning. Good money 617-484-2667
Wanted: Belmont, academic
coach for teenage boy with ADD.
One night/week.
Work with organizing, planning
and writing skills. Male preferred.
$25/hr.
617-264-3312
Energetic babysitter wanted for
two kids days/eves and weekends.
Experience

and references necessary. Five
minute walk from Newton
campus. Please call
Barbara at 617-244-8240
Newton Center-Looking for a fun
and energetic, non-smoking
babysitter for 3
great kids ages 4, 7, and 10. 2 or 3
evenings/week. Approx hrs. 4:30-9:30,
but flexible. Ten minute walk
from T-stop. References
requested. Please
call Amy Rosen at 617-965-1297.
Part time childcare in Watertown.
I am looking for part time help in
caring

for my sons-one playful 18 month
old and one extremely good
natured six year
old. Pay is commensurate with
experience. The idea candidate
will have a
solid background in early
childhood education. Hours are
flexible, preferably
weekday afternoons. Call Cheryl
924-5356
$9/hr Babysitter. NEWTON
family with easy children, 3 yrs
and 1.5 yrs.
Weekend evenings, occasional
weeknight, never too late. Spanish

speaking a
plus! Car preferred. Call
Elizabeth 332-5214
Babysitter needed. After school.
Two girls-11 and 14. Two or three
days a
week-2:30-5:30. Must have car,
nonsmoker. Excellent salary.
Madeline
617-964-5084
Babysitting needed. M-F
afternoons, 3-6 pm, and some
weekends. Could
exchange parking space for car.
Loving environment for adorable
ten year old
boy! Tutoring a plus! Please call,
eves, 6-9 pm, 244-5532. 10 mins
walk to
BC.
Babysitter wanted for 3 and 1
year old, Wed. mornings and one
other morning to
be decided. Experienced, nonsmoker, own car. $7.50/hr. In
Newton
Highlands. We have a big,

friendly dog. 617-332-9325
Creative energetic student to care
for almost 3yo dynamic duo
(twins) after
preschool. 3-6 or 3-7 M-F 796-8807. Newton centre by town hall.
; Kind, fun, reliable babysitter
wanted for creative 8 year old

\u25a0

girl. Weekend
nights or weekend days Friday or
; Saturday. Green line T easily
accessible.
Call Jan 965-7446.
Babysitter wanted. Some evenings
and occasional days for two
;

.

adorable girls,
2.5 and 1. Near BC Law. Leave
phone message with experience
and phone
number. 244-6436.
Childcare Needed-Newton. Afterschool care for delightful nine
year old girl
and personable pooch. MWF 37pm. Work any or all days. Car
needed Monday
only. NearWaban "T". 617-964-3144 after 7:3opm
Babysit for Newton Center
family. Very part time, flexible
hours, pay
negotiable. Must have
transportation and experience
with babies. Call
332-9120 with references.
Part time babysitting wanted.
Chestnut Hill family seeks
reliable,

non-smoking, experienced
babysitters (mornngs, afternoons,
weekends, or
vacations) for a three and four

year old beginning in September.
References
required. Please call Cathy at
566-2342
Newton couple with two children
seeks person/persons for part
time childcare.
Hours needed are Thursday and
Friday 4-9pm and some weekend
hours. Job pays
$10/hr. If interested call Pam at
964-7003
Watertown: Weekend
babystitting wanted for our five
and six year old boys.
Good salary. No smoking. 617-823-0398
Occasional Evening Childcare
wanted. Mom or two great girls,
ages eight and
twelve. West Newton, will pay top
rates for a sitter for occasional

evening
babysitting. Access to a car and
references required. Call Paula at
617-630-8775
Babysitting wanted. Responsible,
playful person wanted for
occasional weekday
evening sits for two children, ages
four and six. Own transportation
or walk
to D line. $6/hi. Call Andrea 969-7123
Wanted: Energetic babysitters for
wonderful kids. Background in

Mothers Helper needed. Newton

Environmental Career
Conference Hartford Civic
Center. October 22-23,1999. Call
617-422-0021. Or visit
www.eco.org.
INTERIOR DESIGNER with
home office in Newton looking for
a clerical assistant.
Flexible hours, good pay, nice
work environment. You must
have superior
organizational skills, excellent
work habits, have office
experience, and have
excellent references. Possibility
for some client contact. Car a
must. Call
Leslie at 617-630-9047.
Looking for a great job with
convenience and flexibility? The
Wellesley
Country Club seeks part-time
waitstaff for busy dining room
and banquet
service. Experience preferred,
transportation a must. Call 781-235-7333.
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!!
Spring Break 2000.
StudentCity.com is looking for
highly motivated students to
promote Spring Break 2000!

Highlands. Two weeday mornings
or afternoons
per week. (6-8 hrs/wk) to care for
two year old boy. Salary $8-10/hr.
Experience and references
required. Non-smoker. Short walk
from Eliot Green
Line T. Call Karen 617-796-9986
Looking for mature, experienced
sitter Junior or older, for child
care for
Sunday afternoons and early Sat
evenings. Call Stacey 558-1058

HELP WANTED
$1000's WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. FT, PT.
Make $800+ weekly, guarenteed!
Free supplies. For details, send
one stamp
to: N-109, PMB 552, 12021
Wilshire BLVD, Los Angelas, CA
90025
Want a Job in the Environment?
Here's how to get one. Attend the
nation's
premier environmental career
conference! Career fair.

Networking.
Educational Sessions. National

next
semester,
L

111

I+U A

Apply
in person or call for an interview.
199 Boylston St. (the Mall) 964-1200
CPA Firm in need of an assistant,
flexible hours. Some course work
in
accounting preferred. Located in
Cleveland Circle, Brookline, MA.
Call Paul
days @ 617-731-2333, evenings
617-784-9218.
Valet Parking. Fun job, flexible
hours!! Days, nights, and
weekends. Full

and Part-time positions, Boston,
Newton, Cambridge and Allston
locations.
Immediate openings! Call 781-748-9147
SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS
Join America's #1 Student Tour

Operator

-

to

Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
Cruises, and Florida. Now hiring
on-campus reps.
Call 1-800-648-4849 or visit
online @ www.ststravel.com.

Real Estate
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Hey B.C. Sophmores! Now is the
time to secure your off-campus
housing for
next fall. Places are disappearing
quickly but we still have a huge

inventory
of great B.C. off-campus houses
and apartments,many new

listings just
arriving. Large groups are our
specialty and we have every B.C.

listing
available. Many exclusives that
can ONLY be rented through AT
Home Realty.
1705-1711 Comm. Aye... 1680-1682 Comm. Aye.,.1653-1661
Comm. Aye...South

\u25a0aanaanagßii
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Organize a small
group and travel FREE!! Top
campus reps can earn a FREE
TRIP and over
$10,000! Choose Cancun,
Jamaica or Nassau! Book trips
on-line. Log in and
win FREE stuff. Sign up now on
line www.studentcity.com or 800-293-1443
Do you need cold hard cash??
Work with your friends in a fast
paced,high
volume, fun restaurant. Charley's
Eating and Drinking Saloon is
looking for
full/part time server, host and bar
persons. Flexible hours available.

_fll

Happy, Texas is as
good as its buzz!

Acotege
semester you'll
never forget. Live
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"Happy, Texas keeps the laughs coming!

'

community. UH
offers an
unparalleled array
of courses on
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William H. Macy, llleana Douglas and Jeremy Northam
are first-rate. Dynamo Steve Zahn offers nonstop
comic invention... a class act!"

Asia, Hawal'l,

.

Jf\Q,

and the Pacific.

country
A Semester ALMOST Abroad program
at the University of Hawaii at Manoa

1

W\w'

W

lor complete inlormetion, connect to:
www2. haw3fi.edu/31m05t
or e-meil Briitßh@hawsK.edu
On-campus

housing and meals available

early
childhood education and /or
psychology a plus. Monday,
Wednesday and/or
Friday afternoons. $$ Call
Maureen 332-3450. Car would be
great but not
necessary.

t?-\

schedule.
Newton-on MBTA Green line.
Drivers license a plus. Excellent
pay and working
conditions. 617-527-6752
Caring babysitter needed for two
children ages six and two.
Tuesdays from
3-7pm. Ifinterested please call
Karen at 617-332-9543
Babysitter needed for two boys,
eight and eleven in Newton corner
for up to
ten hours/wk. Driver preferred.
Tel: 617-558-9318

7 ?"!

-._
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Caring, creative, responsible
babysitter wanted for wonderful 8
year old girl.
Weekday afternoons 3-7 pm.
Occasional weekday evening.
Easily accessible by
green line T. Call Jan 965-7446
Babysitter/Mother's Helper
Wanted. Family needs help with
active and fun four
year old son and three month old
twins. Up to 20 hrs/wk. Flexible

;
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Welcome Back College Students! The doer I* part-Hue eppartassWal is
wide open at Citizens Bank. « Citizens you'll find that It's Ml only a
great place to earn, bait a great place to learn. When yov lata oar
service team you will gala valuable banking knowledge aad build your
resume. We welcome the chance to share oar thrill of working at one
al the most exciting places la the banking industry.

Customer Sales Representatives
Sales Associates
Tellers
If you hove retail, customer service, sokes, and/or cash handling waoerience, you're welcome
to enby our competitive salaries, tuition assistance and various part-time schedules For
immecßate consideration, please send your resume to: Human Resources, Citizens
Bank, 28 Stare Street, 13th Floor, Boston. MA 02109; Fax: (617) 725-5595;
E-mail: majobsa§citizerisbank.com. To apply for Teller positions only, please call our %9er
Opportunily Hotline, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at 1-577-THIBII.We are an equal
opportunity/affirmative action employer who welcomes diversity in the wodcpbce, M/F/D/V.
Welcome to
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www.happytexas.com
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Voted #1 for BC Rentals!!!!!

wMW.BCapartments.com
617-527-6655
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Alaska no mystery for Kelley
By JB Ryan
Heights Staff

the Mystery All-Stars in a televised exhibition game. This one game occupies the town's collective consciousness, becoming the definition of their
worth.
But this movie is not just about
hockey. Kelley knows that characters
drive every story. So, the audience
bonds with the men and women of
Mystery. We pull for John Beibe
(Russell Crowe) as he tries to come to
grips with the fact that he's past his
prime and that he might havetaken his
wife for granted. We empathize with the
town's mayor (Colm Meaney), who
must deal with the game's impact on
the town while he tries to fix his marriage. Meanwhile, Judge Burns (Burt
Reynolds) is livingvicariously through
his son. What Hoosiers and Mystery,
Alaska both do so well is bring us bigcity folk into a small town and make us
feel at home.
It is a bit disappointing that there
aren't more shots of the beautiful Alaskan wilderness. The opening shots tease
us with a few breathtaking glimpses of
the 49th state. However, after that, there
are only a few more shots of the frozen

MYSTERY, ALASKA: A comedy starring Russell Crowe, Burt Reynolds and
Hank Azaria. Written by David E.
Kelley and Scan O 'Byrne. Now showing at Chestnut Hill.

David E. Kelley: You the man! After winningEmmys as producer of both

Crazy drives
straight
By Dana lannacone
Heights Staff

Dulcie. Together, the two scheme to
make Brad and Dulcie jealous so that
in the end, Nicole will get Brad and
Chase will be back with Dulcie. Now,
here comes the surprise
Nicole and
Chase fall for each other and all is well
in cheesy high-school land.
Admittedly, the story line is flimsy.
It's so full of cliches that it's pathetic.
There's the let's-make-everyone-jealous cliche", the you're-nothing-ifyou're-not-in-the-popular-crowd cliche
and the always-reliable life-is-cruel-ifyou're-a-teenagercliche. Worse still, in
the scene when Nicole and Chase go
shopping, guess where they go? The
Gap! Crazy isn't just about the problems of a few pubescents it's the film
version of the Gap.? fall catalogue.
Can't everyonejust fall out of the Gap?
Yes. the film does vaguely touch upon
the deeper and more interesting problem of social conformity. However,
don't blink or it'll pass right by in a
second. More Gap, anyone?
As technically weak as it is, though.
Crazy is an amusing film. At no point
is it boring or slow. Humorous to watch,
it keeps the audience's attention. It may
not be an intellectuallydeep film, but it
does provide pure, fun entertainment,
not to mention cheap laughs and its
overall predictable sappiness. And,
don't forget, there's the opportunity to
singalong to Britney Spears' new song,
"Crazy," itvhichjs fealuredtwtce_in the
film. It doesn't get any better than that.

DRIVE ME CRAZY: A surprisinglyfun
and fluffy film of teen angst starring
Melissa Joan Hart. Now showing at
Chestnut Hill.

?

Sharing a movie theater with
trendy-before-their-time adolescents
gushing and squealing is a bit irritating, to say the least. Yet, who cares?

Melissa Joan Hart's new film Drive Me
Crazy features songs by Britney Spears
and the Backstreet Boys. It's not a
movie ? it's a sing-along fest!
Well-directed by John Schultz,
Crazy is reminiscent of all the other teen
angst films that have been recently
whiningtheir way across the big screen.
i Anyone remember She's All That?)
Hart (Sahrina, The Teenage Witch)
plays Nicole, the popular girl who

?

wants to go to her school's Centennial
{think overblown prom) with the

bash

most popular boy. Brad the basketball
player. Her plans are wrecked, though,
when he falls in love with a cheerleader
from a rival school. Now, Nicole needs
to salvage her reputation and find a cute
boy (that she doesn't have to pay) to be

her date.
Enter Chase (Adrian Grenier),
Nicole's next-door neighbor a little
rebellious and scruffy around the edges,
but super cute. Life's not good because
he just broke up with his girlfriend,

,

?

the best comedy (Ally Mcßeal) and best
drama (The Practice) on television,
Kelley co-wrote and produced the best
sports film of the decade. Mystery,
Alaska is the Hoosiers of hockey and a
must-see, even for people who aren't
hockey fans.
Mystery is a small town where the
children skate before they can walk. The
town shuts down once every week for
"the Saturday game." The best hockey
players in the town are selected to play
against each other, and every game is
the most important thing that ever happened to the town. Charles Danner
(Hank Azaria), a television producer
and former resident of Mystery, arranges for the New York Rangers to play

Rocky on ice! Mystery, Alaska
tundra, but plentyof great hockey shots
to make up for it. A couple of body
checks in the film are painful to watch.
Film critics can sometimes get a
little snobbish and too intellectual about
movies. They want every flick to have
some great artistic merit or make an
important moral point. Too often it's

roots for

the little guys

forgotten that movies are the greatest
form ofescapism. For a couple of hours,
we get to leave our big-city troubles and
stress and spend some time having fun
with the fine folks of Mystery. There is
a sweetness in the town, and the film is
intoxicating and addictive. Mystery,
Alaska is a great little place to visit.

Elmo will leave you grouchy
By Greg Gagliardi and Jonathan Raelin
Special to The Heights

The basic simplicity of the movie
denies the viewer several side-plot opportunities. For example, what is goTHE ADVENTURES OF ELMO IN ing on between Elmo and Zoe, his atGROUCHLAND: A new movie featurtractive female counterpart? Why is
ing Elmo and co-starring Mandy Bug, the villain's personal assistant, so
Patinkin. Now showing at the Copley fascinated by the bouncing title charPlace Mall.
acter? And, finally, how can a 70-minute movie feel like it goes on for
Contrary to what it may seem,
five hours?
In a movie filled with Muppets,
Grouchland is the location of Elmo's
new movie, not the nickname of the
Elmo manages to be upstaged by the
theater you'll undoubtedly want to pianoplayer in Dick Tracy that's right,
Mandy Patinkin. As Huxley, the blanleave.
Within five minutes ofthe fuzzy red ket-obsessed nemesis who has a probguy's first song and dance, the average lem with sharing, Patinkin is left with
viewer will want to jump into the movie plenty of room to show his singing and
and strangle Elmo to death. But this is dancing skills. The same cannot be said
not a horror movie. The Adventures of of Vanessa Williams, however, whose
Elmo in Grouchland has a simple plot: "I See A Kingdom" seems like a desperate ploy for an Oscar nomination,
Elmo loves blanket, Elmo loses blanket, Elmo looks for blanket. The draleaving no doubt why her name in the
matic roller-coaster ending will leave movie is "The Queen of Trash."
Still, all human cameos are overall questions answered, if they weren't
already 'j.eytd.eajt
js a shadowed by. the teturn of the oldSesame Street movie.
school quality Muppets. Despite a con-

Mandy Patinkin battles the Muppets in The Adventures

of Elmo in Grouchland.

troversy pertaining to their sexual orientation, Bert and Ernie make long-

Muppet encourages the audience to
participate in order to help him through

awaited appearances, hosting the movie
and clearing up misconceptions for anyone whose IQ is not over 15. Other notable roles include the snappy lines
from the Count, the sugar-high ranting
of the Cookie Monster and the all-toobrief appearance of Super Grover.

his

quest. This, however,

appears more

pathetic than exciting to those who can
tic their shoes upon first attempt. The
Adventures of Elmo in Grouchland
takes a would-be SesameStreet episode
a little too far
and a theater full of
innocent college students are fprced.tp,
;?\u25a0><...
Unfortunately; 'EJu^S!.appearance j/iiCakethe.painv.<.i
. j »v*
aJ
They're going to make a fortune.
is anything but brief. The new-age
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Woodward examines Watergate's legacy
By Jonathan Raelin
Heights Staff

to this very day the man has made politics his profession and his life. Even
though he has written books about subShadow
Five Presidents and the jects as far-reaching as the life of John
Legacy of Watergate
Belushi, his true love is Watergate, and
By Bob Woodward
it is to this presidential calamitythat he
Simon & Schuster, $24.75
returns on his most recent book.
Shadow.
Bob Woodward
the name itself
Beginning with Gerald Ford and
symbolizes the recent style of vicious continuing all the way to the most reand hard-hitting political journalism. cent Bill Clinton scandal, all presidents
From helping to break Watergate to become victims to Woodward's sharp,
uncovering various CIA conspiracies.
journalistic eye. However, as the name
?

?

L

implies, this book is intended to be less
about the presidents' scandals and more
about how they were living in times of
distrust and public scrutiny as a direct
result of Watergate. Unfortunately, this
book quickly becomes more of the
former and less of the latter.
Starting with Ford, Woodward consistently brings all actions back to the
ripple effect created by Watergate. By
the time he reaches Carter, though the
book has become a little fuzzy around
the edges and merely talks about the

scandals, only occasionally relating
them to Watergate.
Thus, even though Woodward is a
writer of the highest caliber and is as
informed about such scandals as the
politicians caught in them, he never really delivers what is promised. As a
matter of fact, Woodward attempts to
wrap up the 500-plus-page book in a
four-page conclusion that is not as thorough or unifying as one would hope
from such a voluminous book.
Ultimately, it is the independent

Want an office on

Pennsylvania Avenue

counsel that Shadow is centered around.
Page after page is dedicated to the counsel and the independent prosecutor in a
virtual ocean of details that bogs down
the book. By the time the reader hits
George Bush, the book is more focused
the prosecutor and the work that he is
doing than it is around the president.
Although there is no question that the
independent counsel's powers and duties were essentially created as a result
of Watergate, it seems that Woodward
is using this as an excuse to pour out
information about the counsel.
Upon reading 223 pages of the
book and nearing the midway point, the
reader is astounded to see that all of the
presidents have been covered, with the
exception of Bill Clinton. Clearly, our
current president has had more problems than his predecessors, yet it is hard
to believe that more space needs to be

in this book on him than on all of
the other presidents combined. It is also
more than likely that all potential readers of this book have Clinton's latest
scandal fresh in mind, and because of
this it is unlikely that they need to trudge
through the swamp of information that
Woodward provides.
In the end, there is no doubt that
Woodward has done an exceptional
amount of research for this book. However, anyone other than the most fascinated of the muckrakers will more than
likely become overwhelmed with the
mass of unnecessary information that
is presented. Also, it is amazing to think
that a fiasco such as the Paula Jones
affair is two to three times more important than Iran Contra (as it appears in
the book). Buy this book if you desire
some dense reading and want to impress
all of your ultra-political buddies.
spent

FIVE PRESIDENTS AND
THE LEGACY OF WATERGATE
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Business News
Finding an internship
If you don't have job plans for next summer, you may want to begin
thinking about the possibility of working as an intern. See right

The sophomore apartment search
Learn more about the ins andouttSi of looking-for a great place
junior year. See right

to

live

Kellogg moves to expand its food variety
Last Friday, Kellogg Co., the world's leading cereal maker, announced
that it will buy Worthington Food, Inc. for $307 million. Worthington
Foods is known for its veggie burgers and other health foods. In fact,
it is the largest company that is solely devoted lo the health-food
market, with sales expected to exceed $170 million. The announcement of the deal sent Worthington's stock up 57 percent.

By

Patrick M.

Morrissey

ASST. MARKETPLACE EDITOR

One of the most stressful and
dreadedtimes of any Boston College student's four years at the
Heights can be the search for an
apartment during sophomore year.
Due to a significant lack of dorms
to accommodate every student
with four years of on-campus
housing,BC forces approximately
more than 75 percent of its junior
class off campus.
"Start looking now, because
the apartments are going daily
and, if you see anything you like,
take it," Tina Boukouvalas of
Greenline Realty said. "Students
like to be in the Cleveland Circle
area, and those listings go first."
Sophomores in the market for
a place to live should begin thinking about possible living arrangements and desired locations. September has come and gone, and
the local realty agents like Great
Places, Greenline and At Home
are showing houses to ambitious
students everyday.
"Everything got started three
weeks early," Great Places manager Tim Burke said. "I think the
rush is going to be over by Columbus Day weekend."
My friends went through the
apartment hunt last year and, for
the most part, it was a relatively
painless process.
They began looking for an
apartment in the first week of October by simply calling some of
the more prominent companies to
set up appointments.
They heeded the advice of the
BC Office of University Housing
and went to the information ses-

Sony co-founder dies at age 78

Akio Morita, the man behind the Walkman, died last week of pneumonia in a Tokyo hospital. Morita was the marketing wizard behind
the Japan-based electronics company Sony.

TechnologyNews
AT&T watching possible Excite@Home split carefully
The Los Angeles Times reported that Excite@Home Corp. has been
discussing the possibility of splitting into two separate companies?
one for the on-line service and one for the portal. America Online
was reportedly considering buyingthe Excite portal, creating a large
increase in share price for Excite@Home. At the same time, AT&T,
which has an ownership interest in the company, expressed some
interest on Thursday in the possible split as it considered its options.
Under the current contract, which expires in 2003, Excite@Home
has exclusive Internet use of AT&T's cable systems.

Hewlett-Packard to fall in low range of Wall Street expectations
This past Friday, Hewlett-Packard Co. warned that its fourth-quarter
sales growth will come in on the low end of Wall Street expectations.
While the PC and printer section remained strong, HP's new CEO,
Carly Fiorina, expected the recent earthquake in Taiwan to disrupt
the supply chain. Because of this, the PC section will probably report only a 10 percent increase rather than the more optimistic forecasts of 13 percent. Some analysts, however, believe that Taiwan
will recover quickly enough so that HP will not be too affected.

Weekly Columns
PSX Review: Final Fantasy VIII See Cl 4
Career Center: What you major in as an undergraduate doesn't determine your career path. See Cl4

Marketplace Meeting
Interested in writing about business issues, technology or
new video and computer games? Do you have an idea for a
Marketplace story? Our meetings are Mondays at4:3o p.m.
in McElroy 113. You can also contact us by e-mail at
tnarketplace@bcheights.com, or call us at (617) 552-2221
and ask for Cleo or Patrick.

ployee and BC senior Sunny
Kancherla said. "Part of that is
due to the fact that BC sent out
letters to parents asking them to
have their children look early."
According to Burke, when
students hear many good places,
like all of Cleveland Circle, are

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ MEGANMAHAFFEY

Sophomores read over real

estate information.

already taken early in the year,

panic

sets

in and the rat race be-

gins.

"We started lookinglast week
because we heard a lot of other
people were looking and already
had apartments," Leah Kamataris, CSOM '02, said. "We had
a Great Places flyer and we called
them. We told them exactly what
we wanted and they were very
helpful. We should be signing our
lease very soon."
The literature sent to students
who must live off campus explains everything needed to get
started. When trying to decide
what realtors to use, talk to juniors and the Housing Office to
find out which companies have
decent reputations.
No matter how good a
student's experience is with rental
agencies, landlords can cause
problems such as taking checks
from more than one group of students, not taking a place off the
market after it has been promised
to a group or discriminating
against guys and athletes.
"The landlord kept giving us
demands," Kevin Comprelli,
A&S '02, said. "He refused to
take the house off the market.
Look early and try to get the lease
signed as soon as possible. Don't
let the landlord play games with
you. Don't take anybody's word
unless you have it on paper and
be prepared for things not to go
as easy as planned."
Talk to the current tenants to
get firsthand information about
what the place is really like. Ask
them about their landlord's reputation or what the neighbors are
like.

Check the water pressure of
the apartment and don't be afraid
to flush a toilet or turn on the
shower. Make sure you ask to see
documentation about prior bug
problems and remember you
have the right to ask for proof of
the last spraying by professionals. Inquire about the types of
locks or security system your
apartment uses.

Every year, students living off
are requested to fill out
an off-campus housing survey
about students' relationships wilh
their landlords, the experience of
living off campus and the process
of looking for an apartment. The
Off-Campus Housing Office in
Rubenstein keeps students' responses on file, organized by
street name. Students thinking
about renting an apartment on
Beacon Street canread what prior
tenants had to say about their

campus

apartments.

The majority of students surveyed enjoyed their off-campus

experience. Most students

re-

sponded their relationships with
their landlords were fair. The
problem is students hear the hor-

stories about cockroach-infested apartments and slumlords
who don't respect their tenants'
rights. Although, sadly, tenants
dohave problems, the horror stories represent a small percentage
of what apartment life is really
like.
"I definitely want to live off
campus because it is an entirely
different atmosphere and an experience that I will never get living on campus,"Kerry' Yip. A&S
ror

See APARTMENTS, Cl

The sweet smell of success:
A profile of a local businesswoman
By Antonina

Guarino

HEIGHTS STAFF

Pizza Hut's astronomical advertisingcampaign
In mid-November, Russia will launch a Proton rocket full of supplies for the International Space Station. It will also be carrying a
different sort of cargo. Slapped onto the side of the rocket will be
Pizza Hut, Inc.'s brand-new logo. The cost of the venture was reported to be half of what the company would have paid to advertise
for 30 seconds during the Super Bowl. At first, Pizza Hut wanted to
put the ad on the moon using lasers but it turned out not to be scientifically or economically feasible.

sions and housing fair. Once they
found a place on Chiswick Road,
their realtor wrote up leases and
they secured the apartment in
mid-October.
"This is the earliest that I
have seen students looking off
campus," Next Move Realty em-

4

Dow Jones Industrial Average

Sophomores lookfor perfect apartments

Paula Goldstein has revived
the ancient art of perfumery, and
it suits her magnificently.An avid
fan of the unique and the beautiful, I visited her fragrance store
Desana seeking plumeria oil.
A friend had brought me this
sweet fragrance from Hawaii. I
was standing at her fragrance bar
when I asked about plumeria.
Upon the mention of its name,
and with the adept skills of a
graceful bartender, Goldstein presented an orb-shaped bottle from
the beautiful, flask-lined shelves.
Goldstein translated my unusual, single-word descriptions
into an exquisite fragrance. Her
knowledge, skill and enthusiasm
made the translation process impressive. When I asked how she
was introduced to the fragrance
business, she explained that she
had taken an internship and found
what she loved to do.
After graduating from the
Boston Conservatory with a degree in theater, Goldstein found a
two-month summer internship at
a perfumery, thinking that it
sounded intriguing.
Through this experience, she
realized herknack for pinpointing
a fragrance's components and formulatingpersonalized scents. She
explored the trade, with a specific
interest in the ways in which oils
are often processed to form perfumes.
What began as a two-month
internship extended into a twoyear stay at the perfumery. During this time, Goldstein says she
realized she could love doing this
everyday.
Eventually, Goldstein created
something entirely different. She

decided to build her own business
and work with her own clientele.
Starting with a modest studio in
Seattle's prestigious Capitol Hill.
Paula eventuallyrelocated to Boston, closer to her native New York.
At her Newbury Street location, Goldstein's approachable nature sets the hesitant at ease, allowing them to personally temper
a fragrance to individual taste.

Goldstein credits her internship opportunity with inspiring
her entrepreneurial vision and
providing excellent guidance and
practice.
In addition, it inspired her to
recreate the perfume experience
with a fresh and unique alternative to the highly commercialized
perfume industry today.
Through Desana, Goldstein
has created an outlet for her own
philosophy, talents and goals. You

it in her store and talented staff.
If you visit Newbury Street,
you may want to visit number
211 and experience Desana's fragrance bar and other rarities.
can see

For all students
Whether you are looking to
explore your interests or narrow
your search before graduate
school, an internship can offer
you a beneficial glimpse into a
field.
You can see, as in Goldstein's
case, internship openings can include seniors.
It is never too late to explore
internshipopportunities.The idea
is to explore your areas of interest. Of course, what you find will
be entirely dependent on where
you look.
Guide books
While the Internet is chock
full of internship opportunities,
searching can be an endless endeavor. I find it helpful to consult the pillars of organized
knowledge. That is, books are
more reliable.
There are numerous sources
that detail and rate internships
from perks to compensation.
Boston College's Career
Center has tons of resources. Internship guidebooks are great
sources because they include
companies that may not be
present duringCareer Night.

Job fairs
While BC will hold its Internship Fair in March, it is never too
early to examine your opportunities. Q
Visit Career Night, keep an

HEIGHTS PHOTO / ANTONINAGUARINO

Desana

owner Paula Goldstein,

open mind and listen to people
who share your interests.
Personal contacts
Until we gel personal agents
to finesse and fill our schedules,
we must be our own advocates.
This means we must be able to
communicate our strengths, skills
and talents to others.
As I mentioned earlier in the
series, talking to family, friends
and professors can be beneficial
in forming your plans.
In addition, while saving you
time, the knowledgeable staff at
the Career Center is well-versed
in a wide range of fields. You may
also consult the Career Center
after you graduate.
As skillfullyas Goldstein for'
mulates the personalized fragrance experience, the Career
Center staff provides invaluable
career advice for students as you
brainstorm and narrow a search.
While I emphasize the benefits of personal interaction, there
is a website worthy of mention.
As noted by Richard Nelson
Bolles' Job Hunting on the

here with

an employee, found

the perfect job from an internship.

Internet, the University of Waterloo has an impressive on-line "career manual."
Functioning like a virtual career workshop, this site provides
to explore
career opportunities.
In a question format, it
guides you to discover your ideal
career.

another avenue for you

www.adm.adm.uwaterloo.ca/
infocecs/CRC/manual-home.Html

Expectations
Keep in mind that Career
Night will present many opportunities for students. These opportunities to a large extent will

be reflective of the demands of
our current economy.
There may be many "ideal"
jobs for you; a good match will
be someone interested in you and
your ideas. It may be helpful to
find out the reason that companies are interested in you.
A company representative
might be fairly forthcoming if
you ask, "How do you see me,
with my background, fitting into
your company?"
These questions can be helpful in deciphering where you
would figure into their company
and whether this fits your personal philosophy.

Some questions to ask a company's representative

company

Business Briefs
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By

as beautiful as it was in VII. Exotic
locales, creepy dungeons and realistic

MARKETPLACE EDITOR

towns

Two years ago, in a gaming industry ruled by 3-D shooters and real-time
strategy games, no one really thought
that a role-playing game could achieve
great success. But when Final Fantasy
VII was released in the United States
two Septembers ago, it proved a lot of
people wrong.
Even those who did not think of
themselves as role-playing fans were
taken aback with the graphics, story line
and game play of the latest Final Fan-

all add to the atmosphere of the

game.
The music accompanying these
dazzling scenes is by the same composer from the last game, Nabuo
Uematsu. There is a four-CD sound
track that can be bought in addition to

installment.

and enchanted items.
It works on the same battle system
that made Final Fantasy VII famous.
Each of the characters has a time bar
and when it fills up, they can attack.
One of the nice changes in Final Fantasy VIII is the draw command. Characters now draw magic out of other
creatures during a battle.
Another change is the graphics of
this new installment. Final Fantasy VII
was known for its spectacular full-motion video and rather lackluster individual character graphics. Characters
would appear super-deformed for a
majority of the game and you could
only see one character at a time.
In Final Fantasy VIII, each character is full scale and visible when you
are walking around towns and dungeons. In addition, there is a smoother
transition between the full-motion
video scenes and the normal game play.
The scenery in Final Fantasy VIII
creatures

COURTESY OF WWW.VIDEOGAMES.COM

Full-motion videos are the most impressive features of the game.
the game itself, so it's no surprise that
there is different music for almost every new place you visit.
Of course, you'll have a limited
time to enjoy the music and scenery
before your team gets thrown into
battle. The enemies of the game are relatively easy to beat for anyone who's
ever played a Final Fantasy game before.
However, the missions themselves
are a bit harder. Some of them involve
an extensive briefing of exactly what
your task is. If you fail to follow the
steps exactly, your team will suffer penalties.
There are also various sub-games
and side quests that you can take part
in.
The rewards for these can be great,
but they also take a lot of patience and
time, since none of them are very easy.
However, all of this adds to the
game and expands upon the already
complex story line. The characters

Recently a senior came into the
Career Center with a question: "If I'm
a psychology major but I don't want to
go to grad school, what can I do?"
Over and over our message to students is the same: What you do after
graduation is not dependent on your
major. What you decide to do depends
more on your own interests and experience than it does on your major.
Did you know that some psychology majors have gone into banking,
while some finance majors have decided to go into social services? They
are proof that you are not limited by
your major.
Recent alumni who majored in psychology are now working in a variety
of positions, includinghigher education
administration, residential counseling,
financial services and human resources.
You can speak to these alumni and
others by using our network of alumni,
known as the Career Advisory Network,
which is accessible through our web
page at http://careercenter.bc.edu.Over
4,000 Boston College alums have volunteered to give you information, advice and leads about their career field.
All you have to dois call them and
set up an appointment. You can do a
search to find out what alumni were
psychology majors, for example, if you
want to ask them how they made the
big leap from psych to their chosen
field.
If you are a psychology major who
is interested in working in the counseling field, there are certainlyoptions for
you, as well. Some social service agencies, hospitals and private schools hire

apartments

psych majors who only have a
bachelor's.
Once again, the Career Advisory
Network is a great place to find people
who are working in social services with
only a bachelor's degree,
You also could look in our Career
Center Library at such resources as: The
Human Service Yellow Pages, Making
a Living While Making a Difference and
the chapter on "Careers in Psychology"
in the book Opportunities in Social
Science Careers.
Again, think about your own
unique interests. In our Career Center
Library we have a great series that focuses on people's different interests.
The series, entitled Careers For
inBookworms,
cludes: Careers for
Sports Nuts, Travel Buffs, Nature Lovers and Caring People. Another good
one is the Career Guide for Creative
and Unconventional People.
You can check out our web page
for links to information about other career fields of interest, by clicking on
Career Resources A-Z.
And don't forget about Career
Night, which is Monday night in Conte
Forum. You can find out about a lot of
other opportunities that are available to
you.
If you don't know anything about
Career Night yet, details are on our
home page. If you're still lost, you can
always make an appointment with a career advisor. Good luck!

Continued From Cl

02, said. "Itis a hassle because you have
to find a place that meets everyone's expectations, you have to compromise and
the money issue comes up."
According to past tenants, some of
the advantages of livingoff campus include greater independence, more privacy and space, a feeling of "home."
the lack of RAs and no campus dining
services.
Students cited the inconvenience,
the unreliability of the BC buses, bills.
dealing with landlords and being uninformed about on-campus events as the
major disadvantages of living off campus.
All prospective tenants should peruse a copy of the Massachusetts Consumer Guide to Tenants' Rights, a standard guidebook outlining the steps all
tenants should take when renting an
apartment. Copies are available in the
Housing office.
The Office of Off-Campus
Housing's purpose is to help students
with the difficult process of looking for
an apartment and to help tenants make
their off-campus experience a positive

...

...

one.
All sophomores currently looking
for an apartment should take full advantage of the resources it has to offer.
Unfortunately, by the time the housing fair is held in early November, most
sophomores will have already found
apartments. Sophomores who think
all of the "good" places are taken
shouldn't worry ? new listings become
available weekly. Students willing to
make the phone calls, meet with realtors
and be patient will find a "great place"
to live.

Terry Withereil,
associate director,
BC Career Center

?

BC website of the week
Boston College Dining Services
http./A rim: be. ec/it/bcorg/ovp/bcch/dining.Html

Additional websites:
FFOnline: (for all things jFma/
|

com

Final Fantasy V7JJ Scarce (for
- information on just the game):

.

Since that release, people havebeen
eagerly anticipating the release of the
next installment of the Final Fantasy
series. Bootlegged videos ofconference
previews of the game were distributed
widely over the Internet. Various fan
sites popped up full of rumors and
screen shots of the game. And now, after two years, Final Fantasy VIII is finally available for Play Station,
It's always hard to live up to all of
the hype, but Final Fantasy Vllldoes a
good job of delivering everything it
promised. Like its predecessor, Final
Fantasy VHlis essentially a role-playing game in which three characters at a
time battle monsters in different dungeons with weapons, magic, summoned

!

tasy

themselves are well designed, each with
their own personalities and flaws.
The plot is so engagingthat it's easy
to lose several hours playing this game
and trying to advance the story. Needless to say, Final Fantasy VIIIwill keep
you entertained for hours.
So if you haven't already boughtit,
it's well worth it.

is

Cleo V. Bertrand

Searchingfor

Careers for Dummies

3

PSX Review:Final Fantasy VIII

www.jJBsource.com

j

Most people know thai a Friday at Boston College's dining facilities means clam chowder
is being served. Bui what about the rest of the week? ll'you've ever wondered what will be being
served al your favorite dining hall, then this is the place lo find out. Nol only is BCDS's website
lull of important information, such as menus, hours and even nutritional information, it is all
presented in a very clean and organized manner.

Buy your pass before 10/15/99 to save!

COLLEGE JEOPARDY!
CATEGORIES

Answer:

News and Information about any of the above.
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get a jumpstart on opportunity:

the right relationship.

An invitation to meet
OPPORTUNITIES

Chase Professionals

.

_
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*

Financial Analysis, Marketings, sales,
&

operations

October 5, 1999
6:oopm 8:00pm

-Human Resources

-

McElroy Faculty Dining Room

What can a relationship with Chase mean for your career? Visit
Find Your Place @ Chase: www.chase.com/on-campus.

Global Investment Bank
Presentation
Investment Banking and Sales &

CHASE

?Investment Banking
s a les & Trading
'Technology & Operations
?Financial Analysis
-Marketing & Sales

Firm Wide Presentation
and Technology

AT

Strategic leadership and dynamic people have made Chase one of
c f astest growing financial services firms in the world. And that
growth is creating unprecedented opportunities.

Career Fair
October L IQQQ
T
r

Trading

October 12,1999
7:oopm
Fulton, Room 511
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The Chase Manhattan Corporation. All rights reserved. The

Chase Manhattan Bank.
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Build some serious credentials. As part of the DU team, you'll design
financial solutions for major corporations. With the right skills, you
could gain upward mobility in one of Wall Street's fastest growing
firms. DU is recruiting undergraduates on your campus. Gome to our
presentation. See what we can offer you.
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Build some serious credentials. As part of the DU team, you'll design
financial solutions for major corporations. With the right skills, you
could gain upward mobility in one of Wall Street's fastest growing
firms. DU is recruiting undergraduates on your campus. Gome to our
presentation. See what we can offer you.
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